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The Triumph

of BTS
How seven young

superstars rewrote music-
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biggest band in the world.
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Buy the eight-
issue ROLLING STONE 
collectors’ edition  

box set right now at   
shop.rollingstone 

.com

Special Box Set!
BTS is no ordinary group, and the issue you’re holding in your 
hands right now is way too special to have just one cover image. 
That’s why we made eight separate versions of the June 2021 

issue of ROLLING STONE, each with a unique cover — one solo spotlight each 
for J-HOPE, JIMIN, JIN, JUNGKOOK, RM, SUGA, and V, plus the main cover image 
with all seven guys together. And if one of those isn’t enough, you can get all 
eight versions at once in our custom special-edition ROLLING STONE box set. 
This collectors’ item includes them all, with stunning original photography 
on each cover to capture the personalities and looks of the members of BTS. 
It’s the perfect keepsake, and it’s yours for $150.



From the Makers of Paper and Packaging

Paper straws. Boxed water. Paper grocery bags. If you’ve used any 

of these, cheers to you. Paper, and paper packaging for products 

you buy every day, are recyclable and made from trees — a natural, 

renewable resource. So you can feel good about using them. When 

the environment matters, choose paper and paper packaging. 

Learn more at howlifeunfolds.com/resource-stewardship.

Celebrate tomorrow 
by choosing paper today.

© 2021, TM & ® Paper and Packaging Board. Please recycle your paper and boxes.



Correspondence

TV’s Queen of Comedy
were also a hit. “A black woman smiling this bright
is an act of love! I appreciate the person that took
this photo. It’s needed!” tweeted Milkycoin. “Was
the mood board for this shoot ‘Hot Girl Summer’?”
asked Joseph Zambrano. “ ‘Cause that mood was
delivered.” Ultimately, Zoe Scaman summed up read-
ers’ reactions best by quoting the star’s own words
before adding her own: “These businesses and all
these things that I’m touching still have to be great,”
Rae told us. “Anybody can do this, but can they do it
well? What I’m trying to prove is that I can do it well.”
“Amen,” said Scaman. “Issa Rae is an inspiration.”

Whether making them feel proud, inspired, or just
plain giddy, our Issa Rae cover [“Issa Rae Can’t Stop,
Won’t Stop,” RS 1351] had a strong impact on readers.
Many were struck by her prolific output, tenacious
drive, and refreshing realness. “This brings me so
much joy! I was only a teen when she was posting
her hilarious web series on YouTube, and to see her
dominate is so inspirational!” wrote Zainab Boladale.
“Started at Awkward Black Girl and now we’re here,”
Andrea Bonner said on Instagram. Student Medrine
Yambura added, “We are marveling at Issa Rae’s work
in my class today.” The photos, shot by Dana Scruggs,

“I’ve gushed
about her
since Day One
of Insecure,
which was my
introduction
to her brand of
wit and comedy.
She is the
real deal, and
I’m thrilled that
she’s taking
over the world!”
@littlelostsunny

For ROLLING STONE’s first-ever Future of Music issue,
editors and writers across the world pried into the
behind-the-scenes of the hitmaking business to excavate
the most promising new ideas — the trends bubbling
under the surface, the next Spotify-esque innovations,
the outrageously fresh and unexpected projects that will
lead the multibillion-dollar industry into the next five, 10,
and 50 years. We also handpicked dozens of forward-
thinking artists, rising executives, and entrepreneurs who
are smashing through music’s gates with innovations.
(For a breakdown of the often-confounding terms whirling
around the industry, see the glossary on page 64.)

Tomorrow’s Big Hits
INSIDE THE STORY

GOT A HOT NEWS TIP? We want to hear it. Email us, confidentially,
at Tips@RollingStone.com

Lil Yachty
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THEY SEE
THE PERSON
WHO LOVES
THEM.
BEYOND® SEES AN EXPERT 

WHO KNOWS THEM.

Build Your Pet’s Custom Bowl

at BeyondPetFood.com



+ L O V E  L E T T E R S  &  A D V I C E

Letters to ROLLING STONE, 475 Fifth Avenue, New
York, NY 10017-0298. Letters become the property
of ROLLING STONE and may be edited for publication.
Email: letters@rollingstone.com
Subscriber Services: Call 800-283-1549.

CONTACT US

Best Sitcoms Ever
Seeing Cheers get this recognition makes
my heart so incredibly happy [“The 50 Best
Sitcoms of All Time,” RS 1351]. It deserves
to be appreciated more for its brilliance.

—Maria, via Twitter

I spent entirely too much time scrolling
to see where Parks and Recreation landed.
Once I found it, I nodded in agreement.
It’s an all-timer.

—Matt Esteves, via Twitter

How could you leave out Bewitched?

—Carla Kjellberg, via Twitter

The ‘Railroad’ Tracks
Great interview! So ready for this series [“Barry
Jenkins Finds Hope ‘Underground,’ ” RS 1351].
Loved the book, scenes were filmed near my
home outside Savannah, and many friends were
extras. They say it was a profound experience.

—Hipooklyta the Explorer, via Twitter

I have such treasured images of the book. I’m a
little nervous about a [series] that will (neces-
sarily) contradict my own sense memories. But I
trust Barry Jenkins with any story he wants to tell.

—Beejieweejie, via Twitter
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NATURAL
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THE CHOICE IS SIMPLE.
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WHAT’S NEW, WHAT’S NEXT, WHAT’S NUTS

PHOTOGRAPHS BY Courtney Sofiah Yates

With her new HBO late-night
show, the stand-up is aiming
to bring Americans together

Sam Jay’s
Comedy of
Compromise



The Mix
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S A M  J AY

O N AN OVERCAST Thursday eve-
ning in April, Sam Jay settles into
a booth at New York’s storied
Comedy Cellar. She’s wearing a

sweatshirt featuring a photo of Kobe Bryant
clutching the 2001 NBA Finals trophy, and
her short hair is hidden under a fitted Lak-
ers cap. It’s dim and the bar hasn’t opened
yet, but Jay asks a worker for a reposado on
the rocks anyway, and he obliges. In Decem-
ber 2017, shortly after moving to New York
to write for Saturday Night Live, Jay “passed”
here — meaning she successfully auditioned
for the owners and started getting regular
gigs at the venue where comics like Jerry
Seinfeld and Chris Rock have performed.
“Only passed comics could sit at the table,”
Jay says, as she twists to motion to a table be-
hind her. “If you were a comic who was just
hanging out and you weren’t passed, it’s like
unspoken code — you don’t sit at the table.”

The whole cool-kids-table thing doesn’t
really seem like Jay’s style. In her act, she
pokes fun at herself — frequently employ-
ing her perspective as a black, masculine-of-
center lesbian who dated men until she was
an adult — as often as she does others. And
her Netflix special, 3 in the Morning, released
last August, showed a willingness to provoke
without being cruel.

In her HBO late-night show, Pause With
Sam Jay, which debuted May 21st, the
39-year-old comic is more hopeful than cyn-
ical, working to have Americans meet in the
middle of debates about politics, money,
cultural appropriation, and more. Each epi-
sode toggles among various formats: There’s
a small, intimate party — a kickback — where
drinks flow while Jay and a rotating group
of friends talk candidly on topics like how
fame affects black people, or fears of becom-
ing a parent in an uncertain society; focused
one-on-one conversations with folks out-
side of Jay’s circle; man-on-the-street inter-
views; and even brief sketches. “I’ve just al-
ways been a believer that the world is mostly
gray,” Jay says of the idea behind the show.
“It’s not black and white. Most people are
making decisions based on their life experi-
ences, and there’s a lot of things that factor
into why people choose and live as they do.
I’m more interested in exploring that than
I am having a talking point.”

Jay’s own lens onto these issues is unique.
Born Samaria Johnson, she was raised in
and around Boston, living with various fam-
ily members between the projects and the
suburbs. Her older brother Michael was in
jail for a time. Her mother, Donna, died of
lupus when Jay was 16. At the Cellar, Jay
wears a gold, Lego-angel pendant on a rope
of diamonds — her mom used to buy her the
toys for Christmas.

After her mother passed away, Jay moved
to Atlanta for a year, living with her other
older brother, Douglas. She returned to the
city once she graduated from high school,

attending — and promptly dropping out of —
a community college. “I was young and just
coming out and trying to date girls and run
around the city,” Jay says. “For that version of
myself, [Atlanta] was perfect. It was a black,
gay mecca. I don’t think I would’ve found
myself had I not lived there.” After eight
years of retail and service jobs for jobs’ sake
(at a hotel Starbucks, Sprint, Best Buy), Jay
moved back to Boston and started working
her way up through the city’s comedy scene.
She gave L.A. a spin, too, before catching the
eye of SNL scouts at Montreal’s prestigious
Just for Laughs festival. “I just started mak-
ing decisions and changing my life because
I wanted it to fucking change,” Jay says of her
pivot to comedy. “You have the same power
within you. You just have to decide to do it.”

Now, Jay is a part of the new, black van-
guard of comedy hosts with shows that pre-
miered this spring, alongside internet sensa-
tion Ziwe Fumudoh and Jay’s onetime SNL
colleague Michael Che. But where Che can
be nonchalantly brash and Ziwe interrog-
atively confrontational, Jay is approaching
Pause with curiosity and warmth. “I wanted
to have the room in the show to grow myself,
to possibly change,” says Jay. “I didn’t want
to be telling anybody what to think. I really
just wanted to present conversations, and
then you can take those into your life and do
what you will with them.”

Take the first episode, in which Jay meets
with two young black conservatives, one

of whom has embraced the oft-
meme’d homophobe Dr. Umar
Johnson, another who’s called al-
lowing trans children to transition
“abuse.” Jay probes at their beliefs
broadly, and the pair nearly come
off as reasonable. Asked if she
should’ve pushed harder against
their conservatism, particularly
because she doesn’t agree with
it, Jay responds firmly: “No. At no
point was it ever about being hard
on them. I did want to challenge
them. ‘Hey, I hear you, but what
about this? Or what about that?’
Because as adults, our responsibil-
ity to the youth is to push them.”

Jay has a lot of experience con-
fronting people who don’t share
her values, and dedicates a por-
tion of her comedy to shifting
worldviews. Some of her attempts
have been controversial. In her
Netflix special, she tries to as-
suage fears that trans women are a
threat to cisgender women by jok-
ing that they’d have extra strength
in fights and sports, thus offering
accolades cis women could enjoy.
Many called the bit transphobic.

“Honestly, I care,” Jay says of
the criticism. “It bothered me the
most because I knew that’s not
where my heart was.” She adds a
caveat: “I also think that I achieved
what I wanted to achieve.” After

the special aired, Jay says, she received DMs
from people who told her the joke encour-
aged them to see trans women more posi-
tively. “I’m talking to motherfuckers around
the way, that I grew up with, that are mad
fucking close-minded, bro,” she says. “I’m
not talking to a wokey-woke, I’ve-read-every-
thing, I-understand-this person. I’m talking
to motherfuckers in my own family. That’s
who I was talking to in this joke.”

If there is a crux to Jay’s mission, it’s that
we have to give one another a chance to be
earnestly heard, seen, and made better. Two
days before our meeting, a guilty verdict was
handed down against Derek Chauvin, the
Minneapolis police officer who murdered
George Floyd last May. The topic brings
out the passion behind Jay’s work: “If we
don’t start getting to people and grabbing
individuals and looking them in the fucking
eyes and being like, ‘I’m a human. You’re a
human. And clearly you’re hurting and bug-
ging my nigga, what’s up?’. . . .” She mimics
grabbing someone by the shirt collar and
shaking some sense into them.

As we discuss the importance of politics
in instituting change, Jay weighs what she
can offer through comedy. “I like my job
as a comic because I’m not a politician,”
she says. “My job is to get in motherfuck-
ers’ heads and play around, bro, and start
to turn some screws and adjust some things.
How do you do that if you don’t meet people
where they’re at a little bit?” MANKAPRR CONTEH

SAM JAY ON . . .

REPRESENTATION
“It’s more valuable
in your actual daily
life than seeing
some motherfuck-
er you don’t even
know on television
pretending to be
something.”
TRUTH-TELLING
“I’m most honest
when I’m drinking
at a party, and I
don’t think there’s
going to be, like,
repercussions for
what’s coming
out of my mouth.”
LATE-NIGHT TV
“A lot of times
people get a
show and exalt
themselves as an
authority, and
they sit behind a
desk and start to
tell America
why it’s stupid.”

Jay photographed
at home in
Long Island City,
New York, in April



Savvy travelers know that the Kansas City music 
scene has a not-so-hidden wealth of destinations worth 
visiting. The barbeque-loving, middle-of-the-map 
metropolis has grown into a buzzing live music hotspot 
that is also known the world over for its storied place 
in jazz history.

Below, you’ll get to know a few of the people and 
places that make the “City of Fountains” a premier 
travel destination for any music fan in search of an 
unforgettable live show. 

The origin story of Knuckleheads reads kind of 
like a folktale. It all started when owner Frank Hicks 
moved his collision repair shop from Columbus Park 
to the East Bottoms back in 1969. Eventually, Hicks 
bought up more property in the area and converted an 
old railroad boarding house into a motorcycle shop. 
While the neighbors weren’t upset by the noise from 
the choppers (they were already accustomed to all of the 
trains passing through), Hicks found it tough to attract 
customers to his industrial district digs. That’s when, 
in 2001, he set up a small bar for beer and tacos and 
invited blues musicians and bikers alike to throw street 
parties there. After a few years, the bar was bringing 
in more business than the motorcycle shop and the 
Knuckleheads we know and love came to be.

The venue is now a veritable entertainment complex, 
featuring the original indoor saloon stage, the smaller 
Gospel Lounge (where each week Pastor Carl Butler 
convenes his honky-tonk church for beers, blues, and 
Bible readings), a large outdoor stage and the recent 
addition of a garage stage (the former collision repair 
shop). Since Knuckleheads began booking touring acts 
in 2004, they’ve hosted the likes of Johnny Winter, 
Ray Price, Kinky Friedman, Sly & Robbie, and Billy 
Joe Shaver. Oftentimes, more than one stage will be 

in August, including a parade, two-day fi lm festival, and 
series of live tributes to the legendary saxophonist.

And if that isn’t enough cultural history for you, the 
Negro Leagues Baseball Museum is right next door.

COVID-19 has taken a heavy toll on our country’s 
live music business and the brunt of that impact has 
been felt by small, independent venues. That’s why, 
in the months following the fi rst shutdowns, the staff  
of long-running Kansas City bar/restaurant venues 
Voltaire and recordBar joined forces to establish 
Lemonad(e) Park. The venue operates on a lot 
purchased by Voltaire owner Wes Gartner adjacent 
to the restaurant’s West Bottoms location, originally 
intended for parking.

Named for the age-old phrase “when life hands you 
lemons,” and Gartner’s interest in Greek philosophy 
(monad, meaning “singularity”), Lemonad(e) Park had 
no trouble fi nding an audience starved for live music 
and musicians itching to play last summer. “[The 
sound guys] really care about trying to make every 
band sound as good as possible,” says recordBar owner 
Steve Tulipana of his team.  

In addition to pandemic-safe performances from 
area favorites like The Freedom Affair and Fritz 
Hutchison, food and drink from Voltaire (bistro fare 
and an extensive selection of cocktails, spirits, wine 
and beer) are available to order for your picnic-style 
enjoyment. The Park returns for its second season 
this spring/summer, which means an expanded movie 
night series, some upgrades to the bar and, most 
importantly, more live music.

functioning at the same time.
“It’s like a mom-and-pop shop,” says Hicks. “We take 

a special interest in all the artists. We treat ’em like 
they’re coming to our house.”

Once home to over 50 jazz clubs at its peak in the 
early-to-mid 20th century, the 18th & Vine District is 
a must-visit for tourists of all ages. “There’s quite a bit 
of that Kansas City narrative that just sometimes gets 
trapped here in town and doesn’t make it nationally the 
way it should,” says American Jazz Museum executive 
director Rashida Phillips. “Coming here, I realized 
there’s a whole portion of jazz history that most folks 
don’t know of outside of maybe Charlie Parker.”

Established in 1997, the American Jazz Museum 
is home to exhibits, programs and countless artifacts 
spanning back over a century in the genre’s tradition. 
Among those treasures are a Grafton saxophone played 
by Charlie Parker, handwritten correspondence from 
John Coltrane, a gown worn by Ella Fitzgerald, and 
more. On display in the museum’s Changing Gallery 
this May through July will be a set of rare photographs 
of Billie Holiday. There’s also the John H. Baker Film 
Collection, featuring video footage and still images of 
early jazz history.

In addition to the main museum, the AJM also 
operates The Blue Room – a 150-seat jazz club in the 
same building – and the Gem Theater – a historic 
500-capacity venue across the street. The museum’s 
fi rst major event post-COVID-19 will be a celebration 
of what would have been Charlie Parker’s 101st birthday 

The Many Faces 
of Kansas City’s 
Music Scene

Get to know a few of the 
people and places that make 
KC a premier live music 
destination
By Aaron Rhodes

Presents:

ADVERTISEMENT

Knuckleheads

Lemonad(e) ParkAmerican Jazz Museum / The Blue 
Room / Gem Theater

The following is one piece in a
   four-part series highlighting all
    that Missouri has to offer in
    the worlds of food, art, music
  and adventure. Missouri – or
 “Mo,” as we refer to her – has no
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whatever you’re after, there’s a Mo for every M-O.
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GOT A QUESTION  
FOR CROZ?  
Email AskCroz@ 
Rollingstone.com

My husband has lost 
all interest in sex and has 
told me I’m free to go out 
and be with other men. 
He says it’s merely physi-
cal and swears he will not 
care. Should I take him  
up on the offer? After all,  
I do have his permission.
—Anonymous, MD

It doesn’t friggin’ matter. 
You can’t love someone  
if you can’t trust them.  
That means you can’t go 
out and screw around. I’ve 
been married for 44 years. 
I have never screwed 
around, not once, ever.  
I firmly believe that if you 
say those vows, you better 
mean them. You shouldn’t 
mess around with anyone 
else at any time. If you 
do, your husband is never 
going to trust you again, 
no matter what he says.

I’m roughly your age, 
and I’ve survived a few 
medical scares. They’ve 
left deep scars, and I feel 
like my clock is ticking. 
Death is on my mind all 
the time, and I find it hard 
to enjoy life. How can us 
old people enjoy the time 
we have left?
—Chad, TN

The question isn’t how 
much time you have; the 
question is what you’re 
going to do with it. If you 
agonize over the fact 
that you’re going to die, 
you’re wasting it. If you 
spend that time helping 
other people, making new 
things, making anything 
better for anybody, then 
the time that you have left, 
whatever amount it is, will 
be well spent. You may  
die tomorrow, but you’ve 
got today. So why don’t 
you use the heck out of it?

Real-life advice  
from a guy who’s 
seen, done, and 
survived just about 
everything

Ames (HBO’s Bored to 
Death) dives into noir  
with this first release in  
a new detective series.  

MOVIE

9. ‘In the Heights’ 
Lin-Manuel Miranda’s 
first Broadway hit, about 
young Dominicans dream-
ing big in New York’s 
Washington Heights, gets 
the Hollywood treatment. 
As bodega owner Usnavi, 
Hamilton vet Anthony 
Ramos is the breakout.

AT-HOME PARTY KIT

10. Of the Night
During Covid, L.A. party 
outfit Disco Dining Club 
teamed with immersive 
set designer Blakeshine 
to offer home delivery of 
drinks, activities, and dec-
orations — now, they’re 
sending quarterly themed 
parties (like To Wong Foo, 
for Pride) nationwide.

ALBUM 

4. Amythyst 
Kiah’s ‘Wary + 
Strange’ 
On her label debut, 
singer-songwriter Kiah — 
one of roots music’s most 
promising new voices 
since joining supergroup 
Our Native Daughters 
in 2018 — conjures new 
futures with a masterful 
blend of lonesome  
folk and neo-blues.

BOOK

5. ‘The Double 
Life of Bob Dylan’ 
After 30 years of writing 
about Dylan, Clinton 
Heylin’s latest book draws 
from previously unavail-
able materials at the Insti-
tute for Bob Dylan Studies 
in Tulsa, Oklahoma, and 
the results are revelatory 
and fascinating. 

TV SHOW

6. ‘Hacks’ 
This HBO Max dramedy 
stars Jean Smart as a past-
her-prime Joan Rivers 
type whose agent hires a 
hapless young comedian 
(Hannah Einbinder) to 
spice up her Vegas act. 
It’s a clash of generations 
(“What’s Wikifeet?”) 
and a meeting of two 
dysfunctional souls.

DOCUMENTARY

7. ‘Pink: All I 
Know So Far’  
Pink’s Beautiful Trauma 
tour was a family affair.  
In this intimate new  
documentary, she gives  
a deeper look at the 
demands of life in  
her traveling “circus.”

NOVEL

8. ‘A Man  
Named Doll’
After years of probing the 
genre with meta interpre-
tations, author Jonathan 

ALBUM

1. Loraine James’ 
‘Reflection’ 
Maverick London 
producer James’ 
fearlessly inventive LP 
takes listeners on a ride 
through an electronic 
underworld, with voices 
echoing eerily off walls 
of dreamlike synths and 
deftly programmed beats.

BOOK

2. ‘In Defense  
of Ska’
Drummer-turned-journal-
ist Aaron Carnes mixes  
reporting and memoir-
esque essays in this deep 
dive from CLASH Books, 
bringing new meaning to 
underground legends like 
Operation Ivy. 

RADIO APP

3. Nostalgie 
This Parisian station 
streams New Wave, pop, 
disco, and obscure cuts by 
artists you know (Donna 
Summer) and French ones 
you might not (Johnny 
Hallyday). It’s a passport 
to another time, when 
travel feels like a dream.
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encounter outdoor entertainment to 
make your visit all the more memorable. 

When you’re not sampling the latest 
varietals, you can try some surrounding 
hikes. Book a villa and dine at the 
Grapevine Grill to make a weekend of 
your experience. The best part? You won’t 
have to drive home after a day of sampling 
all that Chaumette Winery has to off er.

Elephant Rocks State Park
Belleview, MO

Rocks that resemble elephants? 
Yes, please. These natural geological 
formations look like they stepped right 
out of the circus, when in fact they were 
formed from 1.5-billion-year-old granite. 
Whether you’re a geology buff  or just have 
kids that love climbing boulders, Elephant 
Rocks State Park is a wonder that must 
be seen. Take the Braille Trail, designed 
to accommodate visitors with visual and 
physical disabilities, and then spend 
some time exploring the area before or 
after setting up for a picnic to make a day 
of it. You won’t find another place like 
Elephant Rocks State Park, so these rocky 
wonders are a can’t-miss item on your 
Missouri bucket list.

Missouri is full of outdoor wonders, 
with 88 state parks, six national parks, 
and many other excursions off  the beaten 
path. Ranked among the top state park 
systems in the nation, Missouri off ers a 
breadth of adventures, from scenic vistas 
to picturesque hikes, and there are many 
diff erent ways to experience all that the 
“Show-Me” State has to off er. 

Here’s a look at some of the highlights 
of Missouri’s wildlife, parks and more 
where you experience the great outdoors 
and take full advantage of the state’s 
wide-ranging landscape.

Dogwood Canyon
Nature Park
Lampe, MO

Is 10,000 square miles of nature 
enough for you? Well, that’s what you’ll 
get at a visit to this sprawling Ozark 
Mountain oasis, where you’ ll find 
activities and excursions for everyone 
in your crew. Dogwood Canyon is one 
of the oldest landforms in the United 
States, and with settlers’ log cabins in 
view, you can explore the habitat with 
activities like horseback riding, fi shing, 
hiking, wildlife tours and more. You 
can also visit the conservation center 
or the on-site restaurant, and there’s 
even a custom-built treehouse courtesy 

Ha Ha Tonka State Park
Camdenton, MO

Natural wonders abound in this 
storied state park, which features 
everything from hiking trails to an 
abandoned stone castle. Named for said 
castle, a 20th-century stone mansion, 
Ha Ha Tonka State Park also boasts 
caves, sinkholes, geological formations 
and stunning bluff s overlooking the Lake 
of the Ozarks. Even if you’re not a skilled 
outdoorsperson, there are boardwalks 
that make some of the trails accessible to 
all visitors, along with convenient picnic 
areas for lunch or a quick snack before a 
nature walk. 

Chaumette Vineyards 
& Winery
Ste. Genevieve, MO

Who needs Europe when you can just 
pop over to Missouri to enjoy a best-
in-class luxury wine-tasting vacation? 
This resort destination off ers local wines 
grown in the region’s rolling hills in a 
tasting room that’s open year-round. 
And in the summer months, you’ll often 

of Animal Planet’s Treehouse Masters. 
The park is open every day, and tickets 
start at $15 for kids, though there’s an 
additional charge for some activities such 
as horseback riding and the wildlife tram 
tour. If you can’t fi t all the fun into just 
one day, consider a park membership so 
you can keep coming back for more. 

Prairie State Park
Mindenmines, MO

One of the state’s beloved state parks, 
this destination off ers the best outlets to 
become one with nature, from camping 
to bird-watching. Catalog some of the 
local wildflowers or take a walk along 
one of the park’s many trails. The park 
is named for the tallgrass prairie which 
used to cover a third of the state and 
now makes up less than 1%, but don’t 
worry. Some of those swaying fi elds are 
still preserved here today so you can 
experience the land’s natural beauty as 
it once was.

You can check out the park’s event 
calendar, where you’ ll find exciting 
upcoming happenings like scavenger 
hunts, guided hikes, and a lecture series. 
As you bounce from one activity to the 
next be sure to look out for the resident 
bison herd that roams this 4,000-acre 
paradise.

Wildlife Refuge
Mound City, MO

If quarantine has got you playing 
a lot of Animal Crossing and you’re 
looking for encounters of the furry, 
feathered and fi shy varieties, this wildlife 
preserve is your best bet. Loess Bluffs 
was established in 1935 by Franklin 
D. Roosevelt as a refuge for migratory 
birds, and it is still one of the top areas 
for bird-watching in the U.S. Fishing, 
photography and more are all on the 
agenda here. You can also go hiking 
and explore the local flora and fauna 
including Indian grass, big bluestem, 
beard-tongue and skeleton plant, 
among a host of others. (I, for one, am 
particularly intrigued by the last two.)

Looking 
for an 
Adventure? 
Explore Six 
of Missouri’s 
Top Outdoor 
Attractions

By Suzy Evans

Presents:

ADVERTISEMENT

The following is one
   piece in a four-part
   series highlighting 
     all that Missouri has
   to off er in the worlds
of food, art, music and 
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adventure. Missouri – or “Mo,” as we 
refer to her – has no shortage of places to 
explore, so whatever you’re after, there’s a 
Mo for every M-O.
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O
LIVIA RODRIGO could have been designed in
a laboratory as the perfect teen pop star —
except the best part is how gloriously, mess-
ily, authentically human she is. She’s a whole
new pop-queen paradigm, ripping up the
old playbook and starting again. She seem-

ingly blew in out of nowhere to hit Number One with her
instant-classic debut single, “Drivers License.” It’s one of the
all-time great debuts — yet somehow the sequel, “Deja Vu,”
is even better? And it’s about taunting her ex about how they
used to bond over listening to Billy Joel? Who had his last hit
10 years before Olivia Rodrigo was born?

She’s a new kind of star because she reps the next wave
of hitmakers, who grew up idolizing Taylor Swift. So her
whole idea of how to write a song starts with Taylor and her intricate,
complexly self-referential, cleverly coded narratives. It’s a taste of the
future — a sign that Taylor’s influence on pop music is really just be-
ginning. Olivia is a devout daughter of Lorde, too, and she’s learned
both their tricks by heart. But she’s part of a long tradition of young,
ambitious, world-beating rebel girls. The week Olivia was born, Avril
Lavigne was in the Top 10 with “I’m With You,” which makes so much
cosmic sense.

For Disney viewers, Olivia was already beloved as the star of Biz-
aardvark. She’s even more famous for starring in High School Musical:
The Series: The Musical, where she plays a high school girl starring in a
production of a musical based on the 2006 Disney Channel movie. It’s

tough to overstate the weirdosity of High School Musical: The
Series: The Musical. (Sorry — can’t get enough of that title.)
Olivia has been caught up in a much-rumored love triangle
with co-star Joshua Bassett; they’re singing fictional songs
about their real-life romantic tribulations, while writing IRL
songs about each other. He’s also been linked to actress Sa-
brina Carpenter, seemingly the “blond girl” in “Drivers Li-
cense.” When Olivia made “Drivers License,” Joshua released
the retort “Lie Lie Lie,” while Sabrina released “Skin,” with
the classic comeback, “Maybe blond was the only rhyme.”
What a Borgesian fictional labyrinth!

Like her idol Tay, Olivia is a classicist who’s schooled in
pop history. Like Tay, she sounds like she’s studied “You’re
So Vain” the way Talmudic scholars study the Book of Deu-

teronomy. I love how “Deja Vu” focuses on listening to Billy Joel with
her ex — their song was “Uptown Girl” — and now she’s jealous of the
new girl who listens to Billy Joel with him. How long do we have to wait
until Billy returns the compliment by covering “Deja Vu”?

As we listen to Olivia’s long-awaited album Sour, it’s just the begin-
ning of what sure sounds like a career. But Olivia is also a quintessen-
tial example of why this is such an exciting moment to be a passionate
pop fan. She’s not hung up on stylistic or historic boundaries — in her
songs, the ancient and the new-school play off each other. Everything
old is new again, and anything in the past can be the start of something
new, as long as an artist like Olivia can find a way to use it. In other
words: It’s déjà vu all over again.

It’s Olivia Rodrigo’s World
‘Drivers License’ is an instant classic — but chances are that’s only the

beginning for a songwriter in full command of pop’s history and future

R O B
S H E F F I E L D

SOUND AND
VISION



It’s not every museum director that will tell you 
to turn around and leave the premises, but the 
Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis (or CAM St. 
Louis, as it’s  commonly known) isn’t exactly like every 
other museum – so, when Executive Director Lisa 
Melandri says walking back out of the museum is the 
best place to start a tour, you have to listen. 

When the sun sets, CAM St. Louis comes to life as 
the exterior is transformed from a museum wall into 
a piece of art itself. “The entirety of the upper level of 
our facade, which is more than 60 feet long and 20 feet 
high, becomes a projection,” explains Melandri. “And 
as soon as the sun goes down, you see moving images 
that quite literally kind of turn the building inside out, 
but also really activates the neighborhood.” Not only 
is there a giant projection on one side of the building, 
but a giant curved wall that mirrors the curve of the 
street it sits on is used as a canvas for a rotating roster 
of installations by local artists. It’s sort of a perfect 
metaphor for a museum that has made it its mission 
to present work that refl ects the community and break 
down barriers to the appreciation of contemporary art.

Founded in 1980 to bring art to the city’s downtown, 
CAM St. Louis has been bringing cutting-edge work 
by living artists to St. Louis ever since. It succeeded 
in its mission to the extent that it had to move to a 
larger space. CAM St. Louis’ 27,000-square-foot 
Brad Cloepfil-designed building sports an interior 
and exterior that was crafted to showcase the art, like 
Ebony G. Patterson’s monumental 52-foot ebullient 
fl oral collage that recently took over the exterior project 
wall. Since 2003, CAM St. Louis has welcomed visitors 
to its spacious, eye-catching building in the Grand 
Center Arts District.

While the cement exterior of the building, with its 
mesh screen and curved wall, has become a fi xture in 
the neighborhood, its interior is constantly changing. 
You never know what you’re going to see when you 
walk in CAM St. Louis. That’s because unlike New 
York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Louvre in 
Paris or even the Saint Louis Art Museum down the 

Louis hosts the Great Rivers Biennial, which recognizes 
locally grown talent. “We happen to have a really, really 
dynamic artists community here,” explains Melandri. 
Every two years, three artists in the Greater St. Louis 
area are selected by a distinguished jury (think curators 
and established artists) to receive $20,000 grants. 
The public can see their work the following summer 
at the Great Rivers Biennial exhibition at CAM St. 
Louis. Recent winners include mixed material artist 
Kahlil Robert Irving; Tim Portlock who made large-
scale prints of construction sites; and Rachel Youn who 
created a kinetic sculpture that gyrates between spaces.

The museum is also known for its deep community 
outreach. In addition to working with and providing 
a platform for local artists, CAM St. Louis sponsors 
community initiatives such as citywide open-studio 
events and a visiting critic and curator series. They also 
work with local schools, such as their three-year-old 
partnership with Vashon High School, where students 
work alongside artists and are then able to display their 
own pieces at the museum. Embedding themselves in 
the community breaks down some of the barriers that 
seem to surround an art world often seen as snooty 
and snobbish, making art that is accessible, important 
and interesting. Perhaps the most vital community 
outreach that the museum did though is right at the 
entry – there’s no fee.

The city has other art institutions, of course, and 
numerous galleries and smaller artist-run spaces. 
Despite the competition, CAM St. Louis has carved 
out its own niche in both the local and larger art scenes. 
The people of St. Louis have enjoyed its work and its 
captivating exterior – the next time you’re in town 
you’d be mistaken to not do the same.

road, CAM St. Louis has no permanent collection. 
Instead, it fi lls its space with an ever-revolving body 
of work. 

“You may see what you might think of as traditional 
painting,” says Melandri. “But you might also see 
conceptual work, time-based work, moving-image 
work, sculpture, installation, immersive projects – you 
name it.” The CAM has around 12 to 13 exhibitions a 
year, fully changing the art within its walls three times 
a year or so. And the art really changes across medium, 
perspective and geography, all part of the curators’ 
vision of what contemporary art is and can be. 

They’ve hosted major exhibitions by audio artist 
Lawrence Abu Hamdan, photographer Paul Mpagi 
Sepuya, Danish art collective SUPERFLEX, installation 
artist Christine Corday, and Michelle Obama portraitist 
Amy Sherald. It’s a diverse group with a diverse body 
of work that all address contemporary issues in the 
world and the arts through intricately contemplative 
pieces. “We really are seeking to off er audiences a lot 
of diff erent kinds of experiences with contemporary 
art,” says Melandri. One of the goals of the museum 
is to engage people of all ages and interests in the 
appreciation and interpretation of contemporary art 
and ideas, not just appealing to die-hard art lovers. 
By off ering a wide-ranging, shifting body of work on 
display – and hosting lectures, film viewings, live-
music nights and monthly cocktail parties – they have 
a greater likelihood of reaching people where they are. 
For a visitor, that means new experiences, new wonders 
and new, challenging work to appreciate every time 
they step foot in CAM St. Louis.

To further connect the museum to its community, 
in conjunction with the Gateway Foundation, CAM St. 

This Trendy St. 
Louis Museum
Is Reimagining 
the City’s Local 
Art Scene

By Melissa Locker

Presents:
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The following is one piece in a
   four-part series highlighting all
    that Missouri has to offer in
    the worlds of food, art, music
  and adventure. Missouri – or
 “Mo,” as we refer to her – has no
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shortage of places to explore, so 
whatever you’re after, there’s a Mo for every M-O.
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Edgar Wright on
His Favorite
Sparks Songs

1. “This Town Ain’t Big
Enough for the Both of
Us” (1974)
“Draws you in and
punches you in the face.
The most dramatic, funny,
operatic song ever.”

2. “Angst in My Pants”
(1982)
“Covered a lot, by a lot of
female [artists] — ironic,
because it’s about male
sexual anxiety.”

3. “Missionary
Position” (2017)
“So much energy, it
defies the physics of
rock. And extolling
vanilla sex is hilarious.”

I N 1979, when Edgar
Wright was five years
old, he turned on Top

of the Pops to find a boyish-
looking singer bopping man-
ically in place. A keyboardist
next to him stood stock still,
sporting floppy bangs and
a Hitler-esque mustache,
looking alternately bored and
angry. The music sounded
like a disco LP played at 45
rpm. “If you should die while
crossing the street,” the
first guy sang in a near falset-
to, “The song you’ll hear,
I guarantee/It’s number one
all over heaven!”

The moment stuck with
the future Shaun of the Dead
filmmaker enough that when
he was going through a retro-
glam-rock phase in his teens,
he was surprised to find the
group’s name — Sparks —
among the Bowie and T. Rex
cuts on album compilations.
Those electro-geeks were
also Seventies rock stars?
Cut to the Nineties, when
Wright started seeing
the duo’s video for their
Euro-lounge hit “When Do
I Get to Sing ‘My Way’ ” on
TV. “I kept thinking, ‘Is this
the same band I saw 15 years
ago?’ ” he recalls, laughing.
“‘What is going on here?’ ”

Decades later, the director
has channeled his fascination
into The Sparks Brothers, a
new documentary on how
the Southern California
siblings Ron and Russell Mael
formed a band in the late Six-
ties and proceeded to work
their way through a variety
of musical genres: arena
rock, prog-rock, proto-punk,
electronic dance music, New
Wave, “alternative” rock, and
classical-influenced chamber
pop. While the act’s “hits”

are few and far between,
you can hear their impact
on generations of musicians;
everyone from Duran Duran
to Flea to Franz Ferdinand
frontman Alex Kapranos tes-
tify in Brothers to Sparks’ in-
fluence on their work. Notes
Wright, “I think Beck says in
the movie, ‘Sparks were like
the bees of music — cross-
pollinating everywhere.’ ”

What’s remained constant
throughout the Maels’ career
has been a wicked sense of
humor, a talent for blending
off-kilter lyrics with catchy
melodies, and the brothers’
personas. Russell is the cute
one who belted about Mickey
Mouse on SNL in a sparkly
tracksuit; Ron is the deadpan
one who danced an old-timey
jitterbug to it in a tie. Other-
wise, they’re hard to pin
down. Wright says he grew
tired of being asked which
album is the best introduc-
tion to Sparks. “It’s like, how
do I begin to answer that
question?” he says on a Zoom
call with Ron, 75, and Rus-
sell, 72, in January. “Which
Sparks do you want?”

Starting with their early-
Seventies records, like
Kimono My House, Sparks
crafted a bombastic sound
that bands like Queen
would soon emulate. Their

turned him into an obsessive.
Still, even he knew little
about the famously private
band other than the eccentric
personalities they displayed
in performances. “I didn’t
believe Ron and Russell lived
on planet Earth,” the director
admits. “I assumed they were
the J.D. Salingers of rock.”
While writing Baby Driver in
2015, Wright went on Twitter
and saw “Sparks Follows
You.” He DM’d the account,
figuring an assistant ran it;
Russell quickly replied with,
“We love your movies!”

A friendship ensued, and
Wright eventually pitched a
film that would tie together

all their different
eras. “We’d been
approached before . . .
but we’re not a band
that looks back a lot,”
Russell says. “And
we wanted to keep
that sense of mystery
surrounding us.”

“But Edgar wanted
to treat all of the
musical periods with
equality,” Ron adds.
“And that thing of
‘Oh, they’re the funny
band’ — to put the

humor into context with the
songwriting. We jumped [at]
doing it with him.”

The Sparks Brothers
connects these disparate
versions of the Sparks sound.
But it also underlines how
the Maels’ ongoing collabora-
tion springs from a singular,
two-headed vision — a semi-
bruised, bittersweet, and
often ironic sensibility that
Wright describes as “being
in the scene and also stand-
ing on the edge of the dance
floor, commenting on the
scene at the same time.

“I wanted to make a
documentary that had the
irreverence and seriousness
of the band,” he says. “You’re
approaching the subject with
sincerity and appreciation,
but also poking at the
format.” Wright pauses. “Like
a Sparks song, basically.”

MOVIES

Giorgio Moroder-produced
1979 album, No. 1 in Heaven,
introduced synth-pop to
the masses years before the
Human League and Heaven
17 made it a chart staple. And
after L.A. radio station KROQ
and the Valley Girl soundtrack
helped turn them into Eight-
ies modern-rock heroes, they
reinvented themselves as a
dance-rock band with hints of
what would become techno
and electronica. They weren’t
ahead of the curve so much
as constructing it one batch
of wry, weirdly romantic
songs at a time.

For Wright, stumbling
across Sparks’ genre-defying
2002 album Lil’ Beethoven

In a new
documentary,
director Edgar
Wright gives a
cult band its due
By DAVID FEAR

The Fire Behind ‘Sparks’

BAND OF BROTHERS
Clockwise from above:
Ron (left) and Russell
Mael; performing in
1974; director Edgar
Wright says he wasn’t
sure the pair “lived on
planet Earth.”



to the global barbeque lexicon. As you 
might expect, Pappy’s has attracted 
attention from far and wide for its local 
fare having been recognized by everyone 
from the Travel Channel to ABC’s The 
Chew for its barbeque excellence. The 
Food Network once even called it the 
“top barbeque spot in the U.S.,” making 
it a must-try destination for any traveler 
stopping through “the Gateway City.”

  

Wobbly Boots BBQ, 
Osage Beach

Wobbly Boots is much more than 
just a barbecue joint – there are burgers 
and pub fare, ample TVs for sports 
watching, and at least two dozen beers 
and bourbons to peruse. All of that’s to 
say: It’s easy to understand why the place 
has become a go-to spot to dry off  from a 
day on nearby water. 

At the same time, Osage Beach’s local 
lifestyle magazine named Wobbly Boots 
the best barbecue in the area, annually, 
for all of the 2010s. What’s more, the 
restaurant doesn’t stick to any single 
regional style. Texas brisket meets Tex-
Mex in quesadilla form, which sits right 
next to Kansas City burnt ends on the 
menu, but St. Louis- and Memphis-style 
ribs still reign supreme as Wobbly Boots’ 
signature dishes. The baby back ribs 
get dry-rubbed, smoked, then grilled, 
and the pork spareribs are slow-roasted 
over hickory then basted with the house 
sauce. Either will induce fi nger licking.

Calling Missouri the “Show-Me” 
State increasingly feels like a partial 
description – especially when it comes 
to today’s food scene. “Show Me the 
Burnt Ends, the Ribs and the Brisket,” 
might be a more apt descriptor. Kansas 
City has always been a headliner in the 
U.S. barbeque scene (and there are 50-
plus places to try in that area alone), but 
pitmasters across Missouri these days 
off er a diverse set of styles and specialties 
that go well beyond the state’s sweet-
sauced signature spirit. These fi ve must-
try spots truly, ahem, show it.

Arthur Bryant’s, Kansas City 

Of the thousands of barbeque joints 
across the U.S., how many have ever been 
called the best restaurant in the world? 
At least one Kansas City institution 
can make that claim. Arthur Bryant’s 
started more than 100 years ago though 
the restaurant retains its place among 
Missouri – and, really, the U.S. – barbeque 
royalty for its continued excellence. It’s 
the kind of spot where no one blinks 
twice when a sitting president swings by, 
whether that means Harry Truman or 
Barack Obama some six decades later. 

As legend has it, KC’s most famous 
barbeque dish, burnt ends, actually 
originated here. They started as a way 
to simply keep people in the long lines 
happy – a free snacky meat bite to 
preview what awaited hungry patrons 
at the register. It’s still probably the item 
to get if you inexplicably want to limit 
yourself, but trust, the savory snacks are 

favorites withstanding, the man’s potato 
salad once earned him $1,000, so there’s 
really no way to go wrong even on the 
sides portion of the menu.

Pappy’s, St. Louis 

For a long time, “St. Louis-style” 
barbeque meant ribs – specifi cally, fall-
off-the-bone, grilled pork spareribs 
lathered in a sweet sauce. But when 
Pappy’s came around in 2008, it 
expanded the horizons of the city’s 
signature style. These ribs were a bit 
sturdier and had less slather, but were 
every bit as (if not more) delicious. 

Today you’ll fi nd lines (not to mention 
daily “sold out” notices) queued up for 
Pappy’s slow-smoked, dry-rubbed baby 
back ribs. When fi nished with a Kansas 
City-style sauce, this dish essentially 
pairs Missouri’s two native contributions 

only a gateway to an expansive menu 
that sports everything from smoked 
turkey to pulled pork.

  

“Kansas City” and “St. Louis” are far 
from the only barbeque styles thriving 
across the state. In fact, one of the best 
places to get the famed Texas barbeque 
outside of the Lonestar State is… 
Springfi eld, Missouri, of course.

Pitmaster Cody Smith attended 
culinary school in Austin, then worked 
in fi ne dining upon returning home to 
Missouri where his sausages, charcuterie, 
and smoked meats became the prize of 
every farmer’s market. Smith’s success 
preempted a shift to doing barbeque 
fulltime and it’s from there that the City 
Butcher was born. The sausages still 
qualify as must-haves, but City Butcher’s 
take on brisket – cooked only with salt, 
pepper, and smoke then sliced in front 
of customers for the perfect balance 
of fat, moist meat, and char – is unlike 
anything else you’ll fi nd in the state.

Barbeque nerds who recognize the 
acronym “KCBS” probably already know 
about pitmaster Brad Leighninger. 
That’s because the Kansas City Barbeque 
Society holds worldwide competitions, 
and Leighninger is one of its most 
successful champions. At times, he’s 
competed in more than 50 competitions 
per year and reached such heights as the 
world’s No. 1 ranking. 

Leighninger is not a full-time 
barbeque competitor today because he’s 
also busy running his restaurant, Gettin’ 
Basted. Here, you can try Leighninger’s 
take on some of barbeque’s greatest hits 
(Memphis pulled pork, Kansas City burnt 
ends, St. Louis ribs, Austin brisket) as well 
as originals like his “Porker” sandwich, 
which combines pulled pork, bacon, 
pork rinds and, yes, pork ribs. Barbeque 

Five of 
Missouri’s 
Must-Visit 
Barbeque 
Hotspots

By Nathan Mattise

Presents:

ADVERTISEMENT

The following is one
   piece in a four-part
   series highlighting 
     all that Missouri has
   to off er in the worlds
of food, art, music and 
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adventure. Missouri – or “Mo,” as we 
refer to her – has no shortage of places to 
explore, so whatever you’re after, there’s a 
Mo for every M-O.
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Syd’s World
of Vintage

Trucks

MY

O B S E S S I O N
A SERIES IN WHICH

ARTISTS SHARE THEIR
NONMUSICAL PASSIONS

SYD GRINS AS SHE REVS UP the engine of her beige
1975 Ford Bronco, the truck growling and sputtering
loud enough to wake the neighbors in the singer-
songwriter-producer’s quiet Central L.A. neighborhood.
Syd’s been busy readying new music; in February, she
released her first solo single in four years, a woozily beau-
tiful R&B track called “Missing Out,” and she’s got a new
album of similarly vibe-y songs on the way. But she’s also
spent lots of time on her hobby: amassing a small fleet
of vintage trucks and fixing them up herself. “The biggest
thing for me about these cars is the empowerment of
knowing what the fuck is wrong and trying to diagnose
it,” she says. “Getting under the hood reminds me how
I felt when I started engineering with music.”

She learned from her dad, as well as a bunch of
YouTube tutorials, spending nearly $150,000 fixing
up her four large trucks. She’s disassembled engines,
redone interiors and flooring, installed brake boosters
and steering boxes. Each time she gets a paycheck,
a chunk goes toward improving the fleet.

The latest addition to her collection is the Bronco,
named Shea, after its shea-butter coat (the car’s full
name is Shea Buttercup). She also owns a 1997 Land
Rover Defender that the previous owner called Piper,
after the large black pipe on the car’s left side. (She’s
yet to name her two forest-green International Harvester
Scouts.) “I do these projects mostly when I’m in the
mood to get my hands dirty,” she says. “I wait until I
get another check, send a truck to the shop, and they’ll
tell me it’s seven racks for AC. ‘OK, I’ll do it myself.’ ”

Shea is Syd’s favorite of the bunch, perhaps for the
simplest reason: It’s really, really big. “Maybe it’s because
I’m a small person that I like big vehicles,” she says. “I’m
up really high, big wheels, big rims, big tires. The engine
sounds beautiful. When I was younger I always liked the
idea of owning a monster truck, but I never actually liked
real monster trucks. I feel like this is close.” ETHAN MILLMAN

Syd at home in Central Los Angeles, washing one of her
cars: Piper, a 1997 Land Rover Defender
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Important Facts About DOVATO
This is only a brief summary of important information about DOVATO and 
does not replace talking to your healthcare provider about your condition 
and treatment.

What is the most important information I should know about DOVATO?
If you have both human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1) and hepatitis B 
virus (HBV) infection, DOVATO can cause serious side effects, including:
•  Resistant HBV infection. Your healthcare provider will test you for HBV infection

before you start treatment with DOVATO. If you have HIV-1 and hepatitis B, the
hepatitis  B virus can change (mutate) during your treatment with DOVATO and
become harder to treat (resistant). It is not known if DOVATO is safe and effective in
people who have HIV-1 and HBV infection.

•   Worsening of HBV infection. If you have HIV-1 and HBV infection, your HBV
may get worse (flare-up) if you stop taking DOVATO. A “flare-up” is when your HBV
infection suddenly returns in a worse way than before. Worsening liver disease can be
serious and may lead to death.

°   Do not run out of DOVATO. Refill your prescription or talk to your healthcare provider
before your DOVATO is all gone.

°   Do not stop DOVATO without first talking to your healthcare provider.
If you stop taking DOVATO, your healthcare provider will need to check your health 
often and do blood tests regularly for several months to check your liver.

What is DOVATO?

DOVATO is a prescription medicine that is used without other HIV-1 medicines to treat 
human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1) infection in adults: who have not received 
HIV-1 medicines in the past, or to replace their current HIV-1 medicines when their 
healthcare provider determines that they meet certain requirements. HIV-1 is the virus 
that causes Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). It is not known if DOVATO 
is safe and effective in children.

Who should not take DOVATO?

Do not take DOVATO if you:
•  have ever had an allergic reaction to a medicine that contains dolutegravir

or lamivudine.
•  take dofetilide.

What should I tell my healthcare provider before using DOVATO?

Tell your healthcare provider about all of your medical conditions,
including if you:
•  have or have had liver problems, including hepatitis B or C infection.
•  have kidney problems.
•  are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. One of the medicines in DOVATO

(dolutegravir) may harm your unborn baby.

°   Your healthcare provider may prescribe a different medicine than DOVATO if you are
planning to become pregnant or if pregnancy is confirmed during the first 12 weeks 
of pregnancy.

°   If you can become pregnant, your healthcare provider will perform a pregnancy test 
before you start treatment with DOVATO.

°   If you can become pregnant, you should consistently use effective birth control 
(contraception) during treatment with DOVATO.

°   Tell your healthcare provider right away if you are planning to become pregnant, you 
become pregnant, or think you may be pregnant during treatment with DOVATO.

•  are breastfeeding or plan to breastfeed. Do not breastfeed if you take DOVATO.

°   You should not breastfeed if you have HIV-1 because of the risk of passing HIV-1
to your baby.

°   One of the medicines in DOVATO (lamivudine) passes into your breastmilk.

°   Talk with your healthcare provider about the best way to feed your baby.

Tell your healthcare provider about all the medicines you take, including 
prescription and over-the-counter medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements.
Some medicines interact with DOVATO. Keep a list of your medicines and show it to your 
healthcare provider and pharmacist when you get a new medicine.
•  You can ask your healthcare provider or pharmacist for a list of medicines that interact

with DOVATO.
•  Do not start taking a new medicine without telling your healthcare

provider. Your healthcare provider can tell you if it is safe to take DOVATO with
other medicines.

What are possible side effects of DOVATO?
DOVATO can cause serious side effects, including:
•  Those in the “What is the most important information I should know

about DOVATO?” section.
•  Allergic reactions. Call your healthcare provider right away if you

develop a rash with DOVATO. Stop taking DOVATO and get medical
help right away if you develop a rash with any of the following signs or
symptoms: fever; generally ill feeling; tiredness; muscle or joint aches; blisters or
sores in mouth; blisters or peeling of the skin; redness or swelling of the eyes; swelling
of the mouth, face, lips, or tongue; problems breathing.

•  Liver problems. People with a history of hepatitis B or C virus may have an
increased risk of developing new or worsening changes in certain liver tests during
treatment with DOVATO. Liver problems, including liver failure, have also happened in
people without a history of liver disease or other risk factors. Your healthcare provider
may do blood tests to check your liver.
Tell your healthcare provider right away if you get any of the following
signs or symptoms of liver problems: your skin or the white part of your
eyes turns yellow (jaundice); dark or “tea-colored” urine; light-colored stools (bowel
movements); nausea or vomiting; loss of appetite; and/or pain, aching, or tenderness
on the right side of your stomach area.

•  Too much lactic acid in your blood (lactic acidosis). Lactic acidosis is a
serious medical emergency that can lead to death. Tell your healthcare provider
right away if you get any of the following symptoms that could be signs
of lactic acidosis: feel very weak or tired; unusual (not normal) muscle pain; trouble
breathing; stomach pain with nausea and vomiting; feel cold, especially in your arms
and legs; feel dizzy or lightheaded; and/or a fast or irregular heartbeat.

•  Lactic acidosis can also lead to severe liver problems, which can lead to
death. Your liver may become large (hepatomegaly) and you may develop fat in your
liver (steatosis). Tell your healthcare provider right away if you get any of
the signs or symptoms of liver problems which are listed above under
“Liver problems.” You may be more likely to get lactic acidosis or
severe liver problems if you are female or very overweight (obese).

•  Changes in your immune system (Immune Reconstitution Syndrome)
can happen when you start taking HIV-1 medicines. Your immune system may get
stronger and begin to fight infections that have been hidden in your body for a long
time. Tell your healthcare provider right away if you start having new symptoms after
you start taking DOVATO.

•  The most common side effects of DOVATO include: headache; nausea;
diarrhea; trouble sleeping; tiredness; and anxiety.

These are not all the possible side effects of DOVATO. Call your doctor for medical advice 
about side effects. 



SO MUCH GOES
INTO WHO I AM

Why could DOVATO be right for you? DOVATO is proven to help control 
HIV with just 2 medicines in 1 pill. That means fewer medicines* in your 
body while taking DOVATO. It’s proven as effective as an HIV treatment 
with 3 or 4 medicines.
Learn more about fewer medicines at DOVATO.com

DOVATO is a complete prescription regimen to treat HIV-1 in adults who 
have not received HIV-1 medicines in the past or to replace their current 
HIV-1 medicines when their doctor determines they meet certain requirements.

Results may vary.

*As compared with 3- or 4-drug regimens.

HIV MEDICINE IS ONE PART OF IT.

August 2020 DVT:4PIL
Trademark is owned by or licensed to the 
ViiV Healthcare group of companies.

You are encouraged to report negative 
side effects of prescription drugs to the FDA. 
Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch, or call 
1-800-FDA-1088.

Where can I find more information?
•   Talk to your healthcare provider or pharmacist.
•   Go to DOVATO.com or call 1-877-844-8872, 

where you can also get FDA-approved labeling.

New to treatment? Considering a switch?

Ask your doctor about DOVATO.
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at Jimmy Duck Holmes’
juke joint in Bentonia,
Mississippi. What’s special
about that venue?
Well, it’s the oldest running
juke joint in America. Jimmy
Duck’s parents opened it
up, so it just felt like it was an
amazing place to kind of tell
the story of the music, tell
the story of Jimmy Duck, and
just give props to a national
treasure. He really is the last
link to that Bentonia style
of blues, which was popular-
ized by Skip James.

You’ve become an
in-demand producer, but
you’ve said some of the
artists you work with don’t
know who the Black Keys
are. Does that anonymity
help you in the studio?
I’d rather they know as little
about me as possible. We’re
trying to craft someone’s
story. It’s their future and
it’s their past, all rolled into
one. I’ll go out there and
fucking hit the woodblocks
on a song if that’s all it needs.

It’s been a year since
John Prine died. What do
you miss most about him?
I miss going out to dinner
with him. The last time I saw
him was at Dan Tana’s [in
L.A.]. We were out there for
the Grammys, and he asked
if I wanted to go to dinner
because I had hipped him
to an Italian spot in Nashville
and it became his favorite
restaurant. So he’s like,
“When you’re in L.A., I
want to show you my go-to.”
Writing songs with him was
like being part of a séance
or something, but when we
got to just hang out, that was
the most fun. Driving around
with him and going to White
Castle. He was just living
life to its fullest. His driveway
was bursting with Cadillacs.

This year marks the 20th
anniversary of the Black
Keys. Looking back, is there
anything you would have
done differently?
In my personal life, yes. But
every musical decision that
we made kind of ended up
working out in our favor. We
saw a lot of bands just jump
from zero to 100 and start
headlining festivals and then
they’re gone. We’re still here.
I think that in our own stupid
way, we did the right thing.

D AN AUERBACH was in
his Easy Eye Sound
studio in Nashville

in 2019 producing an album
for soul singer Robert Finley
when he had the urge to
call his Black Keys bandmate,
drummer Patrick Carney.
Guitarist Kenny Brown
and bassist Eric Deaton,
who played with legendary
bluesmen R.L. Burnside
and Junior Kimbrough, were
together in the same room at
Easy Eye. Auerbach couldn’t
resist the chance to jam on
the vintage blues songs that
shaped the Black Keys with
the very men who played
them. The result is Delta
Kream, the Black Keys’ 10th
studio album, which consists
entirely of classic-blues
covers. “I wasn’t thinking
about making a record,” Au-
erbach says. “We just wanted
to play some of these songs
that we loved. It took us a day
to do it. Most of the thing is
first or second takes.”

Delta Kream celebrates
the Hill Country blues
of northern Mississippi,
particularly R.L. Burnside
and Junior Kimbrough.
Why do those two players
deserve a closer look?
They were so pivotal in our
careers. It’s what brought us
together. It was the concen-
tric circle, where on the
outside, Pat and I liked totally
different things, but
in the middle it was Junior
and R.L. We could drive
down the highway all night
and listen to them. It was just
endless inspiration for us.
Sometimes it’s got, like, the
charm of the Shaggs, some-
times it sounds like the Velvet
Underground or the Grateful
Dead. And it’s hypnotic.

You never got the chance
to see Kimbrough play live,
but you did make a pilgrim-
age to his juke joint in Mis-
sissippi. How old were you?
I was like 18. I went with
my dad. That’s when his son
Kinny told us that [ Junior
had] been sick and he’d
had, like, a leg amputated
a couple of months earlier.
But [Kinny] said, “My brother
is in jail right now. If you loan
us money for the bond to get
him out, we’ll pay you back.
And he plays all Dad’s songs.”

And it was David Kimbrough.
So I heard all of Junior’s songs,
and it was really amazing.

Have your thoughts
on being a white person
playing the blues changed
over the years? Is it some-
thing you think about in a
different way than when you
first started out?
You know, all I could really
speak on is my personal expe-
rience. I knew blues music
before I knew Rage Against
the Machine, before I heard
of anybody, really. I felt a

really close connection to it.
I got to see R.L. Burnside play
in Cleveland and Columbus.
I went all over to see him,
and he was there living,
breathing, playing these
songs, packing these little
rock & roll clubs. Junior Kim-
brough and the Beatles were
equals — that’s a perspective
that Pat and I come from.
But also just being there and
hanging out with T-Model
[Ford] and playing that
music and getting to learn
from some of these guys,

it made me feel even more
connected to it.

Do you hear from fans
who say that you and Pat
have turned them on to
black bluesmen of the past?
All the time. People tell us
that they got into Junior,
that they got into T-Model. I
definitely love that about the
platform that we have — being
able to share with our fans
the music that we love, the
music that inspired us.

You filmed the video
for “Crawling Kingsnake”

The Black Keys’ singer-guitarist on getting to record
with his blues heroes and missing John Prine

By JOSEPH HUDAK

Dan Auerbach
Q&A
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1. This is Joe Manchin’s moment

It was the morning of Friday, March
5th, and victory was in sight. Joe
Biden’s first major act as president,
the $1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan,
had gone to the Senate, and it ap-
peared to be headed for a swift pas-
sage. The moderates in the Democratic
caucus had quibbled over the size and
duration of the bill’s weekly unem-
ployment benefits, but those concerns
were addressed, and the day began
that Friday in March with the belief
that all 50 Senate Democrats were
ready to vote “aye.”

But when the latest text of the bill
circulated that morning, one sena-

tor took a look at the text and balked.
What Sen. Joe Manchin of West Vir-
ginia saw in print was not the deal he
and his fellow Democrats had reached
about the unemployment benefits
and a related tax credit. And Manchin
wasn’t about to get rolled. A few hours
later, as the final round of voting began
on the Biden relief bill, Manchin in-
formed his colleagues that he couldn’t
support the deal. He said he was think-
ing about voting for a Republican
amendment with an even stingier ver-
sion of the unemployment provision, a
move that would blow up the deal Sen-
ate Democrats had brokered and possi-
bly the entire Covid-19 relief package.

Manchin’s gambit froze the Senate.
While Majority Leader Chuck Schumer
and other Democrats scrambled to ap-
pease Manchin without alienating the
other Democrats, the voting process
was held open for nearly 12 hours, a
new record in the modern history of
the chamber. It took well into Satur-
day to reach a compromise and call

the final vote. Manchin got the terms
he wanted, and the American Rescue
Plan passed 50 to 49, without the sup-
port of a single Republican. After the
vote, Manchin was everywhere. His
masked face and helmet of graying
dark hair graced the front page of The
New York Times. He agreed to appear
on four of the five Sunday talk shows,
a ubiquitous sight in a boxy blue suit
and soft red tie, his Senate lapel pin
twinkling in the studio lights. ABC
News anchor Martha Raddatz asked,
“If [Democrats are] not getting biparti-
san support, which they aren’t no mat-
ter how many meetings they have, do
the Democrats now have to cater to Joe
Manchin’s agenda?”

The question couldn’t be more rel-
evant. Manchin, who is 73, has served
more than a decade in the Senate
representing what he affectionately
calls “my little state” of West Virgin-
ia. Most of that time has been in the
minority. He’s watched partisanship
and procedural dysfunction turn the

Senate, supposedly the world’s great-
est deliberative body, into a graveyard
of legislation and a staging ground
for presidential candidacies. In this
toxic environment, Manchin crafted
his own persona of the lonely centrist
who just wants everyone to get along.
He loves to bring up his “Republican
friends” and clings to an unshakable
belief that the most effective policies
result from bipartisanship, give and
take, negotiation.

Over the years, Manchin has milked
this why-can’t-we-all-get-along act for
all it’s worth. He’s able to do it because
he’s always served in a divided gov-
ernment, when Democrats lacked the
votes to do any actual legislating. In a
way, he’s been able to play on every-
one’s team because he wasn’t the criti-
cal vote on anything.

That changed on the night of Janu-
ary 5th, 2021. Jon Ossoff and Raphael
Warnock’s victories in Georgia meant
Democrats would control the Senate
by the slimmest of margins. Now, as

What Joe Manchin Wants
A guide to the Blue Dog
Democrat who can
make or break President
Biden’s agenda
By ANDY KROLL

THE POWER BROKER
Joe Manchin of West Virginia is the nation’s most influential senator as
the decisive 50th vote in the Senate’s razor-thin Democratic majority.
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the most moderate Democrat in the
upper chamber, Manchin can be the
decisive 50th vote on key pieces of
the Biden policy agenda — or play the
spoiler. He can help deliver the votes
needed to reform or eliminate the fili-
buster — or insist, as he has so far, that
negotiating with Republicans is a wiser
path than changing the rules of the
Senate. Either way, Manchin’s influ-
ence can’t be understated, and his col-
leagues know it. As one of them report-
edly greeted him in the hallway of the
Capitol: “Your highness.” “In a narrow-
ly divided Senate, any one senator can
be the king- or queenmaker,” says Jim
Manley, a former aide to Democratic
Majority Leader Harry Reid. “He’s de-
cided he wants to be the kingmaker.”

Now that he’s arguably the most
powerful senator in America, it’s
worth asking: What does Manchin
want? Does he have the chops to be a
kingmaker? And if McConnell and the
Republicans filibuster bills on voting
rights, immigration, and the environ-
ment over the next two years, what
will it take to change his mind?

2. Think of him like a mayor

In pre-Covid days, Manchin used to
give tours of his home state to other
senators and reporters. It’s an easy
trip from Washington to West Virgin-
ia, about four hours by car, four and
a half if you go the scenic route. The
uber-wealthy Maryland and Virgin-
ia suburbs fall away fast, and the next
200 or so miles are some of the pretti-
est country you’ll see this side of the
Mississippi. But the chasm between
the nation’s capital and many parts of
West Virginia is staggering — and that
was the point of the tours. It’s a beau-
tiful state wracked by poverty and ad-
diction. It has one of the lowest medi-
an household incomes in the country.
It’s the lone state in the union to see
its population decline over the past 70
years. As Richard Ojeda, who ran for
the House of Representatives there in
2018, put it, the choices available to a
young person after high school were
“dig coal, sell dope, or join the Army.”

Manchin grew up in a different West
Virginia. In 1950, when he was three,
its population surpassed 2 million
people, the highest it’s ever been, and
the coal industry was thriving, employ-
ing 125,000 souls and sustaining the
economies of hundreds of small towns
across the state. Farmington, where
Joe lived, was one such town. The gro-
cery store run by his grandfather, his
father’s furniture shop — all of it de-
pended on coal workers. Today, as coal
continues its long decline, Farmington
is a shell of itself, but generations of

Manchins are still there. “They stayed,”
says Nick Casey, a former state Demo-
cratic Party chairman and friend of Joe
Manchin’s. “It made the Manchins not
a dynasty so much as survivors.”

Manchin’s political education began
at home. His father was the mayor of
Farmington, and his uncle, A. James,
was a political activist and legislator
who helped deliver the state for John
F. Kennedy in the 1960 presidential
primary fight. (In his office, Manchin
hangs a poster of JFK with a quote: “Let
us not seek the Republican answer or
the Democratic answer, but the right
answer.”) A. James Manchin was a ro-
tund, bow-tied talker who never for-
got a name and never left a hand un-

shaken. Young Joe watched his Uncle
Jimmy amass a following as the head
of a popular statewide program that
removed cars from rivers and creeks,
each vehicle disgorged celebrated with
a little parade. “Let us purge our proud
peaks of these jumbled jungles of junk-
ery” was how A. James typically put it.

Manchin saw from a young age that
government worked when it deliv-
ered for the people in a way you could
see, feel, and touch. He also learned
to heed the folks in the “little white
houses,” the modest homes that dot
the mountains and hollows across
West Virginia. Even now, as his state’s
senior U.S. senator, Manchin is known
for how accessible he is, how quickly
he or his office will respond to any
complaint or request, how he stays
connected to the people of his state.
“Most people in the state have some
form of a Joe Manchin story where he
came through, where he showed up,”
says Randy Jones, a political strategist
based in Charleston. “At nonpolitical
events, when the politicians show up,
sometimes you get an eye roll from

folks: Oh, great, the politicians are
here,” Jones adds. “I don’t think that’s
ever the sentiment about Manchin.”

In a state where Charleston, the
largest city as well as the capital, has
a population of about 45,000 peo-
ple, West Virginia politics holds onto
its small-town feel. Contra the nation-
alization of American politics, where
red-team-blue-team loyalties out-
weigh the particulars of any one place,
in West Virginia people still call their
elected officials for help with potholes,
barking dogs, and VA checks. Chris
Kofinis, a former Senate chief of staff
of Manchin’s, told me Manchin liked
to tell a story about how as governor
he once made his security detail stop

on the highway at a construction proj-
ect so that he could personally tell the
crew they weren’t following the latest
safety protocols.

John Perdue, a former longtime
state treasurer, says Manchin stays in
constant contact with his extensive
network back home. “These small
towns all have a mayor and a city coun-
cil,” Perdue told me, “and they all mat-
ter, and he makes them feel like they’re
players.” Like a small-town politician
taking the temperature of his people,
Manchin likes to call around the state
when there’s a big vote on the calen-
dar. According to Perdue, “He’ll say,
‘Do you think I’m on the right track?
Am I doing the right thing here?’ ”

And like any good local politi-
cian, Manchin wants nothing more
than to smash the stereotype of the
place he calls home, to make West
Virginia the kind of place where the
choices for staying outnumber the
reasons to leave. He won’t get a bet-
ter chance to do that than as part of
Biden’s dramatic vision for how gov-
ernment can reimagine the American

economy. “I think this is the moment
when West Virginia is going to get its
shake,” says Nick Casey, the former
state Democratic Party chairman.

3. He’s shrewder than he lets on

To grasp how Joe Manchin thinks,
you have to know this: He is a nego-
tiator, his friends and allies say, a be-
liever of compromise. Manchin first
proved himself to be a canny legisla-
tor, cutting deals as a state rep, then
honed those skills even more when he
was elected governor in 2004, using all
the trappings of the office to win over
his skeptics and get the Legislature to
pass his bills. “I wore that governor’s
mansion out,” he once told a report-
er. “I went through more booze and
food than you can imagine.” Whenev-
er he encountered opposition to one
of his plans, he demanded that all par-
ties come together and stay there until
they’d hashed out a deal. “His belief is
that if we all sit in a room and come to
terms with the same set of facts about
who is being hurt the most, we’ll be
able to come up with the best solution
that addresses that fact,” says Chris
Kofinis, the former chief of staff.

A year into his second term as gov-
ernor, after winning re-election in
a landslide, Robert Byrd, the state’s
senior U.S. senator, died. On the na-
tional stage, Byrd was known as the
former KKK member who rose to be-
come a towering political figure, a man
who could quote Tacitus and Montes-
quieu, and who had an unrivaled com-
mand of the arcane rules and proce-
dures of the Senate. But what West
Virginians usually remembered most
about Byrd was his prodigious use of
earmarks. Drop a pin in West Virgin-
ia and you’re liable to hit a laborato-
ry, high school, federal agency office,
or four-lane highway that Byrd made
happen. “If you talk to people who are
70, 80, 90 years old and you ask what
they remember about Senator Byrd,
they’ll tell you about something specif-
ic in their communities,” David Satter-
field, a longtime executive at West Vir-
ginia University who’s known Manchin
for years, says. “They won’t talk to you
about the Byrd rule or the filibuster.”

If Manchin wanted to bring West
Virginia on par with its neighbors,
and if he wanted to fill the void left
by Byrd’s death, he would need more
than a governor’s powers. The gov-
ernor was constrained by balanced
budgets, the whims of the Legisla-
ture, and the quirks of the state con-
stitution; but a single senator on the
right committee, as Robert Byrd had
proved, could deliver in a way no gov-
ernor could match. EV
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“DON” CALLING Manchin and Trump — pictured at the White House in 2017 — had a
cordial relationship, but the senator and Joe Biden are also off to a warm start.
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“Joe Manchin doesn’t answer to the
Democratic political establishment,” says

one grassroots leader. “The Democratic
political establishment answers to him.”

In 2010, he got elected to the Senate,
in part thanks to a TV ad that featured
him firing a rifle at a sheaf of paper with
“cap-and-trade” written on it, referring
to the Democratic climate bill opposed
by the coal industry. But like a guest
who shows up just as the party’s wind-
ing down, Manchin won his race in the
same year Democrats lost the House of
Representatives and with it one-party
control of Washington. Democrats had
already lost their filibuster-proof, 60-
vote majority in the Senate; they would
lose the majority itself in 2014.

Still, Manchin hoped his dealmaking
approach as a governor would trans-
late to the Senate. If only he could
put the right people in the room, he
could get something passed. Yet time
and time again, his efforts went no-
where. After the horrific mass shoot-
ing at Sandy Hook Elementary, he
tried to work with the NRA to pass
background checks for gun purchas-
es. In the end, not only did the NRA
bail on him mid-negotiations and help
sink the bill, but several of Manchin’s
fellow Democrats voted against it. In
2018, he joined a bipartisan group of
senators who introduced a compro-
mise immigration-reform bill that
would protect the 1.8 million so-called
Dreamers, but that bill failed to gar-
ner 60 votes as well. Amid his fail-
ures to broker a grand bipartisan com-
promise, Manchin still managed to
drum up some glowing PR. Time pub-
lished a glowing story that described
him as someone with a “bias toward
action,” and that Manchin-Toomey’s
defeat positioned him “as a man will-
ing to take political risks back home
for the greater good.” “Manchin in
the Middle” was how Politico titled a
profile of him. He was the last of the
moderates, a decent guy who loathed
the Beltway crowd and only wanted to
get things done.

Manchin’s critics say he misunder-
stands the modern Republican Party
and GOP leaders like Mitch McCon-
nell. “What he fails to realize is that, in
this age, there’s no cutting deals with
McConnell,” Jim Manley, the former
aide to Harry Reid, told me. “Honest-
ly, I don’t quite get it. He’s either intox-
icated by all the national press he’s re-
ceiving as the key man in the Senate, or
he’s doing what he thinks he needs to
get re-elected in West Virginia.”

In 2014, Republicans won control
of the West Virginia Legislature for the
first time in 84 years; two years later,
Donald Trump won the state by 42 per-
centage points, the second-highest
margin after Wyoming. Manchin
greeted the Trump presidency with
outstretched arms. “I don’t think Don-
ald Trump is far to the right,” he said

on the eve of Trump’s inauguration.
“I think he’s pretty much centrist — a
moderate, centrist conservative Dem-
ocrat.” Manchin briefly entertained ru-
mors that he might join Trump’s cabi-
net and backed Trump nominees like
Scott Pruitt, who ran the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency for 17 months be-
fore leaving amidst a series of scandals.
Even as the sheer incompetence and
mendacity of the Trump presidency
piled up, Manchin lauded Trump as a
president who “tries to do the reason-
able thing, the responsible thing.”

On the merits, Manchin’s assess-
ment of Trump couldn’t have been
further off the mark. But as a political
strategy, it paid off. When Manchin ran
for re-election in 2018, Republicans
vowed they would finally oust one
of the last red-state Democrats, and
their Super PACs poured more than

$10 million into the state to finish him
off. Manchin and his Democratic allies
spent even more money. In the end,
he squeaked out a three-point victo-
ry. It was the closest election of his ca-
reer and his most impressive, coming
just two years after Trump’s resound-
ing victory in West Virginia. Fresh off
re-election, Manchin leveraged his
friendship with Trump to pass a long-
awaited law funding the pensions and
health care benefits of retired coal
miners. In the eyes of political observ-
ers inside and outside of West Virgin-
ia, he is now more or less untouchable.
“Joe Manchin doesn’t answer to the
Democratic political establishment,”
says Stephen Smith, the founder of
WV Can’t Wait, an upstart grassroots
populist group. “The Democratic po-
litical establishment answers to him.”

4. If anyone gets Joe Manchin,
it’s Joe Biden

Manchin’s relationship with Trump
was close enough that, according to
a person close to the senator, Trump
would call Manchin and introduce
himself as “Don.” By contrast, Man-
chin’s relationship with former Presi-
dent Obama was practically non-exis-
tent. Obama called Manchin just three
times — once to congratulate him on
his 2010 victory (“Don’t bring that

rifle to Washington,” Obama joked,
referring to the viral cap-and-trade
TV ad), another time about the back-
ground-check bill, and a third time to
urge him to support the Iran nuclear
deal. (Manchin voted against it.) “I’ve
had more personal time with Trump
in two months,” he told Politico in 2017,
“than I had with [Barack] Obama in
eight years.”

When the Obama White House
needed someone influential to put
pressure on Manchin, the person close
to him told me, the job fell to then-
Vice President Joe Biden. It was a natu-
ral decision: Although Biden and Man-
chin didn’t overlap in the Senate, their
backgrounds aren’t all that different —
two Joes, roughly the same age, hailing
from industrial states, longtime allies
of labor unions, and adherents to the
belief that the Senate only works when

there’s bipartisan compromise.
Manchin recently told The Hill that

he’s spoken with Biden half a dozen
times since the president took office
in January — a recognition, no doubt,
of Manchin’s importance as the 50th
Democratic vote. Manchin said of
Biden: “I think he’s a good human
being, just a good heart and a good
soul, and he’s the right person at the
right time for America.”

Yet four months into Biden’s presi-
dency, Manchin represents potentially
the biggest obstacle to any reform that
requires a 60-vote threshold to over-
come a filibuster. Despite the spike in
the use of the filibuster by Republi-
cans during Obama’s presidency, and
despite all the indications that Mitch
McConnell wants nothing more than
to regain the Senate majority and will
use the filibuster accordingly, Manchin
holds fast to his belief that compro-
mise is the best way forward. In keep-
ing with that belief, he is one of the few
Senate Democrats who defends the fil-
ibuster, calling it “a critical tool” for
protecting the rights and representa-
tion of small and rural states like his.
Under “no circumstance,” he wrote
in an April op-ed, would he vote to
weaken or abolish the filibuster.

So far, most of Manchin’s fellow
Democrats appear willing to give him
the leeway he wants to negotiate with

Republicans without lighting him up
for it. And the liberal Democrats who
have criticized him, like Rep. Alexan-
dria Ocasio-Cortez, have only strength-
ened his position in the eyes of his
constituents back home. Harry Reid,
the former Democratic majority lead-
er of the Senate, says Manchin’s insis-
tence on working with Republicans re-
flects the political changes in his state
and the will of his constituents, who
want to see him pushing for compro-
mise. “He’s got a lot of patience,” Reid
told me, “but I think Joe will come
to the conclusion that if Republicans
continue to negotiate in bad faith and
remain unserious in terms of getting
things done, Democrats are going to
have to act without them.”

If he doesn’t reach that conclusion,
and Republican obstruction escalates,
Manchin can expect pressure from in-
side and outside his caucus, from sen-
ators in Washington and grassroots or-
ganizers in West Virginia. “The fiction
of politics as being a polite conversa-
tion between left and right is hilarious
to us here,” says Stephen Smith of WV
Can’t Wait. “In West Virginia, we’ve
always known that politics is not left
versus right, it’s up versus down.”

There is, of course, some recent
precedent for a bipartisanship-loving,
Rust Belt Democrat changing his tune
in the name of getting things accom-
plished. During his presidential bid,
Biden offered many Manchin-esque
paeans about the need for biparti-
sanship. “You will see an epiphany
occur among many of my Republican
friends” once Trump was gone, Biden
said in 2019 on a campaign stop in New
Hampshire. “If we can’t change, we’re
in trouble. This nation cannot func-
tion without generating consensus.”
And yet, as president, Biden has gotten
wise to the GOP’s antics. When Repub-
licans couldn’t come up with a suitable
counteroffer on Covid relief, Biden
pushed ahead without them and Dem-
ocrats passed his $1.9 trillion pack-
age on a party-line vote. And when
those Republican lawmakers cried
foul, Biden said his agenda had broad
support among Republican and inde-
pendent voters, which was the sort of
bipartisanship that truly mattered.

Both Biden and Manchin agree that
the next two years — and perhaps no
more — present the chance to pass
transformative legislation to end the
Covid-19 pandemic, repair the econo-
my, and rebuild the nation’s infrastruc-
ture. He probably won’t get a better
shot at that kind of change in his life-
time. “That’s the window,” Manchin
told the Charleston Gazette-Mail in
February. “That’s it. Two years. That’s
all we got.”
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is a very serious and deep question,” 
says RM, the 26-year-old leader of 
the world’s biggest band. He pauses 
to think. We’re talking about utopian 
and dystopian futures, about how the 
boundary-smashing, hegemony-over-
turning global success of his group, the 
wildly talented seven-member South 

Korean juggernaut BTS, feels like a 
glimpse of a new and better world, of 
an interconnected 21st century actual-
ly living up to its promise. 

BTS’ downright magical levels of 
charisma, their genre-defying, sleek- 
but-personal music, even their ca-
sually nontoxic, skin-care-intensive  

brand of masculinity — every bit of it 
feels like a visitation from some bright-
er, more hopeful timeline. What RM is 
currently pondering, however, is how 
all of it contrasts with a darker land-
scape all around them, particularly the 
horrifying recent wave of anti-Asian vi-
olence and discrimination across a 
global diaspora. 

“We are outliers,” says RM, “and we 
came into the American music market 
and enjoyed this incredible success.” 
In 2020, seven years into their career, 
BTS’ first English-language single, the 
irresistible “Dynamite,” hit Number 
One, an achievement so singular it 
prompted a congratulatory statement 
from South Korea’s president, Moon 
Jae-in. The nation has long been deep-
ly invested in its outsize cultural suc-
cess beyond its borders, known as the  
Korean Wave.

“Now, of course, there is no utopia,” 
RM continues. “There’s a light side; 
there’s always going to be a dark side. 
The way we think is that everything 
that we do, and our existence itself, is 
contributing to the hope for leaving 
this xenophobia, these negative things, 
behind. It’s our hope, too, that people 
in the minority will draw some energy 
and strength from our existence. Yes, 
there’s xenophobia, but there are also 
a lot of people who are very accept-
ing. . . . The fact that we have faced suc-
cess in the United States is very mean-
ingful in and of itself.”

At the moment, RM is in an acousti-
cally treated room at his label’s head-
quarters in Seoul, wearing a white 
medical mask to protect a translator in 
the room with him, a black bucket hat, 
and a black hoodie from the Los Ange-
les luxury label Fear of God. As RM has 
had to explain too many times on U.S. 
talk shows, he taught himself his flu-
ent English via bingeing Friends DVDs. 
Still, he makes understandable use of 
the interpreter when the conversation 
gets complex.

RM is a fan of complexity. He was 
on a path toward an elite university 
education before a love of hip-hop, 
first sparked by a Korean group, Epik 
High, detoured him into superstardom. 
Bang Si-hyuk, the cerebral, intense-yet- 
avuncular mogul-producer who found-
ed BTS’ record company, Big Hit Enter-
tainment (now HYBE), signed RM first, 
in 2010, and gradually formed BTS 
around the rapper’s talent and mag-
netism. “When I first met RM,” says Si-
hyuk, “I felt a sense of duty that I must 
help him grow to become a great art-

ist after acknowledging his musi-
cal talents and ways of thinking.”

When BTS debuted in 2013, Big 
Hit was an underdog startup in 
a South Korean music business 
then dominated by three huge 
firms (Si-hyuk had been a pro-
ducer for one of them, JYP). Big 
Hit reportedly once ran out of 
cash while filming a video. Now, 
thanks to BTS’ success, HYBE is a 
publicly traded company so large 
it just snapped up the American 
management company behind 
Justin Bieber and Ariana Grande. 
“We always set goals and stan-
dards that may seem ideal, and 
try our best to get there as close 
as possible,” Si-hyuk says. “It’s 
still the same.”

A lengthy recruitment and 
audition process brought RM 
his six bandmates: fellow rap-
pers Suga and J-Hope, and sing-
ers Jungkook, V, Jimin, and Jin. 
Jungkook, the youngest member, 
whose multiple talents include an 
extraordinarily soulful tenor, had 
offers to sign with multiple enter-
tainment agencies, but chose Big 
Hit and BTS because of RM. “I 
just simply thought RM was really  
cool,” Jungkook says. “I really 
didn’t know a lot about being a 
singer. But when I saw him rap, I 
just thought he was really, really  
awesome. And I believe maybe 
it was fate that drew me to him.” 

Suga and J-Hope were the first two 
members to join after RM, at a point 
when Si-hyuk imagined a pure hip-hop 
group. (There were a bunch of other 
rapper trainees on board with them, 

BOYS WITH LUV  
Clockwise from top left: 

RM, Jimin, Suga, and 
J-Hope. “We were very 

different people that 
came together,” Jimin 
says. “We argued a lot 

in the beginning, but 
we spent so much time 
together, I began to like 

the things about the 
others I used to hate.”  

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: 
RM: SHIRT, PANTS, AND 

BRACELET BY FENDI.  
JIMIN: SHIRT AND NECKLACE BY 

LOUIS VUITTON. SUGA: SHIRT  
BY DIOR MEN. J-HOPE: COAT 

AND PANTS BY FENDI; RING 
BY FOTL; NECKLACE BY 
WILHELMINA GARCIA. 
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all ultimately jettisoned in favor of the 
singers as BTS became more of a pop 
hybrid.) Suga, also a fan of Epik High, 
as well as American rappers like T.I., 
was already a skilled rapper when he 
joined, much to his parents’ displea-
sure. “They didn’t understand rap 
music,” says Suga. “It’s natural that 
they were against what I was doing. I 
think that helped me work harder be-
cause there was something that I had 
to prove.” On the intense 2016 solo 
track “The Last” (recorded under the 
alias Agust D), Suga revealed battles 
with OCD, social anxiety, and depres-
sion. “I’m comfortable now and feel-
ing good,” he says. “But those sort of 
negative emotions come and go. For 
anybody, these emotions are not things 
that need to be hidden. They need to 
be discussed and expressed. Whatever 
emotions I may be feeling, I’m always 
ready to express them.” 

With the group’s sunniest person-
ality, J-Hope is beloved by his fellow 
members. (“I think J-Hope can run for 
president of the world,” says V; “There 
will be at least six votes from us,” RM 
adds.) J-Hope is a stunning dancer, and 
a surprisingly aggressive rapper, a skill 
he learned in his trainee days. “When 
I first started training, all the mem-
bers were rappers,” he says. “So when 
you went into the house, beats were 
dropping. Everyone was just rapping 
in freestyle. It was kind of not easy to 
adapt at first.”

Jin, whose background was in act-
ing, was recruited on the street by 
a Big Hit scout on the basis of sheer 
handsomeness. He’s developed for-
midable musical skills, but enjoys jok-
ing about the attention to his looks. 
“I want to emphasize, for the record, 
that everybody went berserk about 
how good-looking I was,” he says of a 
recent appearance on a South Korean 
TV variety show. At the same time, he 
can be touchingly insecure. “I lack in 
many areas,” he says. “Other members 
will learn a dance once and they’ll be 
able to dance right away to the music, 
but I can’t. So I try to work harder so I 
don’t hold the other members back or 
be a burden.”

V, a fan of jazz, classical music, and 
Elvis Presley, with a distinct baritone, 
ended up a Big Hit trainee by accident, 
after showing up to support an audi-
tioning friend. He was a “hidden mem-
ber,” who didn’t appear on camera in 
the endless vlogs and other ingenious 
online promotion that preceded BTS’ 

debut in June 2013. “I actually can’t un-
derstand it whatsoever,” he says now, 
with a laugh. “Why did they do that? 
Why was that the concept? I really had 
no idea!” (Si-hyuk belatedly offers an 
answer: “We needed momentum to an-
nounce that the team called BTS was 
finally complete. V had great charms 
in terms of appearance and personal-
ity, so I thought it would be impactful 
when he was revealed last. It was an 
effective strategy in forming the team’s 
overall image, as well as leaving an im-
pression of each member.”)

Jimin is a virtuosic, formally trained 
dancer who also hits some of the most 
impossibly high notes in BTS’ catalog. 
He has a strong perfectionist streak. 
“Dancing was my own world and my 
own space,” says Jimin, who feels he 
owes BTS’ fans flawless performances. 
“For their sake and for their devotion, 
I shouldn’t make mistakes.” 

He’s also deeply attached to his 
team. “We were very different peo-
ple that came together,” Jimin says. 
“We argued a lot in the beginning, of 
course, but I think now, because we 
have spent so much time together, I 
began to like even the things about 

the other members I used to hate. The 
time we spent together really made us 
close, like a family. No matter where I 
go, there is someplace that I can come 
back to. I’ve come to feel that way 
about our group.”

R M CARRIES HIMSELF with 
a level of gravitas that 
was perhaps incongru-
ent with his initial stage 

name of Rap Monster, officially short-
ened in 2017. He drops quotes from 
Nie tzsche and the abstract artist Kim 
Whan-ki in interviews, and celebrated  
his 26th birthday by donating nearly 
$85,000 to a museum foundation to 
support the reprinting of rare fine-art 
books. He and Suga fill their rhymes 
with double- and triple-entendres that 
would impress U.S. hip-hop heads 
who’ve never thought much about BTS 
— though it would help if they spoke 
Korean, or at least spent a lot of time 
studying online translations. “It’s an 
unavoidable part of the language bar-
rier,” says Suga, who’s working to im-
prove his English.

The group as a whole shares a pen-
chant for weighty themes, basing an 

 Yes, there’s xenophobia, but there are also a lot of 
very accepting people,” R

M
 says. “That w

e’ve faced 
success in the U.S. is m

eaningful in and of itself.” 
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album cycle on Jungian psychology, 
brilliantly using Pluto’s loss of full- 
planet status as a romantic metaphor 
on the song “134340,” lacing music vid-
eos with a labyrinthine ongoing sto-
ryline. Even their between-song ban-
ter is full of uncommon depth. “We all 
have galaxies in our hearts,” RM told 
an arena full of fans. “Even my dad, 
who works every day. And my mom, 
who’s a realtor. And my little sister, 
too. Even the stray dogs and stray cats 
on the street. Even the rocks on the 
ground. . . . But there are people who 
will never know this until they die.” 
(Later, he’d co-write the 2019 BTS track 
“Mikrokosmos,” which draws on a sim-
ilar theme.)

It’s not uncommon for the mem-
bers of BTS to shed a tear or two while 
they’re addressing fans onstage. Along 
with their comfort with makeup and 
iridescent hair dye, it all plays into 
their instinctive rejection of rigid con-
ceptions of masculinity. “The labels of 
what being masculine is, is an outdat-
ed concept,” says RM. “It is not our in-
tention to break it down. But if we are 
making a positive impact, we are very 
thankful. We live in an age where we 

shouldn’t have those labels or have 
those restrictions.” 

In their early days, with their sin-
gles “No More Dream” and “N.O.,” BTS 
wrote directly about the frustrations of 
South Korean youth, who faced relent-
less pressure and competition in school 
and the job market. (BTS were carry-
ing on a tradition: K-pop progenitors 
Seo Taiji and Boys hit similar thematic 
notes in the early 1990s, while drawing 
on then-current American hip-hop and 
R&B, just as BTS would — the first sin-
gle from Taiji’s group prominently sam-
ples Public Enemy’s “Bring the Noise.”) 
BTS has since learned that their initial 
message, along with later lyrics that 
grapple with identity, self-love, mental 
health, and much more, had enough 
wider currency to make them spokes-
men for a global generation — literally: 
They’ve addressed the United Nations 
General Assembly, twice. 

“When we wrote those songs, and 
those messages, of course, it wasn’t 
from some knowledge or awareness 
of the education system in the United 
States or anywhere else,” says RM. “We 
were teenagers at that time. There were 
things we were able to say, from what 

we felt and from our experiences about 
the unreasonableness of school, or the 
uncertainties and the fears and anxi-
eties that teens have. And a common 
thought and a common emotion res-
onated with youth, not just in Korea, 
but in the United States, and the West.”

BTS’ full name, Bangtan Sonyeon-
dan, translates to “Bulletproof Boy 
Scouts,” and the idea, roughly, was 
that they would be friends and protec-
tors of youth, on an almost spiritual  
level. (Later, they declared that BTS 
also stood for “Beyond the Scene.”) “I 
didn’t want them to be false idols,” Si-
hyuk once said. “I wanted to create a 
BTS that could become a close friend.” 

I N DECEMBER, BTS had another 
Number One U.S. hit with “Life 
Goes On,” a wistful ballad that 
stands as the definitive pop re-

sponse to the pandemic year. But be-
cause the lyrics are almost entirely in 
Korean, the song received virtually no 
play on U.S. radio; its chart position 
came from streaming and purchas-
es, and the obvious demand wasn’t 
enough for radio to reconsider. RM, 
for one, is still hopeful that particular 
wall will shatter. “If they feel it, I think 
they will change,” he says. “The bar-
riers are still breaking down. It keeps 
going on and on.”

In the meantime, BTS is following 
up “Dynamite” with another English- 
language single, “Butter,” due May 21st. 
Like the lighthearted “Dynamite,” “But-
ter” has no heavy message. It’s a pure, 
swaggering dance-pop celebration in 
the retro vein of Bruno Mars, with lay-
ers of Jam and Lewis-style synths and 
boasts of being “smooth like butter” 
and having a “superstar glow.” “It’s 
very energetic,” says RM. “And very 
summery. It has a very dynamic per-
formance.” There’s clearly more music 
coming as well — several Western song-

SMOOTH LIKE BUTTER  
Jin, V, and Jungkook 
(from left). Jin likes to 
joke about the attention 
paid to his looks: “I want 
to emphasize, for the 
record, that everybody 
went berserk about how 
good-looking I was.”

FROM LEFT: JIN: JACKET, TOP, AND 
PANTS BY DIOR MEN. V: COAT AND 
TOP BY FENDI; PANTS BY LEMAIRE. 
JUNGKOOK: COAT, TOP, AND PANTS 
BY FENDI.
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writers who’ve worked with the group 
in the past say they’re currently in 
touch with BTS’ team about new songs. 

By taking a strong hand in the writ-
ing of their music, BTS have always 
stood apart from traditional K-pop 
methods, and, for that matter, much 
of songwriting-camp-dominated U.S. 
pop, too. (Whether BTS are actually 
part of K-pop at this point is a hotly de-
bated topic among their fans, known 
as ARMY — many believe the group has 
transcended the label.) “They feel or-
ganic and unique,” says Late Late Show 
host James Corden, a fan who’s had 
them on several times since 2017. “It 
never feels like they’re in the machine. 
They are the machine.”

RM and Suga have both been produc-
ing for years, and Suga has numerous 
songwriting credits for other artists. 
Outside of the members’ contributions, 
most of the production and songwrit-
ing was long accomplished in-house at 
Big Hit, with Si-hyuk and a team of pro-
ducers and songwriters collaborating. 
Starting circa 2017, Western songwrit-
ers and producers joined the process, 
but their contributions were part of a 
group effort.

Head producer Pdogg tends to se-
lect the best melodies and sections 
from various creators, who could be 
anywhere in the world. “It’ll come 
back and they’ll say, ‘We love these 
two parts that you did,’ ” says August 
Rigo, a Filipino Canadian songwriter 
who worked on the 2020 singles “Black 
Swan” and “On.” “ ‘Then we have this 
verse, and we have this section that 
we’re not quite sure of.’ So it’s like piec-
ing a puzzle together in collaboration 
with BTS. . . . It wasn’t like, two days 
and it was done. No, it was two, three 
months, maybe six or seven revisions.”

cludes “Life Goes On.” But 2020 still 
provided their most time off since 
they joined Big Hit as trainees. For 
years they’d cheerfully mention how 
behind on sleep they were. Last year, 
they finally got some rest, and all of 
them speak of months of reflection 
and self-discovery. For Suga, who had 
been quietly struggling for years with a 
shoulder injury sustained while moon-
lighting as a delivery boy during his 
trainee days, it was a chance to final-
ly have surgery. “There were times,” 
says Suga, now feeling better, “when I 
couldn’t lift my arms in a full range of 
motion during a concert.”

The bond between BTS and their 
ARMY is real, and the guys have gen-
uinely missed their fans, missed the 
road. “When we couldn’t go on tour, 
everybody felt a sense of loss, a sense 
of powerlessness,” says Jin. “And we’re 

all sad. And it actually took us a while 
to get over those feelings.”

“The roar of the crowds and ARMY 
is something we loved,” says Jungkook. 
“We miss that more and more. And we 
long for that more and more.”

BTS are as passionate in their advo-
cacy for their ARMY as the fans are for 
them. “The ARMY is a lot more level-
headed than even we are,” says RM. 
Fans have lived up to BTS’ faith in them 
again and again, assembling profes-
sional-level documentaries, embark-
ing on ambitious research and transla-
tion projects, and collectively matching 
BTS’ million-dollar donation to Black 
Lives Matter in just 25 hours.

Over the course of the group’s ex-
istence, none of the members of BTS 
have acknowledged any romantic rela-
tionships, though several have alluded  
to dating before they joined. The offi-

MAP OF THE SOUL  
This page, from top 
left: J-Hope, Jungkook, 
and RM. Opposite 
page, clockwise from 
top left: Jimin, V, Suga, 
and Jin. “The labels of 
what being masculine 
is, is an outdated 
concept,” says RM. “It 
is not our intention to 
break it down. But if we 
are making a positive 
impact, we are very 
thankful. We live in an 
age where we shouldn’t 
have those labels or have 
those restrictions.” 

HAIR BY HAN SOM, MUJIN CHOI, 
LIM LEE YOUNG, LEE DA EUN. 
GROOMING BY KIM DA REUM, SEO 
YURI, KIM SEON MIN. STYLING BY 
KYUNGMIN KIM, LEE HA JEONG, KIM 
HYESOO, HONG SIL, SEO HEE JI, KIM 
HYUNJEONG.

“Dynamite,” produced by U.K.-
based pro David Stewart (not the Eu-
rythmics guy) and written by Stewart 
and songwriting partner Jessica Ag-
ombar, another Brit, was an excep-
tion. HYBE put out word that BTS 
were ready for an English-language 
single, and BTS and their label chose 
the song from multiple submissions. 
“ ‘Dynamite’ would not have been 
released if BTS had been on tour as 
scheduled,” says Si-hyuk. “The proj-
ect was chosen to shift the mood as a 
response to the pandemic situation. I 
thought it matched BTS, and that the 
song’s trendy vibes would be better ex-
pressed if sung in English.”

Forming a Covid bubble, BTS kept 
busy in the studio last year, first with 
“Dynamite” and then November’s 
album Be, the mellowest and most ma-
ture work of their career, which in-
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cial line is they’re too busy. The usual 
pop-group thinking might suggest BTS 
worry about fan reaction on this sub-
ject, but Suga, at least, rejects that idea. 
“I have a hard time understanding this 
question,” he says. “The ARMY is a di-
verse group. In this hypothetical situ-
ation, some may accept it, some may 
not. Whether it’s dating, or something 
else, they’re all individuals, and they 
will understand things differently.”

I N 2018, BTS negotiated a renewal 
of their contract with Si-hyuk’s 
company, committing to anoth-
er seven years as a band. In the 

process, they were given a financial 
stake in HYBE. “It’s very meaningful,” 
says RM, “for us and also the company, 
that we admit and recognize each other 
as true partners. Now Big Hit’s success 
is our success, and our success is Big 

Hit’s success.” It also meant a multimil-
lion-dollar windfall for the group when 
HYBE went public last year. “That’s 
very important,” RM says with a grin.

There’s a pitfall waiting for BTS that 
every male South Korean pop act has 
faced: In light of ongoing tensions 
with North Korea, men are typically 
required to start a 21-month term of 
military service by their 28th birthday. 
Jin turned 28 on December 4th, but 
that month, the government passed 
a law offering him a direct reprieve: 
“A pop-culture artist who was recom-
mended by the Minister of Culture, 
Sports and Tourism to have greatly en-
hanced the image of Korea both within 
the nation and throughout the world” 
would now be able to wait until he’s 
30 to serve. 

“I think the country sort of told me, 
‘You’re doing this well, and we will give 

you a little bit more time,’ ” says Jin. 
Military service, he adds, “is an import-
ant duty for our country. So I feel that I 
will try to work as hard as I can and do 
the most I can until I am called.” 

Assuming that the law isn’t changed 
again, offering another extension, Jin 
understands it’s possible BTS could 
go on without him for a while. “I have 
no doubt that the other members will 
make a good decision because, you 
know, this is not something that I can 
tell them what to do,” he says. If they 
do spend time as a six-piece, “I’ll be 
sad, but I’ll be watching them on the 
internet and cheering them on.”

Suga is 28, J-Hope is 27, and RM turns 
27 this year, so their service looms as 
well. At least one K-pop group, Shin-
hwa, got back together after their 
own time in the military, and are still 
a group after 23 years. BTS may well 

aspire to that kind of longevity. “So, 
yes, we will want to see ARMY as we do 
now,” says V. “I’m sure it will work out 
so that we can continue to see ARMY. 
About military service, or what will 
happen, we haven’t discussed it in the 
specifics amongst ourselves, but I’m 
sure it’ll work out eventually.”

For Jimin, at least, BTS is eternal. “I 
don’t think I’ve ever really thought of 
being not a part of this group,” he says. 
“I can’t imagine what I would do on my 
own. I think when I become older, and 
I grow my own beard” — he gestures 
to my facial hair and smiles — “I would 
like to think that at the end, when I’m 
too old to dance, I would just like to 
sit onstage with the other members, 
and sing and engage with the fans. I 
think that would be great, too. So I’d 
like to keep this going as long as I pos-
sibly can.”   
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P36  OT SINCE the teen pop craze of the early 2000s have 
we seen a music movement quite like this. Acts like 
BTS and Blackpink have led K-pop boldly into the 
mainstream, winning fans around the globe with 
catchy hooks, colorful videos, and irresistible per-
sonalities. But that’s only a sampling of what Korea’s 
hottest acts have to offer.

While K-pop isn’t a new phenomenon — the super-
group Super Junior just celebrated their 15th anniversary, 
and rapper CL is as relevant as ever, five years after her long-

time girl group 2NE1 broke up — it’s never been a more ex-
citing time to be a K-pop fan. Today, a new wave of artists is 
pushing the genre forward with A-list collaborations, adven-
turous new sounds, and surprising emotional heft.

Just as Latin pop has become a major global force over the 
past decade, the best K-pop songs transcend genres, languag-
es, and borders with ease. In fact, as these seven artists prove 
— from hot new groups to solo stars changing the game — 
K-pop isn’t defined by where you’re from anymore, but rath-
er, where you’re ready to let the music take you. TIM CHAN

K-POP NOW
N

Chung Ha



CHUNG HA 
A triple threat who sings in Korean,  
English, and Spanish

IF THERE WERE any doubt left that K-pop is 
a truly global phenomenon, just listen to 
Chung Ha, the singer-dancer-choreographer 
who stormed onto the international scene 
this year with her reggaeton-tinged hit “De-

mente.” The single marked the first time a K-pop 
artist released a song sung entirely in Spanish, and 
immediately won over fans both old and new.

Born in Seoul and raised in Dallas, Chung Ha, 
25, says she’s always wanted to be an artist for 
everyone, regardless of their location, language, 
or genre of choice. The songs on her debut album, 
Querencia, run the gamut from hard-charging EDM 
to house, hip-hop, and flamenco pop, with hints 
of Caribbean beats and grime thrown in for good 
measure. The mixture of styles and inspirations is 
something the one-time girl-group member says 
she wanted to experiment with when she first 
launched her solo career in 2017. “I have always 
been interested in music from different cultures 
around the world, and I love challenging myself 
on any project that I jump into,” she says. “It’s not 
exciting to stay within one single concept.”

Movement has always been a part of Chung Ha’s 
life. After spending the majority of her childhood 
in the U.S., she returned to Korea to pursue a 
performing career, eventually studying dance 
at university. Known for her hip-hop moves and 
off-the-cuff choreography — compilation videos of 
Chung Ha freestyling have amassed tens of millions 
of views on YouTube — she eventually won a spot 
in the 11-piece girl group I.O.I as the lead dancer 
and a lead vocalist. After a short-lived run with the 
group, Chung Ha is making moves once again,  
this time as a solo artist.

Querencia got rave reviews on its release this 
February, with fans and critics alike praising its 
diversity of musical styles and melodic themes. 
Chung Ha’s voice is one of the most versatile in 
K-pop, able to transition from delicate whisper 
notes and flirty come-ons to full-out diva belting, 
all while singing effortlessly in Korean, English, 
and Spanish. She says that’s a result of growing up 
in the cultural melting pot of America. “I spent my 
childhood in the U.S., and I made lots of friends 
from different cultures and backgrounds, which 
allowed me to be naturally exposed to American 
pop culture, Latin pop, and Spanish language,” she 
says. “Instead of being timid or afraid because of 
the barrier that different languages give, I want to 
challenge myself to sing in many languages.” 

While the pandemic stalled her plans for tour-
ing, Chung Ha is eager to return to the stage when 
it’s safe, for what promises to be a dynamic live 
show. And while she may have sung about being 
a little “demented,” in Chung Ha’s world that’s a 
good thing: Whether she’s switching up her lan-
guages or her dance moves, she’s always keeping 
fans on their toes, so they never know what to 
expect next. T.C.

ENHYPEN
Lucky number 
seven for a  
new boy band 

T 
HERE IS NO  
shortage of boy 
bands seeking 
to lay claim to 
the K-pop throne 
these days — but 
when it comes  

to pure trajectory, few 
groups are climbing toward 
those heights as quickly  
as Enhypen.

Shortly after being 
chosen by fans last fall as 
the last singers standing on 
I-LAND, a Making the Band-
style reality show in Korea, 
the seven-member group 
(Heeseung, Jay, Jake, Sung-
hoon, Sunoo, Jungwon, 
and Ni-ki) won New Artist 
of the Year honors at the 
Gaon Chart Music Awards, 
which measure numerical 
success. They went on to 
take home additional Rook-
ie of the Year titles at three 
other major award shows 
in Asia — all before even 
releasing a full LP.

If their sudden rise to 
fame seems surprising, 
it helps to understand 

the team behind them: 
Enhypen is the first group 
created by Belift Lab, a  
new joint venture between 
Big Hit Entertainment 
(HYBE) and CJ ENM, the 
powerhouse firms that 
brought the world major 
K-pop groups like BTS  
and Seventeen. 

Positioned as a “global 
boy band,” with mem-
bers from South Korea, 
Australia, Japan, and the 
U.S., Enhypen hope to push 
K-pop forward by shedding 
the slick production and 
manufactured beats for  
a casual swagger that feels 
more honest — and a lot 
more fun. Their debut 
single, “Given-Taken,” 
wouldn’t have sounded 
out of place on a Weeknd 
album, while fan favorite 
“Let Me In (20 Cube)” has a 
Nineties boy-band energy. 
“Our music captures our 
personal stories,” says 
Heeseung, described by his 
bandmates as the “trust-
worthy eldest brother” of 

the group (though Jay quips 
that he “sometimes acts 
like the youngest”).

And though they’ve 
already achieved a lot in 
a short time, the guys say 
they don’t feel any pressure 
to live up to the groups that 
have come before them. 
“Rather than feeling pres-
sured, we feel great respect 
when we see the successful 
artists who have come be-
fore us,” says Jungwon. “We 
are learning a lot from their 
journey, and we’re doing 
our best to carve out a path 
of our own as well.” 

Still, as part of Belift 
Lab, they do have a great 
example to follow. “There 
are many international 
as well as K-pop artists 
that we look up to,” adds 
Sunghoon. “Among them, 
however, we’ve always ad-
mired BTS most, who have 
created their own path to 
become global superstars. 
We’re inspired by them and 
determined to become art-
ists like them one day.” T.C.

Sunghoon,  
Jake, Jay,  

Ni-ki, Jungwon, 
Heeseung, and 

Sunoo (clockwise 
from top left)
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T’S EASY TO judge a book by
its cover, especially when
the photos are being served
up by Wonho. But K-pop’s
leading man is out to prove
that he’s more than just
mop top and muscles, as
he leaves his boy-band
roots behind for an exciting

solo career.
Wonho, 28, first rose to prom-

inence as part of the seven-piece
group Monsta X. In 2019, he left the
group amid a flurry of press after
years-old allegations of marijuana
use surfaced on social media (cannabis
is still illegal in South Korea). Cleared of
all charges a few months later, Wonho
returned with new management and a
fresh perspective.

 While Monsta X were known for
their pop and hip-hop leanings, Won-
ho’s solo work has flirted with every-
thing from funk to Eighties synth-pop,
to R&B. It’s his candid lyrics and emo-
tional delivery that have endeared him
to millions of Wenee (the official name
for his fans) across the globe. “The fact
that I can convey my authentic thoughts
and feelings by producing my own
music is the most important thing to me
as a singer-songwriter,” he says.

Wonho’s mix of introspection and
playfulness has made him a chameleon
of sorts in the K-pop world, and his abil-
ity to glide between schoolyard bops
and decidedly more adult fare recalls
Usher’s transformation from teen heart-
throb to grown star in the 2000s. Then
there’s that other adult content he’s
been releasing — namely some choice
thirst-trap photos on Instagram.

 “I’m glad that my fans find my
pictures sexy,” the fitness fanatic says
nonchalantly. “I feel so thankful to
be loved.” T.C.

WON
Meet the singer who’s breaking
hearts just as quickly as he’s
breaking stereotypes

JAMIE
All grown up and ready for a new spotlight

S OUTH KOREAN SINGER Park Jimin — better
known as Jamie — rose to fame at 14 after
winning the Korean competition show K-Pop
Star, where she earned the nickname “Ko-

rean Adele” for her vocal chops. Now, after some time
spent out of the spotlight, the 23-year-old is back with
an edgy new sound and assertive lyrics that are helping
to shed her reality-TV persona for good.

This year, Jamie was featured alongside Doja Cat
and Saweetie on a remix of their hit “Best Friend,” and
released the bouncy, Ariana Grande-style “Numbers,”
a rapped/sung track that takes aim at people who use
social media for clout. These songs are a far cry from
the carefully crafted image often associated with female
K-pop acts — and they may come as a surprise from an
artist who grew up listening to Celine Dion and singing
in church. But to hear Jamie tell it, she’s never been
interested in being a “perfect pop star.”

“My music is very real, it’s very raw, and when you
see the lyrics, it’s not like it’s filtered,” she declares.
“And I would like the fans to actually feel the same way
— that you don’t have to filter yourself.”

Jamie says she’d like to follow the lead of artists like
Jhené Aiko, Grande, and Kehlani — “all the powerful
women out there.” And though she knows it may take
a while for some audiences to embrace her grown-up
look and lyrics, she has no intention of limiting herself
when it comes to subject matter or genre.

“In music, there are no boundaries,” she adds.
“If there’s good music that I feel into or that I vibe into,
I would love to throw myself into it.” T.C.
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 ‘I REALLY WANT to take a selfie
with the crowd,” Itzy’s Lia
says. “I just miss them,”
Chaeryeong adds.

Assembled in 2019 by JYP Enter-
tainment, Itzy had embarked on
only one showcase tour before the
pandemic grounded them back in
South Korea. But that didn’t slow
the group down for long. They re-
leased their second and third EPs
last year, and have focused

on finding ways to interact with
their fandom, known as Midzy,
via social media and virtual
events, like the global livestream
they did this March.

The group’s five members (who
also include Yuna, Ryujin, and
Yeji) say they learned how much
they loved to sing and dance
by watching K-pop groups like
Girls’ Generation and attending
the circus as kids. Prior to being

chosen for Itzy, several members
cut their teeth on Korean reality
shows: Chaeryeong appeared on
both K-pop Star 3 and the survival
competition Sixteen, while Ryujin
and Yeji made appearances on two
other survival series.

After attending JYP training,
Ryujin admits that she wasn’t
expecting to make it into the girl
group. “It was very weird because
there were so many trainees at

JYP,” she says. “There were so
many pretty and talented people.
I was surprised that I was chosen.”

That shock doesn’t come across
in the music. Itzy’s sound is con-
fident, hyped, and in your face.
And as much as they all look up to
the idols that preceded them, they
want to make sure their sound is
all their own. “We don’t have a
role model,” declares Yeji. “We
just want to be Itzy.” BRITTANY SPANOS

ITZY
A girl group that’s blazing
a new path of its own

Yeji, Yuna,
Ryujin, Lia, and

Chaeryeong
(from left)
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A ESPA HAVE
only two songs
out, but they
have already

shown incredible range for
a budding supergroup. The
quartet (Karina, Winter,
Giselle, Ningning) was
assembled last year, be-
coming SM Entertainment’s
first new girl group since
the popular Red Velvet six
years earlier. “From the
moment it was decided
that we were going to debut
as Aespa until now, we’ve
always had great teamwork
and communication, with
many heart-to-heart con-
versations,” Giselle says. “I
think we were able to build
a stronger bond because we
were always open to talking
about our feelings and
what’s on our minds.”

Aespa’s first single,
“Black Mamba,” introduced
them to the world as a pow-
erful pop act, with its heavy
synths and dubstep-y beat.
Their second song, “For-
ever,” showed off a softer
side. “We receive inspira-
tion from other artists, but
instead of trying to become

like someone else, we want
to create our own music
genre,” Karina explains.

All four members knew
they wanted to pursue
music from a young age,
and they were raised on
a diverse array of genres
and artists. Karina’s
grandmother played her
plenty of older Korean
songs, while her mom got
her into classical and jazz.
Winter’s older brother
played in a band, so she
loved guitar-driven music.
Giselle’s influences are
perhaps the widest ranging:
She cites everything from
Stevie Wonder to Blink-182
to Ariana Grande, with her
taste leaning toward rock
and R&B. And Ningning’s
personal hero? “Beyoncé is
always on my playlist.”

While the pandemic has
proved challenging, Aespa
have done what they can to
make the most of these un-
precedented circumstanc-
es. As a group, it’s all they
know. “Watching the staff
work so hard with their
masks on makes us want to
work even harder,” Winter

says of recording music and
videos during this time.
“We are sad that we can’t
meet our fans in-person
and perform in front of an
audience, but we’re always
trying to utilize various
social media and video
platforms like YouTube,
TikTok, Instagram, and
Twitter to showcase the
different sides of us that
you don’t necessarily see
in our music videos or
performances.” (They’ve
also promoted the group
with virtual avatar versions
of each member.)

Aespa are planning
much more in the near
future, and Karina has her
own wish list for what she
hopes they get to showcase
— including their great har-
monies, more rapping, and
chances to share their own
stories in the songs. “I’m
sure that our song lyrics
will get more interesting
as they tell a story of our
adventures in that world,”
she explains, “adding on to
the fun in uncovering the
full story with each new
release.” B.S.

A
S THE FIRST BOY BAND to debut under
Big Hit Music since BTS, the guys in
Tomorrow X Together (TXT for short)
know they have their work cut out for
them. But rather than follow in the
footsteps of their labelmates, Soobin,
Yeonjun, Beomgyu, Taehyun, and Huen-

ingkai say they’re using the pressure as motivation
to prove themselves on their own.

Their fandom (known as “Moa” or “Moments
of Alwaysness”) helped TXT attract a ton of buzz
in 2019, with their first EP becoming the highest-
charting debut release by any male K-pop group
in history. The guys have also made a name for
themselves in the highly saturated K-pop space
with their signature sound, which dabbles in
disco, shoegaze, indie rock, and pop. “We try
to tell stories only we can tell, so I think our
albums to date naturally have contained a lot of
emotions and thoughts from the teen perspec-
tive,” Yeonjun says.

The messages behind Tomorrow X Together’s
music are similarly distinct, as they connect with
their listener base through personal stories about
the growing pains that come along with being
a teenager. Looking back on how each member
has grown, Beomgyu recalls their group dynamic
when they were first starting out. “At first, it was
sometimes difficult to understand each other be-
cause each of us has very different backgrounds,”
he says, citing their varying interests and life
experiences. “We’ve communicated a lot since
then, and we’ve been together for a long time,
so now we only need to meet eyes to know what
the other is thinking.”

Looking ahead, Beomgyu says he wants TXT to
be known as a group “that’s just like a family. It’s
really cool that I can lean on my members during
tough times, and vice versa. And we also want to
be [our fans’] best friends.” KRISTINE KWAK

TXT
Leaders of the fourth generation of
K-pop: a boy band that feels like family

P40

K- P O P N OW

AESPA The new girls on the block are ready
to take over the town

Giselle,
Winter,

Karina, and
Ningning

(from left)



Soobin, 
Hueningkai, 

Taehyun, Yeonjun, 
and Beomgyu 

(clockwise from 
top left)
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NAPSTER AND SPOTIFY,
it turns out, were just
tip-of-the-iceberg stuff.
Today, thanks to the
frenetic pace of tech
advancement and the
insatiability of young,
internet-grown audi-
ences, the global music
business moves at break-
neck speed. It evolves,
expands, and upends
itself on the daily; it is an
innovator’s playground
and paradise.

Alongside record
labels and publishers,
the industry’s big
bosses now include
data analysts, financial
entrepreneurs, algorithm
creators, engineers,
economists, and also
artists and songwriters,
who — freshly empow-
ered by the cheap music-
making tools and easy
social media platforms
available to them — are
wresting real control of

their own empires for the
first time. (“Hail to the
artists, because . . . they’re
winning,” veteran music
mogul Jimmy Iovine
mused in 2019. “The art-
ists now have something
they’ve never had before,
which is a massive, direct
communication with
their audience — from
their house, their bed,
their car, whatever. And
because of that, every-
body wants them.”)

But it’s not just artists
who’ve found themselves
with bold new advantag-
es in the game. Under
the peculiar shadow of
the pandemic year, the
music business — reeling
from a worldwide con-
cert shutdown and the
sudden loss of billions of
dollars — has also been
forced to forge brand-
new revenue streams,
play around in a digital
Wild West, redesign

artist-fan relationships,
and tear down even
more of its legacy hier-
archy to make room for
upstart outsiders.

In short: The DNA
of the global business
is forever altered.

So what will
albums’ creation, re-
lease, and consumption
look like in the wake
of all this sea change?

What are the most
exciting innovations to

come — and the danger-
ous pitfalls to avoid — in
the next five, 10, 50 years
of music?

From AI artists and
bedroom audio produc-
tion to cryptocurrency
ticketing and virtual-
reality concerts, here
are the next great disrup-
tions poised to overtake
the strange, twisty busi-
ness of hitmaking.

Welcome to the future
of music. AMY X. WANG
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Where others
see hurdles,
they see
runaway
opportunity.
Meet the
fearless
leaders of
tomorrow’s
music
business.



TO REINVENT Motown Records, Ethiopia Habtemariam wants to
start by going back in time. “I remember being a young kid and
seeing how massive acts like Boyz II Men were,” she says, noting
that in the Sixties and Seventies the label was a formidable
launchpad for black artists to become global superstars.

Motown, back then, had everything — a film and TV division,
a comics team. Habtemariam, who has just been promoted to the company’s
CEO and chair, after spending the past decade ushering the legacy label out of
the shadows, first as a VP and then as president, has a vision to bring that cross-
platform entertainment brand back. Under her leadership, Motown will find new
revenue streams for its 50-year-old catalog of hits from the likes of the Jackson
Five and the Supremes, while also seeking to break fresh rappers and R&B stars.
It’ll continue to court partnerships with hot new labels like Quality Control and
Blacksmith Records, two important relationships brokered by Habtemariam that
have brought Migos, Lil Baby, Lil Yachty, Vince Staples, and City Girls on board.

Habtemariam, who started her music career as an intern at Atlanta-based
LaFace Records more than two decades ago, is also well aware that she’s only the
second woman, after Epic Records’ Sylvia Rhone, to lead a major record label —
and so she’s got a second, unofficial job as a role model for the entire record busi-
ness, which is undergoing seismic racial change for the first time in its own ranks.

“I’m hoping this opens up the door for a lot more that happens for people that
look like me, and have done the work, and deserve to grow to this level in their
careers,” Habtemariam says.

The seasoned exec believes the streaming era highlights, rather than threat-
ens, the importance of labels to young artists. “It’s really competitive,” she says.
“But our industry as a whole is in such a healthy place now. We’re back at a place
where we have to create the new generation of superstars.” E.M.

FOR JASON DERULO, TikTok
has become “an extension
of my life” — and the vertical-
video app has also, in turn,
birthed a new empire for
that life.

“I study myself and how I
scroll,” Derulo says. “We’re all
very selfish scrollers, we’re
looking for something that’s

going to interest us. You have literally a fraction of a
second to make people stop in their tracks.”

Derulo’s obsessive ethos and understanding of TikTok
has led to a zany smorgasbord of content. He jumps on
trends early; he’ll post videos of himself fighting giant
water monsters, wielding lightsabers, hitting the dougie
next to his Lamborghini, or whipping up saccharinely
sweet dessert recipes. He’s often corny or extravagant
but always gets views. Derulo’s 45 million TikTok followers
have led to lucrative brand partnerships with the likes of
AT&T, Walmart, Got Milk, and Bounty. TikTok is also a vehi-
cle to market Derulo’s own products, like Bedlam vodka,
and to churn out new hits; his chart-clinger “Savage
Love” originated from a viral TikTok sound by Jawsh 685.

Now, Derulo is literally “writing the book” on virality:
He’s publishing a title about social media strategy and
creating a superhero comic book based on one of his
TikTok characters. He says networks are also approach-
ing him with offers for an in-development TV show.
Derulo won’t say how much he’s made from TikTok, but
he refutes the rumors that he makes $75,000 per paid
post, claiming that it’s “not even in the ballpark” because
the real number is actually much higher.

Enough to make up for the losses of a year without
touring? “Oh, yeah,” Derulo says with little hesitation.
“I would even go on to say that it’s made me even more
than in the past.” For reference, Derulo grosses $215,000
a show, according to Pollstar.

As live music comes back into play, Derulo says his
TikTok output will have to slow a bit. But does that mean
there’s room for another artist to try and steal his throne?
“I don’t think so,” Derulo says. “But I welcome anybody to
try.” ETHAN MILLMAN

THE CROWN
PRINCE OF
TIKTOK

HISTORY MEETS POSSIBILITY

JASON DERULO
Singer, songwriter, multi-hyphenate, digital guru

ETHIOPIA HABTEMARIAM CEO, Motown Records
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she also negotiates artist
deals and spearheads
partnership ideas.
     When the pandemic
hit, interest in Peloton
skyrocketed from the
music industry as well as
from gym enthusiasts.
Beyoncé, the Beatles, and
Justin Bieber lent music
to custom classes; the
company announced
“Peloton Verzuz,” a collab
with Timbaland and Swizz

have Gwen Bethel Riley,
Peloton’s head of music,
to thank. Riley joined
Peloton in 2019 after
a decade of handling
music-business affairs for
Disney, and she quickly
went to work scaling up
Peloton’s now-cult-favor-
ite “Artist Series,” in which
instructors lead entire
classes themed around
specific artists’ catalogs
or albums. In the role,

Fitness
classes
are the
new music
festivals.

When Covid-19 trapped
people at home for a year,
Peloton thrived, more
than doubling its yearly
revenue — in part due to
the exercise company’s
aggressively invigorating
workout playlists.
     Fans of those workouts

she says. “Give me those
deep cuts!”
              SAMANTHA HISSONG

Reinventing the
(stationary
exercise) wheel

GWEN BETHEL RILEY
Head of Music, Peloton

All about those
sleeper hits

COURTNEY PHILLIPS
Head of Music, Calm

Courtney
Phillips’
job is to
put people
to sleep

— quite literally. As the
music head of wellness
app Calm, she designs
and oversees audio
projects that let superstar
artists help their fans
relax, focus, meditate,
and fall into slumber.
     Calm saw a huge
surge in downloads
during the pandemic,
as people around the
world desperately sought
new ways to unwind
or reduce stress. So
Phillips brokered deals
with artists including
Ariana Grande, Kacey
Musgraves, Jhené Aiko,
Shawn Mendes, and Post
Malone, asking producers
to reimagine their hit
pop tracks into hypnotic,
hourlong “sleep remixes”
that could lull listeners
into peace.
     The remixers worked
closely with specialists
who study brain-wave
activity, and the carefully
soporific soundscapes
offer a scientifically
approved alternative to
generic sleep playlists on
streaming services, which
tend to jump too quickly
from track to track.
     Phillips grew up with
parents in the music biz
and previously worked
in brand partnerships at
Universal, but at Calm,
she gets to use her
“powers for good,” the
exec jokes. She points
out that many artists feel
plagued by depression
or anxiety themselves, so
Calm’s projects help them
bond with fans who are in
the same boat.
     And they give artists
a fresh revenue stream
— not to mention an un-
usual creative challenge.
Mainstream musicians
are used to cutting down
their art to make it more
commercial, but Calm
instructs them to do the

exact opposite.
     “I want the weird side
projects and meandering
pieces,” says Phillips, who
also commissions original
music, like a custom Keith
Urban sleep tune and a
30-minute Moses Sumney
track, and is eager to
explore projects in the
future using the lyricism
of rap songs. “I’m always
here to let them have
more creative freedom,”

THE STORYTELLING MISSIONARY
LENA WAITHE 
Founder, Hillman Grad Records

MUSICIANS DIP into the movie industry all the time; the opposite is far more rare. But for filmmaker Lena Waithe, who
grew up on Nineties R&B and counts Erykah Badu, Brandy, and Prince among her idols, the two businesses are an
obvious pairing. Waithe — an Emmy-winning screenwriter, actor, and co-creator of shows including Master of None,
The Chi, and Them, all of which have been noticed for their thoughtful music choices — just announced a record
label, Hillman Grad Records, which will be run under a joint venture with Def Jam. “I think people really started to
pick up on the music choices in the film or TV that I was doing, and that really spoke to me,” says Waithe.

Hillman Grad Records is “circling some people” but isn’t ready to announce signings yet. Waithe emphasizes that
it’s “important for artist storytelling to be brought back” — an element of music-making that’s taken a back seat to

virality chases and data-driven dealmaking in recent years. She points to Lil Nas X, Jazmine Sullivan, Summer Walker, H.E.R., and Miguel as
artists who’ve seduced audiences with their life stories as well as their music. “My brain also thinks visually, so I go, ‘Oh, what if we do this for
the video, the performance?’ I would approach the music like I would a TV show — ‘What can we do to make sure it hits in a different way?’ ”

To Waithe, there’s already one conspicuous point of similarity between film and music: Both industries are grappling with long-held racial
and gender imbalances. Waithe, a vocal advocate of social change across entertainment industries, wants Hillman Grad Records to help
topple the status quo: “The artists, the people in the front, are often those people who are othered. It’s about who’s in the back office, or
cutting checks, or having the green-light power. There’s a lot of us that need to be in those rooms.” AMY X. WANG
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in them, and the way
he built his company,”
marvels Martin. The
hip-hop and R&B player’s
rhapsodizing over the
man who brought us the
Eagles, Jackson Browne,
and other old-school
L.A. rock is fitting: In
January, Martin became
the president of Asylum
Records, the label Geffen
started 50 years ago, in a
symbolic changing of the
industry guard.
     “Younger artists are
inspired by Young Thug
and Future, more of a
melodic style in rap, and
that’s the future of music,”
Martin, 36, says. “In the
beginning when Drake
did it, it was like, ‘What’s
this? He’s singing and
rapping? You can’t do
that.’ Now it’s more in the
space of ‘You can do that
too’ or ‘You can pick up
a guitar and do a rap.’ It’s
just mind-blowing.”
     Martin has been aiming
for a role like this since
he was a high school
student in Flint, Michigan.
Interning at Def Jam while
studying marketing in
college, he wound up
with a job at the iconic
label before landing an
A&R role at Warner Bros.
in 2011. There, he worked
on Meek Mill’s debut,
Dreams & Nightmares.
Later at Atlantic, Martin
signed Nipsey Hussle
and worked with Roddy
Ricch. Along the way,
he’s had to deal with
Hussle’s shooting death
in 2019 and coping with
“the most pressure I’ve
ever been under” while
working on Mill’s post-jail
comeback, Champion-
ships. (Jay-Z didn’t deliver
his contribution until five
days before the album’s
release.)
     Much like Geffen did
50 years ago, Martin sees
Asylum as a refuge for
developing artists; the
label’s signings include
Detroit’s Sada Baby,
underground Houston
female hip-hop artist
KenTheMan, and Seattle’s
Jay Loud, who blends
rapping and crooning. “I
want to make everybody
proud,” Martin says.
“I’m looking forward to
bringing Asylum into the
forefront of the dope
labels.” DAVID BROWNE

of digital safe that can
house creative works
such as exclusive tracks,
event access, and other
rare collectible items.
NFT buyers become sole
owners of these works,
which give artists royal-
ties even in resale, and
can’t be replicated like
T-shirts.
     “Art is sacred,” Katz
says. “We ideate the
token drop, figuring out
what that looks like and
what the story is.” Kings’
drop drew in $2 million
in sales, $500,000 of
which the band donated
to charity. More broadly, it
opened the floodgates on
a conversation about how
blockchains and NFTs
could be useful to the
music industry.
     Katz has become a
go-to guru for those
questions, which many
music execs are asking
for the first time this year.
The Kings’ drop showed
just how versatile NFT
offerings can be: Tokens
could be redeemed for
special-edition vinyl,
for instance, or unlock
“golden ticket” perks like
front-row seats for life,
backstage lounge access,
and a personal driver to
every show. It was an “ex-
treme example to prove a
point,” Katz says.
     Besides juggling a
horde of artist inquiries,
Katz is now putting the
finishing touches on Yel-
lowHeart’s own “Discord
meets iTunes” market-
place, which he hopes to
unveil soon. S.H.

Taking up a rock
icon’s mantle

DALLAS MARTIN
President, Asylum Records

Others may
opt for docs
about Jay-Z
or the Noto-
rious B.I.G.;

Dallas Martin’s favorite
music movie is Inventing
David Geffen, about the
manager, label exec,
and film producer. “The
levels he took music to,
and the level he took his
artists to just by believing

Beatz’s popular rap-battle
series Verzuz; electro-
funk duo Chromeo
remixed Elvis Presley hits.
“A lot of artists who had
lost touring opportunities
started to come to us,
suddenly looking for new
ways to speak to their
audience on a digital
platform or distribute
their music on alternative
platforms,” Riley recalls.
“Covid was the year of the
workaround.”
     Now, Riley’s eager
to get more celebs into
Peloton as guest instruc-
tors — and to play around
with BPMs, expand the di-
versity of class offerings,
and find more ways of
introducing younger Pelo-
ton users to legacy artists
through workout materi-
als. Peloton is also plot-
ting some off-platform
entertainment initiatives
involving events, behind-
the-scenes content, and
apparel. “The intersection
of fitness and music is a
wide-open space,” Riley
says. “It’s a playground
right now.” S.H.

Been around
the blockchain

JOSH KATZ
Founder and CEO,
YellowHeart

Josh Katz
has come
a long
way from
fetching

tuna sandwiches for Clive
Davis in the Nineties. In
2017 — after two decades
of hopping around the
music industry, including
starting his own back-
ground-music company,
El Media, and selling it
for a pretty penny — Katz
took a chance and dove
into the then-niche realm
of cryptocurrency. He
founded YellowHeart, a
blockchain-based com-
pany that wants to build
a more direct relationship
between artists and fans.
    This March, Yellow-
Heart helped Kings of
Leon become the first
rock band to release a
new album as a non-fun-
gible token (NFT), a kind

SELF-MADE MASTERMIND
RAC Artist and creator of $RAC

RAC, born André Allen Anjos, was creating digital art well be-
fore it was cool. In May 2020, before music’s 2021 blockchain
mania, the artist and producer released 100 cassette tapes
that were only redeemable through the purchase of his per-
sonal crypto token. A $20 tape sold for as much as $13,000 —
likely making it the most expensive cassette in history. Anjos’

first audiovisual NFT in October, a 30-second art loop, sold for $26,000. He
used the smart contracts within NFTs to set a 10 percent royalty, ensuring that
he’d be compensated every time they were resold.

How did he learn to seize control of his business so expertly? Anjos, born
in Coimbra, Portugal, as the son of missionaries, has always felt an urge to go
against the grain. He didn’t have TV growing up and couldn’t afford to buy im-
ported albums, so he played around in local music groups and recorded radio
broadcasts to make his own mixtapes. “I didn’t have access to a lot of things
that a lot of people take for granted,” he says.

When he stumbled upon Napster in 2001, he “went down the rabbit hole” of
internet technology and eventually found himself drawn to crypto. After mov-
ing to America for college, Anjos signed to a major label — but he felt that the
middleman ruined his debut album, and adopted a much more DIY spirit from
then on. “There are clear advantages to being on certain labels, but anything
on the infrastructure side of the music industry could essentially be replaced
by code,” he says. “Hell yeah, that’s about as anti-establishment as it gets.”

He’s now on a mission to show all artists the beauty of decentralized tech-
nology. Anjos launched a creative agency, simply named “6,” in March, to help
other artists navigate the complex world of crypto-based business and story-
telling. “I like the idea of creating a level playing field where no single party
can control everything,” he says. “There will always be some power players, of
course, but at least on a systemic level, it’s fair game.” S.H.
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this is going to become
real, it’s going to be
because we demand that
the government creates
it.” Cole knows his plan
needs artists on board,
and he already has the
support of one musician
union. “You’re challenging
the current system and
encouraging people in
control of that system
to do better and people
who live with that system
to demand better,” he
says. “When I talk to other
music lawyers, a lot of
them say, ‘Do you know
how hard that would be
to fix?’ I get that. But this
is a big thing. This might
be worth fixing.”
            JONATHAN BERNSTEIN

Setting country’s
record straight

RISSI PALMER
Host of Color Me Country

Rissi Palmer
had long
noticed
problems
with the

way people talked about
race in country music. “I’d
see all these things and
I’m like, ‘That’s not true.
That’s not complete,’ ”
Palmer says. The North
Carolina-based singer,
who pursued a main-
stream country career
in the mid-2000s, inter-
views guests on Color
Me Country, her biweekly
Apple Music country
show spotlighting black,
indigenous, and Latinx
artists. It’s named for
the lone album by Linda
Martell, the first black
woman to perform solo at
the Grand Ole Opry.

“What better way
to honor the history of
people of color in country
music [than] to honor one
of the patron saints of it?”
Palmer says.

Formatted like an inti-
mate radio show, Color
Me Country emphasizes
issues faced by people of
color in country. Guests
have included singer Miko
Marks and Grammy-nom-
inated Mickey Guyton.
Palmer calls the lively pro-
gram “a form of protest.”

and creating artificial
popularity illegally mis-
lead consumers. “We’ll
be looking to take further
cases,” Morgia promises.
“This benefits the broader
music community.”

      ELIAS LEIGHT

State-sponsored
music streaming?

HENDERSON COLE
Attorney

Entertain-
ment lawyer
Henderson
Cole had
spent years

studying music’s tangled
payment system, frus-
trated by how ill-adapted
it was for the streaming
era. In 2017, he had a
lightbulb moment —
when his girlfriend took
out an album from the
New York Public Library
and downloaded it.

“I said to myself,
‘Imagine if you could
just have a library that’s
just streaming, and it
could pay artists!’ ” Cole
remembers. “That was the
genesis of the idea.”

Cole’s plan is called the
American Music Library.
The proposal — that
the federal government
invest in a streaming
service, free for all users
and funded by taxes on
wealthy Americans — is
as simple as it’s ambi-
tious. Its most radical
element is a completely
reworked royalty system
that delivers payments
directly to musicians.
Such a streaming service
would, Cole estimates,
cost $10 billion a year at
most (roughly 1.5 percent
of the annual U.S. defense
budget).

The idea may seem
far-fetched. But when
the pandemic hollowed
out touring revenue, the
music industry faced a
moment of reckoning,
with venues desperately
lobbying for bailout
money and musicians
holding protests outside
of Spotify headquarters.
“These ideas have been
bubbling below the
surface,” Cole says. “If

Eradicating
streaming fraud

MELISSA MORGIA
Director of litigation, IFPI

The biggest
companies
in music
agree:
Streaming

manipulation, a practice
that falsely inflates artists’
stream counts and re-
duces payouts for smaller
acts, must be stopped.

The efforts to combat
this “unfortunate blight”
— as many refer to it —
have largely fallen to the
global nonprofit Interna-
tional Federation of the
Phonographic Industry
(IFPI), and to Melissa
Morgia, its acting director
of global litigation. IFPI
has pursued legal action
in Germany and Brazil
over the past 18 months,
managing to shut down
more than a dozen sites
that make it as easy to
buy artificial streams as it
is to order a new T-shirt.

“We’re trying to take a
global approach,” Morgia
says. “We hope it then
has a deterrent effect
on people who might be
attempting to engage in
this business model.”

Attempts by artists
and record labels to
manipulate sales numbers
are old hat. As streaming
has become the industry’s
primary driver, manipula-
tion moved to the digital
sphere. Artists or labels
pay companies to gener-
ate thousands of new bot
accounts that repeatedly
play a song or playlist. In
a 2019 panel, Louis Posen,
president of Hopeless
Records, said he believes
the practice might be
effecting $300 million in
music revenue.

IFPI started going after
services in Germany both
because of “existing case
law on a similar issue
concerning fake reviews”
and because any victories
in the country would
likely reverberate across
the European Union.
Morgia’s team argued,
successfully, that sites
offering streams for cash

MADISON LOVE 
Songwriter

“EXECUTIVE
songwriter” isn’t
a title. But Madi-
son Love — who’s
penned smash hits
like Selena Gomez’s
“Rare,” Lady Gaga’s
“Sour Candy,” and
Ava Max’s “Sweet but
Psycho” all before
26 — thinks it should
be. Love wants to
“set a new precedent
for what our roles are
as songwriters,” she
says. She conceived
a four-times-platinum
song while still a stu-
dent at NYU, “typing
back and forth with
the writers during my
physics class,” and
recalls FaceTiming
with publishing execs
from campus while
cramming two years’
worth of courses
into one so that she
could graduate early
(“I really hustled!”).
Recently, Love
executive-produced
TikTok superstar
Addison Rae. She
prides herself on
taking an aerial view
of an artist’s vision,
and plans to run
a female-centric
company someday.
“It’s nice to be able
to practice what I
preach,” she says. “I
feel very empowered
in my life.” S.H.

TOTAL LYRICAL
POWERHOUSE
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obsesses over musical
side projects — such
as a white-label pizza
for which she’s recently
locked in an artist partner.
(“The frozen pizza indus-
try has just skyrocketed
through Covid!”) Brand
partnerships exploded
in the digital era, as fans’
lives moved online, and
they’ve gotten experi-
mental. UMG has offered
a vegan baking class with
Billie Eilish, orchestrated
a Post Malone cover of a
Hootie and the Blowfish
song for Pokémon, and
paired the Jonas Brothers
with Lenovo for a virtual
concert that fans could
“control” from their
screens, voting on songs
and competing to design
posters. Even as the
pandemic ebbs, Gutierrez
is confident partnerships
will keep gaining: “Not
everyone’s in the studio

“I didn’t want people
to think this is two hours
of black people whining
to each other about
why they can’t make it,”
Palmer says. “I want to
make sure people get a
well-rounded idea of what
it’s like and what we’re up
against.” JON FREEMAN

Collabs on collabs

LJ GUTIERREZ
GM, Universal Music Group
for Brands

LJ Gutier-
rez’s head
is full of
Pokémon,
frozen

pizza, and Legos. At
Universal’s branding divi-
sion, her 35-person team

MUSIC TO MOGUL
TEENAGE LIL YACHTY was already plotting an empire when his single “Minne-
sota” went viral in 2016. Today, at 23, he’s an exemplar of a modern celebrity:
There’s the music, of course, which he releases at a consistent clip, but there
are also collaborations with brands like Nautica and Target and appearances
in movies like How High 2. He signed an endorsement deal with Sprite and col-
laborated with Reese’s Puffs cereal. He’s working on a film inspired by the card
game Uno. He has a new label imprint called Concrete Boyz. (A nod to the rap
moguls of yesteryear, with new signees getting an iced-out chain.)

Yachty earned himself the title of “King of the Teens” early on. As the music
industry began looking toward younger stars to navigate changing modes of
communication and consumption online, Yachty came to represent the digital-

native music listener. He was also among the first musicians on Twitch, the livestreaming app popular with
gamers, and an early evangelist for Discord, the messaging platform popular with online fan communities;
recently he helped develop “sound packs,” allowing users to replace the app’s notifications with sounds he
created. “I’m so connected on the internet,” Yachty says. “People know I’m on there, and people know me for
talking and being goofy. It helps on a lot of my deals, my character.”

There have been a lot of deals. Yachty reportedly made $13 million on endorsements in 2016 and 2017, and
he was one of the first rappers to hop on the crypto craze, selling a “YachtyCoin” for $16,050 last December.
Early in his career, Yachty met with Quality Control records co-founder Kevin “Coach K” Lee to map out a
vision for his career. “One of the biggest things he talked about was being bigger than just an artist — being a
mogul,” Yachty explains. “That was something we truly believed in. And that’s what we did.” JEFF IHAZA

LIL YACHTY
Rapper and entrepreneur
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Scott, Drake, Lil Uzi Vert,
Rihanna, and other top
acts. “I’ve always had a
love for the instrumental,
whether it’s an orchestra
playing classical music
or the grime beats from
back in the day,” she says.
When she first started
to study piano as a kid,
she quickly found it was
more fun to make up her
own melodies: “I’d just be
letting out whatever was
in my head.”

WondaGurl is naturally
shy, which made it diffi-
cult early on to adjust to
being one of the most
sought-after beatmakers
in the business. She
remains one of the few
women regularly getting
A-list production work in
any genre, with female
producers accounting for
less than three percent
of production credits on
the 900 most popular
songs of the past nine
years, according to a
recent study. Yet she says
she’s never let herself be
discouraged. “It doesn’t
matter — at the end of
the day, it’s just being
the best you can be,” she
says. “I always felt if a
man could make beats, a
girl could too.”

As she readies her first
solo album, she’s ready
to lead by example. “I
definitely want to make
girls feel like they could
do this,” she says. “I know
a lot want to.” E.M.

A war on ticket
scalping

ANT TAYLOR
Founder and CEO, Lyte

Ant Taylor
was at
the 2012
Summer
Olympics in

London when he realized
that he wanted to revolu-
tionize the ticketing busi-
ness. He waded through
crowds to get into the
beach-volleyball venue,
only to find near-empty
sections and rows of
unfilled seats. “We’re in
the middle of London,
and this is the goddamn
Olympics, and we’re

been a couple times in
the past where you could
talk about music-industry
revolutions creating
opportunity, but nothing
like this. I’ve never seen
the power to the people
brought to the level it’s
brought now, while at
the same time allowing
institutions themselves to
be pivotal.”

Jacobson jumped on
the trend early. He says
MAC has spoken with a
hundred companies, and
is looking at acquiring
those that specialize in
music — like labels and
publishers — as well as
music-technology com-
panies, consumer-facing
ventures, and social
media companies. He
cites Beats by Dre head-
phones, co-founded by
Jacobson’s mentor and
former Interscope boss
Jimmy Iovine, as an inspi-
ration for how he’d like to
shape his acquisitions.
“I watched Jimmy build
Beats by Dre and saw
what he did with that,”
Jacobson says. “It was
about using the power
of music culture to drive
another product to the
next level. . . . Some SPACs
are seeking more control,
but we’re different in that
in our DNA we want to be
a wild card. A company
can use our expertise in
the music business and
our capital. . . . [We’ll] be
the best board member
they’ve ever had.” E.M.

Self-taught
superproducer

WONDAGURL
Producer

At 24 years
old, Canadi-
an producer
Ebony
Oshun-

rinde — better known as
WondaGurl — has built
a career most music-
business veterans twice
her age would envy. She
got her first major credit,
on Jay-Z’s Magna Carta
Holy Grail, when she was
still in her teens, and she
has since produced more
than 100 tracks for Travis

little power back in the
artist’s corner.”

In contrast to many
tech wunderkinds, Leon-
ard and Tanners draw on
their years of experience
working with artists to
guide their approach.
“For years, the complexity
of legal language and
the length and density
of these contracts has
been a huge tool in the
obfuscation of the path
to profitability for artists,”
Tanners adds. “We want
to give the opportunities
to learn and to build to
that next generation of
artists, who don’t have
any idea what they’re get-
ting into.” JASON NEWMAN

An A&R vet ready
to buy big

NEIL JACOBSON
Founder, Music Acquisition
Corp.

Neil Jacob-
son calls
himself the
best sales-
man in the

music business, and not
without reason. Over the
course of his two-decade
career, he’s pushed
multiplatinum records
like the Black Eyed Peas’
“I Gotta Feeling” and
Robin Thicke’s “Blurred
Lines”; more recently, he’s
brokered lucrative catalog
sales for the likes of Jeff
Bhasker and Brendan
O’Brien.

Now, the salesman’s
looking to buy. Earlier this
year, Jacobson founded
Music Acquisition Corp. —
billed as the music indus-
try’s first special-purpose
acquisition company
(SPAC). He’s raised
$230 million to take the
company public, using a
focus on music to spur
more growth. Such a
concept would have been
ill-advised 10 years ago,
when the music business
was facing an existential
crisis, but it’s skyrocketing
these days, and Jacobson
says the time to capitalize
is now. “The great boom
of the music industry is
upon us,” he says. “This is
it, this is the one. There’s

together. So you’ll be
seeing things in the future
that tie into that.” S.H.

Demystifying
label contracts

DAOUDA LEONARD
& JONATHAN TANNERS
Founders, CreateSafe Inc.

In 2017, artist
manager
Jon Tanners
(below left)
was venting
to friend
and mentor
Daouda
Leonard

about the challenges
he was facing getting
clients paid. “I didn’t
know why there wasn’t a
dashboard for managers,”
Tanners says. “Managers
didn’t have any tools.”
Leonard, who had gone
from building websites
for financial firms to
managing publishing
for clients like Skrillex,
showed Tanners “a bunch
of Google spreadsheets,
some flowcharts, and
some esoteric writing
about metadata,” Tanners
recalls — and an idea
was born.

The two soon launched
CreateSafe, a company
that develops products
to help artists and
music-biz pros navigate
their byzantine world.
Its most popular offering
has been the Record
Deal Simulator, a simple,
free online interface that
allows anyone to input
a few basic data points
(advances, marketing
costs, recording costs)
and immediately see how
royalties would be split.
The popular program has
helped increase financial
literacy for artists at all
levels; one British MP
used it as a guide to
question major labels in
a government investi-
gation. “Being able to
see . . . how a prospective
deal translates into profit
or loss was really a game
changer,” says U.K. singer
and producer Adam
Bainbridge, who performs
as Kindness. “It puts a

SPOTIFY HAD a plan to
rule the world — before
Rishi Malhotra messed it
up. As head of the stream-
ing service Saavn, in India,
Malhotra preempted
the streaming boom in
the country by inking a

$1 billion merger with telco giant JioMobile,
creating JioSaavn in 2018, a year before Spotify
planned to debut there. JioSaavn quickly be-
came a formidable incumbent, outmaneuvering
others in a market that many believe will be
the commercial bedrock of the global music
business in the near future. (For context, Spotify
currently has 356 million users worldwide;
India, however, has more than 1.3 billion people
within its borders, and the vast majority aren’t
signed up for streaming yet, making the market
a target of every tech firm’s interest.) Unlike the
more industry-entangled Spotify, JioSaavn also
started running its own record label, signing
indie Indian artists to 50-50 deals and pairing
them with Western stars like U2, Pink Sweat$,
and Marshmello for smash collabs. His strategy
is also hyper-tailored to the habits of Indian
listeners, which helps the company stay focused
on good products and not “vanity metrics.”

“Everything is morphing — management com-
panies are becoming labels, streaming services
are becoming labels,” says Malhotra, who grew
up in the U.S. as a Led Zeppelin and Van Halen
devotee and who has made a point to fill Jio-
Saavn’s exec ranks with other South Asians from
North America. Music “has never been more
exciting than it is now; over the last 25 years
there’s been this moment where everything’s
coming together,” says Malhotra. TIM INGHAM

DAVID BECOMES
GOLIATH
RISHI MALHOTRA CEO, JioSaavn
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it is important that we do
not fixate on them,” she
says. “We must continue
to keep the wheels turn-
ing and investing in the
new Burna Boys.”

Okumu jumped into
the intersection of music
and technology in 2016,
following 14 years in
music journalism and
public relations across
Africa and its diaspora.
“Apple Music was my bap-
tism into the streaming
economy,” she says of
her first role of this kind,
where her advocacy led
to a billboard of Nigerian
singer Mr Eazi on L.A.’s
Hollywood Boulevard.

Okumu moved next
to Spotify, seeking to
amplify the music of the
continent throughout the
diaspora. For her first two
years there, the only sub-
Saharan country served
by Spotify was South
Africa. Earlier this year,
the platform rolled out
access to nearly 40 more
African countries, and
Okumu was promoted
to head of music for the
sub-Saharan region. “On a
good day, I’m speaking to
every single corner of the
world, making sure that
everybody understands
that [Africa] is not a trend
for us,” she says.

Okomu’s recent work
includes a campaign for
the platform’s African
Heat playlist, meant
to illustrate the global
nature of African music.
In a promo video, South
African artist Focalistic
— an up-and-comer in
the country’s scorching-
hot Amapiano scene
— watches dancers
in New York, London,
Lagos, Accra, and
Johannesburg perform
liquid choreography
to his hit “Ke Star.”
Okumu is hopeful that
Focalistic will achieve
success similar to other
alums of Spotify’s Radar
program she had a hand
in guiding, like South
African R&B singer Elaine,
who went on to sign to
Columbia, and Nigerian
singer Tems, who re-
cently collaborated with
Wizkid. “Not only are we
championing an artist,”
Okumu says, “but we are
also carrying an entire
culture.” MANKAPRR CONTEH

give up, Mayo (who’s also
known as the co-creator
of the Emmy-winning PBS
music series Bluegrass
Underground) pulled off
one of the most graceful
pivots by a venue in the
pandemic era. After
hearing about socially
distanced “pod” concerts
being held in the U.K.,
he wondered if a similar
setup might be possible
where he was. Mayo
and his team scouted a
location for the Caverns
Above Ground at the base
of a nearby hill, measured
out viewing pods for fans,
and booked Jason Isbell
and the 400 Unit for four
test concerts in October
2020. Each one sold out.
“Once we said Jason was
coming for four nights,
we’re like, ‘Fuck it, we’re
doing this, man,’ ” Mayo
says. “We were moving
500 truckloads of dirt a
day. We built an amphi-
theater in six weeks with
stage, sound, and lights.”
This year, the Caverns
have socially distanced
concerts scheduled
well into the summer
from artists like Margo
Price, Grace Potter, and
Trampled by Turtles. And
even when the subterra-
nean venue reopens later
this year, the Caverns
Above Ground will remain
available for larger
concerts, with plans
to build a permanent
stage. “The story is how
in a pandemic, during
a really tough time, you
can reimagine what the
experience could be,”
Mayo says. JOSEPH HUDAK

African artists’
time to shine

PHIONA OKUMU
Head of Music, Sub-Saharan
Africa, Spotify

In her long
career as a
tastemaker,
Phiona
Okumu

has made it her personal
mission to elevate emerg-
ing African acts. “We have
these great, established
veterans like Burna Boy,
Wizkid, and Davido, [but]

talking about an arena
of maybe 7,000 people,”
he recalls. “Meanwhile,
outside the stadium,
there are all these people
who want to be there —
and only scalpers to serve
them. That’s when it hit
me at a visceral level: This
is not OK.”

One year later, Taylor
founded Lyte, a ticketing
system that’s designed
to empower fans while
weakening scalping. Fans
put down their credit card
information in advance
when an artist, festival, or
venue announces shows
on the horizon, guaran-
teeing them a ticket for
later, but not yet charging
them. Lyte’s ticket reser-
vations aren’t the whole
of its business, but it’s
keen to explore similarly
fresh projects.

One of Lyte’s early
clients is Coachella; more
recently, the firm secured
nearly $40 million in
funding from investors
like Quincy Jones, along-
side several VC firms. In
the past year, Lyte has
also forged ticketing part-
nerships with musicians
like Grammy-nominated
singer-songwriter Jacob
Collier. “We want to
change the entire nature
of how people think about
the ticket-buying process
to make it more intuitive,
[like] other e-commerce
experiences,” Taylor says.
“Ultimately, we’d like the
experience to be as good
as the event.” E.M.

Coming up from
underground

TODD MAYO
Founder, The Caverns

When the
concert in-
dustry shut
down last
year, Todd

Mayo — the founder and
operator of the Caverns,
a subterranean perfor-
mance space outside
Nashville that’s known for
its pristine natural beauty
and striking acoustics —
was faced with a calendar
as empty as his hole in
the ground. Rather than

THE FIRST TIME Nwaka Onwusa toured the Hall
of Fame, she was blown away by treasures like
Michael Jackson’s sequined glove and Keith
Moon’s “Pictures of Lily” drum kit. But she didn’t
see Public Enemy anywhere — even though they
were inducted. “I was like, in the words of T.I. and
Jay-Z, let’s ‘bring em out,’ ” she says. Onwusa, the
daughter of a Nigerian immigrant and conserva-
tive Christian from Louisiana, recently became
the first black person to curate Cleveland’s Rock
Hall, which 600,000 people visit every year. She

plans to infuse the exhibits with a touch more of rock’s “ever-changing” nature
and broader history. That means, inevitably, making some rock purists angry.
But “that way of thinking is unfortunate because rock & roll has always been a
melting pot,” Onwusa says. “We wouldn’t even get to rock & roll if it wasn’t for
blues, gospel, country, or jazz. If we’re not telling the story of what’s happening
right now, we have a problem. We have a serious problem.” ANDY GREENE

NWAKA ONWUSA Chief curator, Rock & Roll Hall of Fame and Museum

LEGACY ON DISPLAY
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“THROUGHOUT my life, I’ve been judged because I’ve been labeled a pretty girl,” says Saweetie. “To me, energy is pretty. Confidence is pretty.
It’s how you carry yourself and how you help people out.” The 27-year-old star, born Diamonté Harper, is doing her best to “change what ‘pretty’
means” in her multifaceted career as a hitmaker, a glamorous fashionista, a branding whiz, an actress on TV’s Grown-ish, an activist, and more.
Her upcoming debut album, Pretty Bitch Music, follows more than 2 billion cumulative streams for singles like “Tap In.” “When I say ‘bitch’ in my
music, I want my fans to know that it stands for something,” she says, explaining that she uses the word as an acronym for “Boss, Independent,
Tough, CEO, Hyphy.” ¶ After collaborating with cosmetics firm Morphe on a 2020 collection, Saweetie is working on starting her own makeup
company. “I appreciate the stepping stone, but I love owning my own thing,” she says. She’s been “kind of speed dating” in search of the right
business partner: “I’m looking at manufacturing, the quality of products, and aesthetics. Where will it be made, and how will it be packaged?”
¶ Someday, she’d like to create a full fashion line. In the meantime, she’s hands-on with the creation of the clothing and accessories she sells.
“I have to have merch that I would wear,” she says. “It doesn’t look like the typical ‘slap the artist’s brand on a random T-shirt.’” Her goal is for
her brand, Icy, to “supersede the Saweetie brand,” so that “whatever else falls under that umbrella can stand on its own two feet.” ¶ Sports and

gaming are other key areas for her: Saweetie grew up as a self-described tomboy, earning MVP titles in track and volleyball, and her grandfather played for the 49ers. She put
that background to work this year by hosting the Saweetie Bowl, a taped competition between Snoop Dogg and the Patriots’ Julian Edelman that raised $10,000 in donations
for the Snoop Youth Football League, as part of an ongoing partnership with Xbox. ¶ But she’s perhaps proudest of the Icy Baby Foundation, which she launched to “help low-
income families, single mothers and kids from neighborhoods that don’t have access to education, as well as [to help] autistic kids.” (Her grandmother, who has a background
in philanthropy, is the foundation’s president.) A USC alum, Saweetie’s also given back to fans with tutorials like “How to Start Your Own Business” on YouTube, and she’s part-
nered with Facebook for an upcoming series of classes. What’s next? The sky’s the limit. “I’m not just an artist,” Saweetie says. “I’m literally a walking business model.” S.H.

ONE-WOMAN EMPIRE
SAWEETIE
Musician, entrepreneur
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ALI TAMPOSI has co-written
some of the biggest pop hits
in recent memory, from Shawn
Mendes and Camila Cabello’s
“Señorita” to Dua Lipa’s “Break
My Heart.” Her name is all
over Ozzy Osbourne’s, Miley
Cyrus’, and Justin Bieber’s
latest albums, too. Ask about

her biggest accomplishment, though, and she’ll cite six
years of sobriety. ¶ 2021 marks 10 years since Tamposi’s
first smash, Kelly Clarkson’s “Stronger.” After that, Tam-
posi says, she struggled in an industry that glamorizes
drinking, and feared becoming a one-hit wonder. “[That]
song was haunting me,” says Tamposi. “It won a Gram-
my, so everyone was like, ‘Who’s this young female song-
writer?’ And I just didn’t have the experience to jump
from room to room. I was losing myself every session.”
¶ Since prioritizing her wellness and making room for
surfing and meditation, Tamposi has watched her career
take off. She’s also focused on giving back: Her Creative
Waves Foundation provides music equipment and
after-school programs to kids in underserved communi-
ties, and she’s launching an informative podcast called
Song Start this summer. Being hangover-free changed
everything, she says: “It totally transformed my life.” S.H.

HOLOGRAMS aren’t a pipe
dream anymore — and soon,
if you ask Asad J. Malik, they’ll
be one of the most important
marketing opportunities in the
music business. “People are
ready for more at scale,” says
Malik, 25, the founder and CEO
of augmented-reality company
Jadu AR. “On one hand, you have
Instagram and Snapchat with the
augmented reality they enable,
which is getting more and more
rich every day. But we are really
pushing the boundaries of what
is possible.”

Born in Pakistan, Malik came
to the U.S. in 2016 and gained
attention by making clever, cre-
ative video and augmented-
reality projects. His latest ven-
ture with Jadu is an interactive
hologram app — a marriage
of music and technology that
allows fans to interact with their

favorite artists to make clips that
can be shared on short-form
video apps like TikTok. Malik has
made custom hologram videos
for Pussy Riot, Vic Mensa, and
TikToker Josh Richards; most
notably, he recently created a
nonchalantly speaking, bright-
red, satanic-themed Lil Nas X in
a teaser for the rapper’s runaway
hit “Montero (Call Me By Your
Name)” and its much-discussed
music video.

Looking to the future, Malik is
even more excited to talk about
his company’s potential to tell
longer-form stories. Earlier this
year he developed “Curse of
Calypso,” a 10-minute experience
for the Canadian-American rock
band Palaye Royale, featuring
some of the most ambitious AR
tech that Jadu has employed to
date. The tech placed hologram
versions of the band directly in
the rooms where viewers were:
Guitarist Sebastian Danzig could
smash through your wall, while
singer Remington Leith could
climb up a rafter in your living
room. Jadu even made a fully
playable holographic piano from
scratch. And while some in the
industry may assume that longer
AR experiences will drive users
away, Malik says that Palaye
Royale fans who purchased

“Curse of Calypso” are averaging
three complete run-throughs of
the experience.

Others are taking note of
Malik’s innovation: In a vote of
confidence from investors, he
raised $2 million to make more
augmented-reality experiences,
set to be released later this year.
Still, one of the larger challenges
he faces is evangelizing media
executives who have had poor
experiences with inferior, low-
er-tech augmented reality in the
past, or who see AR in general
as a gimmicky concept. He says
that the past year-plus under
lockdown has helped him make
his case, as digital marketing op-
portunities like Fortnite concerts
by Travis Scott, Marshmello, and
J Balvin have proven popular for
both fan interaction and promot-
ing new music.

“Those definitely help,” Malik
says. “They come up a lot right
now, people bringing them up as
reference points for what artists
want to do. But when you have
artists like Lil Nas X and Travis
Scott doing these virtual con-
certs, it allows us to go to artists
and tell them they’ll be the first
of their kind to do these [even]
more immersive experiences
with us, which is really another
step further.” E.M.

LASER-FOCUSED
POP VISIONARY
ALI TAMPOSI Multiplatinum songwriter

ASAD J. MALIK CEO, Jadu AR
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MAGICAL MYSTERY TOURS
Aided by the Great Pause, concert tech is growing by leaps and bounds. The next wave
of live music will be unlike anything we’ve ever seen BY DAVID BROWNE AND SAMANTHA HISSONG

SHAUN CLAIR HAS seen the future of rock & roll, and it’s a 3D pig. Starting in the Sixties,
Clair Global, the company co-founded by Clair’s grandfather, has provided sound systems
for major rock tours, from Elton John’s and the Stones’ up through more recent ones like
Roger Waters’ The Wall extravaganza. But with advances in AI, lighting tricks, robots, la-
sers, and other new technologies in the offing, what could the Wall of the future look like?

For one, Clair says, the music would be piped into your ears by way of AirPods or sim-
ilar in-ear tech — so when that plane smashes into the brick wall at the show’s end, “it

will sound authentic,” no matter where you’re sitting. Then, picture everyone sporting Google Glass or simi-
lar headgear as the pig arrives. “But instead of that pig being physical and remote-controlled, it’s reproduced
through somebody’s lens,” Clair continues. “The pig could explode into a thousand different pigs and bounce
around. Or it says over your shoulder, ‘Hey, welcome to the show. Get ready for what’s going to happen next.’ ”

Fans shouldn’t expect a whole new world when they walk into their first post-pandemic show. Thanks to the
prolonged loss of income, a lot of acts will be focused on cost-cutting measures, which — according to veteran tour
director Christian Coffey — could result in more package tours that allow multiple headliners to share produc-
tion. For the time being, masks will likely remain mandatory in many places, and admission could become more
tiered, similar to boarding an Amtrak train: People may be let in at different times and through different doors.

But in the grand scheme, experts foresee dazzling changes to the concert experience. The gearheads who
put on concerts are working to make the live-music experience bigger, bolder, and more immersive than ever.
And though the concert industry shut down for more than a year, that downtime has allowed technicians to
ponder what’s next, like Augmented Reality (AR) and Extended Reality (XR). Here are a few of the changes that
we should see in the decade ahead.

CONCERT VISUALS IN REAL TIME

Advances in software are allowing AI to
react to spontaneous activity in an automat-
ic way, transforming a space in which prere-
corded visuals had become the norm. When
Stevie Nicks sang “Gold Dust Woman” on
the most recent Fleetwood Mac tour, she
would extend her arms out. Right then, a
mini tornado of gold dust floated across the
screen behind her. These “real-time effects”
are the result of “faster processing and clev-
er software,” says lighting veteran Paul Nor-
mandale, who worked on that tour.

Last October, XR Studios collaborated
with multimedia studio Moment Factory
to put on Billie Eilish’s lauded online show,
which was “100 percent live,” says expert
concert designer Cory Fitzgerald, who’s
long worked for production company Si-
lent House. Fitzgerald adds that his team
was one of the first to pull off such a multi-
camera event with no prerecorded compo-
nents. Based on where the star was stand-
ing, a gargantuan, animated spider appeared
to pounce and have its pillar-size legs land
perfectly around Eilish like a cage. At anoth-
er point, the show tapped into fans’ comput-
er cameras, and their faces suddenly popped
up to float around Eilish as she sang.

While live-music professionals have been
playing around with thermal sensors, track-
ing beacons, and Kinect cameras for a while,

Muse on their
Simulation
Theory
Tour, using
Notch FX
3D software
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bly, Muse’s otherworldly Simulation Theory
Tour came to life with Notch.

APP AND ROLL

On U2’s 2018 Experience + Innocence Tour,
fans were able to download an app that,
when aimed at the stage, turned an MRI of
Bono’s brain into a melting iceberg, among
other effects. More of this is likely on the
horizon. As James “Winky” Fairorth, CEO of
the leading stage-building company Tait, half
jokes, “That goes to another place, where
people need to be entertained while they’re
being entertained.” Concert apps may also
evolve to allow more interactivity. When the
Jonas Brothers did their pandemic-era on-
line show for the tech company Lenovo, fans
could request songs by online  vote, and also
submit visual-effect designs. In some ways,
the winners helped direct the show.

RECYCLED STAGES

For decades, stages and hardware
from major tours would often
be bought by acts, then stored
in warehouses after the shows
wrapped. But given current envi-
ronmental concerns, using many
of the elements from one stage
for another act’s tour is looking
more viable. After one tour, Tait’s
Fairorth says, “I probably saw 300
tractor-trailer loads of shit we had
built — steel, decks, wheels, and
stuff that was not going to sit well
in a landfill. At the end of the day,
it’s a better business model for the
artist [to rent]. I’m recycling all the
usable pieces and materials. Artists
are going to be worried about their
carbon footprint . . . and they’re
going to be kinder to the Earth.”

Advancements in LED stage
lighting also play a role here, since
LEDs don’t get hot and use a frac-
tion of the power required by
moving spotlights known as dis-
charge lamps.

PERFORMERS: UP CLOSE
AND PERSONAL

Coming to all corners of an arena
near you: headliners. Hydraulic
lifts and cranes that transport art-

ists around stadiums and arenas are getting
lighter, safer, and more comfortable. Artists
will be more “willing to explore and have
fun,” says Fairorth. Meanwhile, projectors
have gotten brighter, LED screens sharper —
so even if the artist doesn’t fly by your seat,
you’ll still feel like they did.

they’ve “accelerated exponentially in the last
year,” Fitzgerald says. “The cost and ease of
use has dropped way down.” If a performer
moves in a certain direction, elicits a certain
reaction from the crowd, or sings a different
note, they could change the color or the in-
tensity of an effect, he says. Theoretically,
the loudness of audience members’ screams
could control a choose-your-own-adventure
scenario: Maybe a virtual piñata bursts, fling-
ing rainbow stuffing amok — or it falls, and
trots away. Plans like these could entice fans
to see multiple shows on a tour, since each
night’s visuals could be different.

DON’T BLINK

As for 3D tricks, much can be achieved with
eyewear, which, Fitzgerald says, is “with-
out a doubt on the horizon.” Imagine wear-
ing glasses while Lady Gaga performs “Rain
on Me” and rain appears to fall all around
you. “That technology was getting there at
the end of 2019,” Fitzgerald explains, add-
ing that “there have been a lot of conversa-
tions around 5G technologies that are able to
work at much-faster wireless speeds.” He en-
visions attendees linking branded eyeglass-
es to watches or phones to experience the
same AR seen by fans at home as the lens-
es replicate what’s processed in the camera.
This kind of tech is versatile, too. “You could,
conceivably, perform at the Staples Center
and have that motion captured and streamed
live in an avatar world,” says Baz Halpin, CEO
of Silent House.

MUSIC TO YOUR EARS

Companies like Clair are working to develop
technology that would allow concertgoers to
have the music onstage piped right into their
headphones for sharper, less-muddy sound.
“As mixed reality creeps into the live perfor-
mance, this will be incredibly valuable to the
fan experience,” says Clair. “They’ll have the
impact of the PA and the subtlety and artic-
ulation from the earbuds.” The technology,
Clair admits, is still years away.

Meanwhile, pioneers like Meyer Sound
are in the early stages of developing concert
sound systems that will make the music come
directly from the musicians onstage, rath-
er than from speakers hanging over them.
“If you’re down in front at a traditional rock
show, the voices are 80 feet above you,” says
Meyer’s Tim Boot, who worked on, among
other big shows, Ed Sheeran’s 2017-19 stadi-
um tour. “I don’t want to hear Ed above me.
I want to hear the sound right from Ed, and
that kind of localization of sound will make it
possible. It’s really hard, but we’re excited.”

It’s a controversial topic, though, as is that
of VR headsets, because “having this in your

ear and having this in your face isolates you,”
says Moment Factory’s Daniel Jean, who em-
phasizes that the company’s mission is to en-
hance an artist’s vision while not taking fans
out of the moment. “We love the collective,
emotional impact,” adds Jean’s profession-
al counterpart Tarik Mikou, who argues that
this kind of offering must be optional. “We
believe that a real experience is shared. It’s
OK to have a layer, maybe with glasses, but
there has to be a balance between real, phys-
ical elements and the technology itself.”

BRING THE ARENA TO
YOUR BEDROOM

Just as music creation has gotten more DIY
with the evolution of production softwares
like Logic, Ableton, and Pro Tools — even
GarageBand — graphic design and 3D-anima-
tion software have become more
accessible and laptop-ready. If
Billie Eilish can make the album
of the year in a bedroom, so can a
graphic designer create a concert
experience.

Halpin says he’s received “more
emails from 16-year-olds in the last
year” than the entirety of his ca-
reer: Designers no longer need a
college degree or a job at a huge
production house, like they did 20
to 30 years ago. With the playing
field more open, visuals common-
ly associated with arena-level acts
should start to trickle down to the
theater and club level.

Marshmello’s and Travis Scott’s
headline-grabbing virtual con-
certs in Fortnite were put togeth-
er in Unreal Engine 4, a popu-
lar platform for designing full-on
video games, but in-person shows
can be designed there, too. Soft-
ware is catching up to visual art-
ists’ imaginations, becoming more
all-encompassing and stream-
lined. Gone are the days of design-
ing 3D graphics on one platform
and then having to animate and
play out their actions on another.
(Re-rendering was once a terribly
time-consuming process.)

Whereas Unreal was created
for gamers by gamers, Notch FX
is the only option created with concerts in
mind, according to founder Matt Swoboda
— who worked at Sony, doing R&D for Play-
Station before starting Notch in 2014. “If you
look at the top-grossing tours [in a normal
year], you’ll find that Notch is on at least two-
thirds of those, maybe more,” he says. Nota-

THE FUTURE IS
SEAMLESS CREATION
Mike Shinoda Linkin Park vocalist
and investor in AI firm Authentic Artists

Software is gonna do even more
jobs that people used to do; engi-

neering, mixing, and mastering will be
fewer and far between. You can already
pop a plug-in in your vocal track and it
will analyze compression, reverb, and
make it sound great. To be clear, I don’t
think humans will be driven out of music
by robots — I just think the human artists
will make decisions about what sounds
best to them by using software.
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PEOPLE WROTE OFF Lil Nas X as a fluke. His self-released
country-and-rap medley “Old Town Road” had pulled in
blockbuster streams in 2019, but it was a novelty, surely a
one-hit thing, and Columbia Records was making a bad bet
by signing him to an expensive record deal.

Yet Columbia threw Billy Ray Cyrus on a remix and poured
gas all over the song, fanning it into a global beast. Then in

2021, Lil Nas X, under Columbia’s watch, vaulted back to the apex of music charts
with the pointedly raunchy “Montero (Call Me by Your Name),” surfing wave after
wave of controversy. (Gimmicks included a blood-stained, “satanic” Nike shoe
and a music-video lap dance on the devil’s groin.) The 22-year-old’s masterful
antics as a rapper and puritan-baiting troll are the stuff of his label’s dreams —
because they show why DIY artists should still sign corporate record deals.

Today’s young artists have more freedom than ever before, thanks to the
streaming-era boom in cheap music production tools and marketplaces. Accord-

EVERYBODY WANTS SOME (HITS)!
Indie artists dwarf label-signed artists by sheer numbers — but the onslaught of DIY
music hasn’t yet killed the record label. It’s complicated, and thrilling BY TIM INGHAM

ing to Midia Research, DIY artists — those who self-release music via upstart plat-
forms like TuneCore, Amuse, or DistroKid, as opposed to signing a record deal
and handing a company a big chunk of their royalties — generated $1.2 billion in
recorded-music revenue in 2020; research groups expect that number to take an-
other big leap in 2021, cutting significantly into labels’ market share. Last year,
DIY artists released eight times the volume of the major music companies (Uni-
versal, Sony, and Warner). Add in YouTube and SoundCloud artists, and Midia
estimates there are 14 million global music creators right now — and that’s not
even counting the newest crest of amateur musicians from Covid-19 lockdowns.

So if the collective commercial power of DIY artists keeps rising, rising, rising,
what happens to the good old record label?

Apologists of the current industry hierarchy scoff at the idea that anyone could
ever topple their reign. A sea of self-releasing artists snuffing out music’s powerful
gatekeepers? A busted flush. Ambitious artists will always jump to upgrade their
careers, they say: Just look at Lil Nas X, Arizona Zervas, Yung Gravy, Still Woozy,

BRENT
FAIYAZ

MARSHMELLO
YUNG
GRAVY

LIL NAS X

RUSS
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all of whom got into the air as indie acts, then
hopped into a label’s cushy first-class cabin.
And the three majors collectively pulled in
$15 billion from recorded music in 2020 — up
about $750 million from 2019.

The anti-label crowd dismisses these
points as simply the last roar of a dying spe-
cies. “What record companies have that inde-
pendents don’t is huge promo departments
whose only job is to push records to radio,”
says Andreea Gleeson, co-head of TuneCore,
which currently pays out $400 million a year
to artists. “Artists don’t need radio to have
hits. Music is going viral across social media,
and radio is becoming less relevant.”

To be sure, the three majors’ tunes are
still the ones that dominate Top 100 charts,
even though DIY releases swamp them in
the market by total number. But Gleeson
points to standouts like Russ, who has 10 bil-
lion streams worldwide. Russ signed with
Columbia in 2017, released three records,
then returned to TuneCore as a DIY act.
“Russ remains fiercely independent, owns
all of his masters, and maintains complete
control over his career,” says Gleeson.

There’s also Brent Faiyaz, with nearly 10
million Spotify listeners, who has cracked
charts with “Gravity” and inked campaigns
with Gap and Calvin Klein. Faiyaz releases
music via the startup Stem, which offers ad-
vance financing based on artists’ current
streaming income. Milana Rabkin Lewis,
CEO of Stem, points out that Stem’s artists re-
ceive label-like promotion services alongside
cold hard cash — while keeping autonomy.

But Kevin Liles, CEO of 300 Entertainment
(Megan Thee Stallion, Young Thug), rejects
this burgeoning creator economy as a threat.
Liles argues modern “independence” is more
about mindset than the technicalities of con-
tracts: “The myth I want to [quash] is, just
because you say you’re independent doesn’t
mean you’re doing it by yourself,” says Liles.

Take Chance the Rapper, who won a Gram-
my for Coloring Book in 2017. The industry
quibbles with his status as an independent
artist, since Apple Music paid him $500,000
for a two-week exclusive and ex-manager Pat
Corcoran claims he pumped $2.5 million of
his own money into Chance’s career. To un-
lock the next level, DIY artists may still need
teams and industry expertise — and money.

They hold more of the cards, though.
Armed with pro tools and self-understanding,
young artists are starting to ask for short-
term licensing deals instead of handing over
their rights in mainstream record deals. And
as fledgling artists gain success, they can re-
negotiate for more favorable deals. In this hy-
brid label-and-DIY model, the two parties ac-
tually work in tandem rather than opposition.

Rumors also suggest Stem’s model — dis-
tribution plus financing, without control —
could soon play out at Jay-Z’s streaming ser-
vice, Tidal. Jack Dorsey, whose company
Square recently majority-acquired Tidal,
praised its vision of artist leadership as “re-
freshing and right,” and said the vision would
only grow “stronger as it’s matched with
more powerful tools for artists, inclusive of
new ways of getting paid.”

Yet even with “powerful tools,” another
danger looms large: With 60,000 new tracks
flooding Spotify each day, how do unsigned
artists get noticed? Raine Group partner Fred
Davis, whose company invested in indie safe
haven SoundCloud, staunchly believes in
DIY, but thinks “major labels are still the best
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Year of
Pandemonium

Cut off from live shows, artists conjured new sources of income, with
some surprising bedfellows. Below, a smattering of inventive projects
born in quarantine. Expect these kinds of lucrative deals to stick around.

platform to have global hits.” He points to
huge A&R budgets and marketing prowess
(see Lil Nas X).

On the flip side, TuneCore’s Gleeson
doesn’t see market saturation as a prob-
lem: “It used to be that audiences looked to
music critics and DJs. Music discovery [now]
is through word of mouth, with social media
being the vehicle. It’s a leveling of the playing
field.” So maybe the true DIY success stories
will be the artists who have a gut understand-
ing of business and advertising — like a label.

Says Lewis: “Labels and streaming plat-
forms are brands with a ton of resources and
a head start compared to anyone else. But
that’s the thing. Today, any brand can be a
label, and anyone can start a brand.”

 “What record
companies
have is
huge promo
departments
whose only
job is to push
records to
radio. . . . Artists
[today] don’t
need radio
to have hits.”
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Swizz Beats and
Timbaland’s Instagram
battle series Verzuz

Travis Scott’s
$90 body pillow
in the shape of a
Chicken McNugget

Summer Walker rolling out
her album Life on Earth
with a treasure hunt for fans
to find a crash-landed UFO

Lil Nas X’s unauthorized
“satanic” Nike shoe

6lack
rolling out his
EP with a robot
delivering
hot sauce
to fans’ houses

Ne-Yo drops
music with Lego
and its fictional
artist L.L.A.M.A.Lady Gaga’s blindingly

colorful Chromatica
Oreos

NFT mania,
led by the likes
of Grimes
($5.8 million
in sales), Steve
Aoki ($4.2
million), and
3LAU ($11.7
million)

Post
Malone’s
Hootie and
the Blowfish
cover,
recorded
for . .  .
a Pokémon
album

Food-and-beverage-sponsored
music livestreams (Chipotle, Bud
Light, Jack Daniel’s)
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Travis Scott’s
record-smashing
Fortnite
virtual concert
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THE CLASSIC-ROCK GOLD RUSH
As the giants of the genre contemplate retirement, companies are dreaming up increasingly
innovative ways to bring new value to older sounds BY ANDY GREENE AND KORY GROW

W HILE TODAY’S TECHNOLOGIES are
new and the dollar figures larger
than ever, rock has been trying to

broaden its audience and keep older artists
in the public consciousness since the very
beginning, with everything from documen-
taries about the Monterey Pop Festival and
Woodstock to rock biopics to tell-all mem-
oirs, docuseries, jukebox musicals, Vegas res-
idencies, and traveling museums.

Through it all, artists did everything they
could to hold on to their lucrative publishing
rights. But in the past few months alone, not
coincidentally at a time when touring hasn’t
been possible, Bob Dylan, Neil Young, Paul
Simon, and David Crosby, as well as Fleet-
wood Mac’s Stevie Nicks, Lindsey Bucking-
ham, and Mick Fleetwood, have all sold their
songs to outside investors. The Beach Boys
and Linda Ronstadt went a step further by
each parting with the rights to their name,
image, and likeness, meaning the bulk of the
money generated by T-shirts, tote bags, po-
tential biopics, and Broadway musicals will
no longer go to them.

Some experts cite historically low inter-
est rates as the reason for the recent surge
in sales, while others point to fears that the
Democratic majority in Congress will raise
capital gains and estate taxes. There’s also
the simple fact that artists want to put their
estates on proper footing while still able to
call the shots. “Time is passing,” Young ex-
plained to fans on his website. “I want to
cover my family and my art. . . . A good father
plans on how to take care of his children.”

One of the biggest players in this field is
Merck Mercuriadis, whose new company
Hipgnosis recently bought the catalogs of
Young, Buckingham, Shakira, Jimmy Iovine,
and many others. Details of the sales haven’t
been disclosed, but the Young catalog alone
cost him an estimated $150 million. “Once a
song becomes part of the fabric of our soci-
ety, it almost always stays part of the fabric
of our society,” Mercuriadis said earlier this
year. “If you were listening to a Nirvana rec-
ord 25 years ago, chances are you’re still
listening to that record when you’re 42 or
60, [and] when you look at those traits of
predictability and reliability, those are the
same reasons we invest in things like gold
and oil.”

And Richard Foos, the co-founder of Rhino
and Shout Factory, says the show-business
aspect of publishing is attracting a new breed
of investor. “If you can be certain that a Van
Morrison song is going to generate a million
dollars a year, you feel really good about pay-
ing 20 times that to own it,” he says. “And it’s
a lot more fun to own ‘Brown Eyed Girl’ than
just getting interest from a bank.”

JEFF JAMPOL has managed the estates of everyone from the Doors and Janis Joplin to Kurt
Cobain and Tupac Shakur. “None of my clients tour,” he says. “They’re all dead.”

But that hasn’t stopped him from generating big money on their behalf, whether it’s
organizing a touring exhibition of Cobain’s artwork, setting up Oliver Stone’s 1991 Doors
biopic (which tripled the band’s catalog sales), or producing the 2015 Joplin documentary
Janis: Little Girl Blue.

Jampol compares an artist’s legacy to a dark, cold fireplace with five or six matches on
the mantelpiece. Each represents a tool that can spark new interest in the brand — from a book to a docuseries,
Broadway musical, or biopic. “If you light the fire incorrectly with one of those matches, it glows for 15 sec-
onds,” he says, “and then you’re left again with a cold, empty, dark fireplace and one burnt match.”

Up till now, living, breathing classic-rock icons like the Rolling Stones, Paul McCartney, and Bob Dylan
haven’t had to worry much about tending to their respective flames. Touring, merch, and clever marketing of
their catalogs have sustained them for well over six decades. But the pandemic has kept them off the road for
more than a year, and several of them are reaching an age where road work won’t be possible much longer.
“Mick Jagger is 77,” Jampol says. “At some point you’ve got to go, ‘I’m going to enjoy my grandkids.’ ”

It’s at that point when a band or artist, and the team around them, faces a crucial question: How can the
afterlife of a career in rock maintain, or even surpass, what that act achieved in their prime?

Among artists and investors, an aging group of classic-rock superstars and the inevitable wave of retire-
ments on the not-too-distant horizon has set off something of a gold rush. Entrepreneurs have begun enter-
ing Jampol’s line of work and trying to concoct new ways to profit from the legacy of rock stars from days past.
Some well-heeled investors are shelling out hundreds of millions of dollars for lucrative publishing catalogs;
others are making use of TikTok and developing technologies like holograms. And industry experts say that’s
just the beginning.
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“Once a song
becomes part
of the fabric
of our society,
it almost always
stays part
of the fabric
of our society,”
says a leading
music-biz exec.
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Who Cashed In Many rock icons are preparing for retirement by parting with their publishing, and they’re cutting
$100 million-plus deals with investors that are shattering music-industry records

Bob Dylan
Sold his catalog to Universal
reportedly for at least $300
million — if true, the biggest
single-artist deal in history.

Jimmy Iovine
The producer sold his stake
in works by Bruce Spring-
steen, Tom Petty, and Patti
Smith to Hipgnosis.

The Beach Boys
The group sold its intellectual
property — including the
Beach Boys brand — to Irving
Azoff’s Iconic Artists Group.

Paul Simon
Sold his entire songwriting
catalog, from the earliest
days of Simon and Garfunkel
on, to Sony Music Publishing.

Queen are a rare example of a band to
find a new audience on the road decades
after the death of their frontman. They’ve
been gigging with Adam Lambert for nearly
10 years, but it was in 2019, after the release
of the biopic Bohemian Rhapsody, that key-
boardist Spike Edney started to notice some-
thing incredible. “People were lustily singing
along to every song that was in the movie,”
he told ROLLING STONE in 2019, “and look-
ing blankly during every song that wasn’t.”

The movie grossed nearly a billion dol-
lars worldwide and earned Rami Malek a
Best Actor Oscar for his portrayal of Freddie
Mercury. Elton John’s 2019 Rocketman bio-
pic grossed nearly $200 million and helped
goose ticket sales for the singer’s Farewell
Yellow Brick Road Tour. Now, biopics are
in the works for Aretha Franklin, Whitney
Houston, Madonna, and Bob Dylan, who
will be played by Timothée Chalamet. “That
could bring lots of young fans,” Jampol says.
“What 14-year-old is going to resonate with
Bob Dylan now? A movie might change that.”

There’s even talk of a new Doors movie.
“The Oliver Stone one was 31 years ago,” Jam-
pol says. “That means that everybody on
planet Earth who’s 31 and under was not
alive when that movie came out. That’s why
we’re looking at making a new one.”

While big screens matter, so do smaller
ones. During the lockdown in particular, art-
ists and their reps have been learning how
to extend their brands using technology.
When TikTok breathed new life into Fleet-
wood Mac’s “Dreams” last year — thanks to a
clip of a skateboarder serenely sipping cran-
raspberry juice to a Mac soundtrack — drum-
mer Mick Fleetwood deftly re-created the
clip (in the rain, no less). In the weeks that
followed, the song climbed to Number Two
on the Rolling Stone Top 100 Songs chart.

Thomas Scherer, president of repertoire
and marketing at BMG, says the label has

been tracking technological developments
as they emerge. “We are exploring NFTs,”
he says. The skateboarder behind the Fleet-
wood Mac TikTok is even selling that clip,
sans the music. “I mean, when was it, two
weeks ago when it comes to NFTs? I was like,
‘Oh, that’s quite interesting.’ So then imme-
diately we started really to put a work group
together [on it].”

T HE EXTENSION of a band’s or artist’s
lifespan doesn’t always have to play
out online. Before the pandemic, art-

ists, living and dead, engaged fans through
traveling museums and immersive events.
During the past decade, the Rolling Stones,
Pink Floyd, David Bowie, and the Velvet Un-
derground, among others, have taken cues
from the Hard Rock Cafe and the Rock &
Roll Hall of Fame, displaying their guitars,
costumes, handwritten lyrics, and even Syd
Barrett’s bike for fans to see up close. Floyd
heads got to stand right up against the Wall.

As technology improves, the ways some
artists hope to reach fans are beginning to
look more and more like sci-fi. Touring holo-
grams of Buddy Holly, Frank Zappa, and Ron-
nie James Dio made respectable money be-
fore the pandemic. Scherer says the Buddy
Holly touring hologram that BMG backed
worked so well, “we have two more hologram
tours in the making.” Olivier Chastan, CEO of
Iconic Artists Group — which now owns most
of the Beach Boys’ intellectual property —
hopes to bring the group’s California girls to
the final frontier. “In five years, I could send
you a text and say, ‘At 2 p.m., let’s put our
Oculus Rift glasses on, and let’s go see the
Beach Boys record ‘Good Vibrations’ at West-
ern Recorders,’ ” he said after the acquisition.

Jeff Pezzuti, whose Eyellusion launched
both the Zappa and Dio holograms, decided
to leave the world of finance and help put the
specters of some of his favorite artists back

on the road. His tours use uncirculated live
recordings of the singers, unique visuals, and
performances by live musicians on each date.
Nowadays, he’s especially eager to work with
living artists on creating holograms they could
use now and after death. “With living artists
we would actually set up a stage of some kind,
and we would actually record one show with
the intention of creating holographic perfor-
mances,” he says. “So basically you’d be creat-
ing a show where the artist looks like they’re
there.” He even has an idea to take it a step fur-
ther. “A lot of times you can’t have two A-level
artists, unless you’re charging $200, $300 a
ticket. But in this scenario, you could charge
like a $50 ticket and still make the financials
work. You could have some triple bills that
could never, ever [otherwise] assemble.”

Others, like Jampol, are skeptical. His
major gripe with the technology is that many
hologram companies use a 19th-century ma-
gician’s illusion called Pepper’s ghost, a pro-
jection on a translucent screen, for their so-
called holograms. “You can’t walk around
it,” he says. But as Rock and Roll Fantasy
Camp founder David Fishof says, holograms
might be more appealing to the next wave
of classic rock — Gen Xers who grew up with
technology. “There’s a lot of new AR and VR
experiences,” says BrandMark Agency pres-
ident Maureen Valker-Barlow. “There’s this
‘volumetric video experience’ now where we
can record Travis Barker in a studio. If we did
a livestream with him, you could pick him
out of the livestream and have [it look like
he were] playing on your living-room table.”

“There’s always money out there,” Pezzuti
says. “And when people see this industry
kind of come to a complete halt, they always
want to say, ‘OK, how do we get this industry
reignited?’ And they reach out, and I say,
‘Oh, well, what are you guys doing to circum-
vent this? Well, here’s the solutions we have
in play.’ ”

Lindsey Buckingham
After a heart attack and sep-
aration from Fleetwood Mac,
he sold his 161-song catalog
to Hipgnosis.
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MUSIC’S TECH BOOM shows
no sign of braking. For hun-
gry entrepreneurs, that
means immense opportu-
nities to shine — and the
people with deep pockets

are watching closely. With the help of inves-
tors, startup accelerators, and other industry
watchers, we found the brightest music com-
panies to watch in 2021 and beyond.

SPLICE

Splice offers myriad easy-to-use produc-
tion tools for musicians, along with hun-
dreds of thousands of royalty-free samples
that can form the backbones of new songs.
The eight-year-old creative platform has
raised approximately $165 million to date,
most recently from Goldman Sachs and a
music investment firm aptly named MUSIC.
Splice’s worth also soared in the year of the
coronavirus — which barred many artists
from heading to physical recording studios.
Splice is now valued at $500 million, per
Bloomberg, and that number is expected to
climb even higher as more young artists go
the do-it-yourself route.

EPIDEMIC SOUND

There have never been so many video cre-
ators on the internet — and most of them are
eager to pair their videos with hit tunes, un-
aware that licensing music is often a costly
ordeal. Enter Epidemic, a royalty-free music
platform whose mission is to “soundtrack
the internet.” For a monthly subscription,
Epidemic offers 35,000 high-quality tracks
for creators to use however they please,
along with nearly three times that number of
sound effects. It has courted major investors
such as Blackstone, the firm behind Bumble
and Ancestry.com, and raised $450 million in
its latest funding round — securing a dizzying
unicorn valuation of $1.4 billion.

UNITEDMASTERS

Merely a decade ago, musicians hoping to
give their songs a wide release without a rec-
ord label were pretty much out of luck. Now,

60,000 tracks are uploaded to Spotify every
day — most of them by unsigned DIY artists.

A number of those artists are work-
ing with the startup UnitedMasters. There
are plenty of other self-distributing plat-
forms out there, like CD Baby, DistroKid,
or TuneCore. But UnitedMasters — which
has secured a $50 million investment from
Apple and launched in 2017 with a not-
unimpressive $70 million from Alphabet and
venture-capital firm Andreessen Horowitz —
stands apart because it also helps artists par-
ticipate in advertisements and brand part-
nerships with the likes of iHeartRadio and
the NBA, while letting them keep owner-
ship of their master rights (hence the name).
Kanye West and Taylor Swift might approve.
“Artists are now looking at ‘How can I control
my own brand, how can I take my music into
my own hands?’ ” founder Steve Stoute told
ROLLING STONE in 2018. “But somebody
has to operationalize that — somebody has
to operationalize independence.”

WHAT COULD BE MUSIC’S NEXT SPOTIFY?
The new era of business is all about democratizing hitmaking. Beloved by big-money investors
and sharp-eyed entrepreneurs, here are the music industry’s rising powers BY ETHAN MILLMAN

ROBLOX

You can’t tour in a pandemic. What’s the next
best thing? On video-game platform Roblox,
Lil Nas X held one of the biggest virtual con-
certs of the year, drawing 33 million unique
viewers. The music industry certainly noticed
— and Warner Music Group was one of the
investors partaking in a recent $520 million
funding round that valued Roblox at nearly
$30 billion. Roblox is also opening its doors
to firms like virtual-concert developer Wave,
which will help build more in-game shows.

Roblox execs told ROLLING STONE in
2020 that they see music as integral to their
“metaverse” — a sprawling online experience
with its own economy and culture.

Roblox ultimately wants to combine “gam-
ing, social media, and entertainment” for a
jumbo cultural product: “It’s this fully im-
mersive, vast, diverse universe of experienc-
es,” hints the company’s head of music, Jon
Vlassopulos. “We love this notion of human
co-experience, and anyone can tell you mu-
sic’s a big part of that.”

COMMUNITY

Social media rewrote the artist-fan relation-
ship, and Instagram and TikTok have turned
into golden escalators between the stage and
the mosh pit.

Community, launched in 2019, wants to
bring musicians one step closer, by way of the
most sacred and intimate platform on fans’
phones — their texts. Artists on Community
can send mass text messages to fans when-
ever they want, whether to remind them
about concert tickets, drop a new song, or
just to check in and say hello. The company
has raised $90 million to date, from players
like the tech behemoth Salesforce, the con-
cert giant Live Nation, Ashton Kutcher, Sony,
and Raised in Space, the music investment
firm co-founded by Scooter Braun.

Celebrities who’ve used Community in-
clude Paul McCartney, Post Malone, Diddy,
Jennifer Lopez, and Barack Obama. (Unfor-
tunately, Obama has yet to drop a song via
text to fans — but it’s only been a minute.)
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WHEN DORIS MUÑOZ MET CUCO, one of the first things she told him was that his art
was pure and should never be exploited. “I said, ‘I want to advocate for you because
I don’t want you to get Ritchie Valens’d,’ ” she recalls, referring to the Chicano rock
& roller whose label owner, Bob Keane, kept Valens’ recording rights in perpetuity.
Valens’ mother had to wait until 1987, 28 years after her son’s death in a plane crash, to
take back his publishing.

Muñoz began managing Cuco in 2017, when labels were pulling out all the stops to
sign the 18-year-old artist, whose bedroom productions were burning up SoundCloud and Bandcamp. The
pair were flown out to New York and dazzled in meetings with label chairmen. “And we’re just these little
Chicano kids, the kids of undocumented immigrants, that never thought these opportunities would present
themselves in our lifetime,” Muñoz says.

So many record-industry horror stories start this way. But Muñoz and Cuco had done their research: They’d
heard that labels regularly presented young artists of color with lopsided contracts that tilted ownership in
their favor, put low royalty rates in fine print, or hid other exploitative clauses behind legalese and sky-high
advances. These practices — default in the industry — could snuff out a career before it got a chance to take off,
or constrain an artist if they got bigger later on.

Muñoz and Cuco turned down all his con-
tract offers in 2017 and inked a distribution
deal with AWAL instead. He spent the next
year building momentum with his EP, Chiqui-
to, and playing festival sets. In 2019, he final-
ly signed a label contract, with Interscope,
but made sure the deal let him own all of his
original recordings.

Cuco’s story is a rarity, because the major-
ity of fresh artists don’t know to question the
paperwork and cash piles that get dangled
in front of them. Another question, then: Is
a fair record deal possible? “I promise you,
as it stands today, any record executive — if
they had a child who was about to enter into
a major recording deal, they would prob-
ably advise the child against it,” says Chris
Anokunte, an independent manager of art-
ists, who used to handle A&R at major labels
and has been vocal in his disdain for exploit-
ative label deals. “So if you wouldn’t even let
your own child sign those deals, why do you
continue to put those deals in front of other
people’s children?”

The crux of a record deal is ownership.
“When you own and control your own intel-
lectual property, you have a lot of flexibility
to run your business,” says lawyer and art-

WHAT’S A GOOD RECORD DEAL?
Superstars like Kanye West and Taylor Swift have bashed lopsided label deals — and a new
generation of artists is vying to recalibrate music’s balance of power BY JON BLISTEIN
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ists’ rights advocate Dina LaPolt. “I have cli-
ents that will call me up with all these great
ideas, whether it’s a non-fungible token or
a TV show that uses their music, and I have
to say, ‘We have to get permission from the
record company.’ ”

Laying claim to artists’ work is the multi-
billion-dollar bedrock of the record business,
and wresting control of something so pre-
cious seems to have given labels the chutz-
pah to try to siphon anything else they can,
such as merchandise, touring, film deals, or
other intellectual property. Terms tend to
be unfriendly even around the music itself:
It’s not uncommon that artists are the sole
creators of work but get compensated with
only a fraction of the revenue stream. (Say
you get 15 percent of what your album earns
— but from that 15 percent, you’re still cov-
ering production and distribution fees, and
paying back your advance to the very peo-
ple grabbing the other 85 percent.) Many
multi-album deals also give the label owner-
ship of, and sometimes creative discretion
over, works the artist has not yet made, as
well as the power to randomly drop the artist
or let their songs sit on a shelf forever while
shackling the artist to the company. Because
labels are the ones taking the risk on unprov-
en talent, these skewed terms are known as
just “the way it’s done,” a refrain automati-
cally passed down from label execs and at-
torneys to green artists.

But maybe one day it won’t be.
In 2019, Taylor Swift went to war with

label boss Scott Borchetta for selling her cat-
alog to her enemy, Scooter Braun, without
her say-so. Then last summer, Kanye West
tweeted out his Universal Music contract,
slamming the label for locking him into
strict terms; artists like Hit-Boy, YG, Russ,
and Logic shouted their support. This su-
perstar revolt over bad contracts took place
as social protests roiled the world, calling
for the end of police brutality and system-
ic racism. Instagram protest #BlackoutTues-
day was also started by two black workers at
music companies.

For the very first time, the record industry
took a stab at restorative justice. Some com-
panies vowed to review historic contracts of
black artists, potentially wipe unrecouped
debt, or return to the negotiating table; but
others just took shelter in charitable dona-
tions, broad platitudes about equality, and
black squares on Twitter. Yet one thing was
clear: Artists were fed up with the industry —
and they demanded change.

In conversations with ROLLING STONE,
managers, lawyers, and other industry lead-
ers say they have seen a shifting landscape of
power, though many obstacles remain.

“Now the cat’s out of the bag,” Anokunte
says. “You can’t say you want to do better
and then not do better. The wrongs they
wrote over the last hundred years? Too late.
But those wrongs will keep these compa-
nies in the multibillion-dollar price range, as
far as their stock. When you own masters on
Madonna, the Beatles, fucking Tracy Chap-
man, Alanis Morissette — these are ever-
greens that will earn for the next 300 years,
hopefully. So the next five to 10 years, why
not do better deals?”

Anokunte notes the three major labels
(Universal, Sony, Warner) are all public com-
panies beholden to shareholders, who would
be livid if labels relinquished their most valu-
able assets. So in cases like that of Anita
Baker, an artist who recently told fans to stop
streaming her music as she tries to get her
masters back, labels will likely just point a fin-
ger toward Section 203 of the Copyright Act,
which gives artists the chance to
ask for their copyrights back after
35 years. (Success in these cases, it
should be noted, is never a given.)

But as labels usher in the next
generation of talent, new deals
and terms are starting to appear.

“In perpetuity” ownership
deals are giving way to licensing
deals, which revert the rights back
to artists after a certain period.
Anokunte’s client Curtis Waters
used the leverage of his TikTok hit
“Stunnin’ ” to get a shorter licens-
ing period. Cody Fitzgerald, front-
man of indie band Stolen Jars and
a member of the Label Relations
Committee of the newly formed
Union of Musicians and Allied
Workers (UMAW), says this should
be standard: “The idea of some-
one owning your music in perpe-
tuity is absurd. Most of the money
you’ll make on the record is going
to be within the first 10 years, un-
less you’re someone like Adele —
and the average artist is not.”

Other new provisions include
net-profit splits, as opposed to roy-
alty payments, where artist and
label can share profit 50-50 after
all expenses are recouped. Jacky
Tran, another UMAW member,
says labels are more open to single-
album deals, which don’t “obligate
artists to chase losses,” and instead “make
the label accept that they may have to rene-
gotiate and offer more competitive deals.”

The newly agreeable nature of the cur-
mudgeonly labels has as much to do with
public image as it does with the fact that the

music industry’s revenues are finally on the
upswing, after 20 brutal years. (LaPolt notes
the last time contracts were especially ab-
ject was the mid-2000s, post-Napster but
prestreaming, when labels were compensat-
ing for losses with 360 deals that took a cut
of everything.)

But many labels are also furiously woo-
ing creators of viral hits right now. To guard
against the risks in those gambles, one indus-
try professional, who requested anonymity,
says labels are adding all sorts of “paternalis-
tic provisions” to contracts that allow them to
pick producers and make creative decisions,
or ensure legal “outs” if a relationship sours.
Those protections are not afforded to artists.

“If you have to do a whole bunch of
things to protect yourself, then you proba-
bly shouldn’t be doing a deal with that entity
in the first place,” the source says.

They suggest labels get rid of advances,
which are essentially huge loans,
and offer equity investments in-
stead: “What I would like is for
artists to have a sense of equity
in the art they’ve created. It’s not
so much about ownership of the
master, it’s about having the abil-
ity to participate in how revenue
is generated and how the mas-
ter is exploited. There’s no rea-
son an artist can’t be equitized at
the same time.”

Adam Bainbridge, who makes
music as Kindness and also sits
on UMAW’s Label Relations Com-
mittee, was recently asked to
look over an acquaintance’s con-
tract. The lengthy document was
packed with contradictory lan-
guage: It promised the artist reten-
tion of their rights, but stripped
away those promises elsewhere.
“I swear, I’m not exaggerating, it’s
the most fucked-up contract I’ve
ever seen in my life,” Bainbridge
says. “The second page is an NDA!”

Bainbridge showed it to a law-
yer, who said that contracts like
these were totally enforceable, typ-
ically in favor of the label. “Even
where someone’s written a delib-
erately manipulative or ambigu-
ous contract, there’s pretty much
nothing you can do about it,” Bain-
bridge says. “The court of law very

often finds on the side of the label owner
who has this piece of paper that says, ‘You
signed this to me and you should’ve gotten
advice before you signed this document.’ ”

This inherent power imbalance, between
the lawyered-up corporate labels and the

THE FUTURE IS
VERY, VERY ONLINE
Timbaland
Artist, producer, Verzuz co-creator

The next revolution is going to be
in the creator space, where there

are millions of kids making music in
their bedrooms. The industry is creating
platforms for music creators to share
their beats, sound packs, loops — that’s
why I formed Beatclub, which aims to
be an important creative hub. This past
year has shown we can create together
in completely different cities. And that’s
already produced some beautiful music.
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scrappy, wide-eyed artist, can’t be solved by
just putting an attorney on the artist’s side —
because attorneys hired on commission often
just want a deal done as fast as possible. They
might have a relationship with the label, as
well. “It is a philosophical conflict of inter-
est,” the industry professional says. “Artists
don’t read these fucking contracts — they’re
90 pages,” adds Anokunte. “[But] the lawyers
have a lot to do with the way these deals are,
because they wrote the deals on the inside
and they negotiated them on the outside.”

Asking seasoned attorneys to alter their
business is probably out of the realm of pos-
sibility right now. But as the music industry
soars to financial heights unseen since the
glory days of CDs, individual players are in-
creasingly hunting for ways to ensure artists
are properly compensated. The top priority
for UMAW’s Label Relations team is providing
resources like glossaries, sample contracts,
and a confidential service to review royalty
terms. It’s also developing “label love-in”
events for artists on the same labels to get to-
gether and talk about their contracts without
the usual awkward stigma.

“The music industry pits artists against
each other. That’s the way that it’s always
been,” says Zachary Cole Smith, frontman of
indie rock band DIIV and a Label Relations
member. “We don’t share a workplace. We’re
all over the world. But a community where
it’s normal to share your contract informa-
tion is really important — because that gives
you leverage over the systems of power.”

Similar conversations are taking place in
the upper echelons of the music business, the
anonymous professional says, with managers
sharing more information than ever before.

Waiting for the industry to reform on
its own, however, can feel like fodder for a
Samuel Beckett play. Real change will invari-
ably come when outsiders unite against the
power center. Muñoz, Cuco’s manager, says
she found Cuco’s lawyer through a women’s
circle formed by a friend. “My priority was
building a team of people of color,” she says.
“As POC in the industry, you know how it
feels to be on the other end of the stick.”

In March, Muñoz launched a mentorship
program, Casa Mija, to help young people
learn about the intricacies of the music in-
dustry. “It really has to come from within,”
she says. “Cuco knew how fast things were
growing and he was creating this wide-open
lane for other artists, like Omar Apollo and
the Marias. Imagine if we were super tight-
fisted about our resources and relationships?
Who knows what would have been of their
careers? There are sharks in the water. But
there are some gems in there that allow us to
look out for each other.”

Sounds
of the Future

Data has shown that U.S. listener taste is going more global with each pass-
ing year. So when looking at the genres that are seeing the highest veloci-
ties on streaming, it’s no surprise that many come from outside our borders
— from South Africa and Mexico, and even 1980s Japan. EMILY BLAKE

Hyperpop

Amapiano

Global Drill

City Pop

Corridos Tumbados

WHAT IT IS A bit nebulous, but you know it by the way it bursts with bits of count-
less genres cranked to their most exaggerated extremes, plus dollops of Auto-Tune
and glitchy synths. You know it by the way you wonder, “Is this meant to be ironic?”
WHO’S DOING IT The late Scottish producer Sophie was a hyperpop pioneer; she
produced Charli XCX’s hyperpop-ish 2016 Vroom Vroom EP. 100 Gecs’ excellently
all-over-the-place 2019 album, 1000 Gecs, gave the genre a big boost.
STANDOUT TRACK P4rkr’s 2020 emo-leaning “bad idea,” which launched the then-
15-year-old to overnight streaming success.
WHERE IT’S GOING Toward the mainstream. 100 Gecs reached the Rolling Stone
Artists 500 chart, and emerging acts like ElyOtto have hit the Breakthrough 25.

WHAT IT IS This dance style out of South Africa blends elements of deep house
and kwaito, a local genre dating to the Nineties. Deep bass lines, jazzy keyboards,
and synths blend to bring good vibes to the dance floor.
WHO’S DOING IT MFR Souls are pioneers of amapiano, and have a number of
streaming hits. Perhaps the biggest crossover story is Kabza de Small, who has
hits with the likes of Burna Boy and Wizkid, and a fan in Usher. 
STANDOUT TRACK In 2019, Samthing Soweto found his first streaming hit with the
amapiano tune “Akulaleki,” a pulsing, nimble example of the genre at its best.
WHERE IT’S GOING Amapiano is starting to spread globally. In the past year,
streams in the U.S. for Spotify’s AmaPiano Grooves playlist have grown 75 percent.

WHAT IT IS After its birth on the South Side of Chicago, the minor chords and
distorted bass lines of drill first spread across the U.S. and U.K., where it spawned
its own potent subgenre. Now, artists in Spain, Brazil, Puerto Rico, Turkey, and
elsewhere bring their own flavor to the genre.
WHO’S DOING IT Skinny Flex is a leader in Spain’s drill scene; Brazil’s N.I.N.A. and
Thai Flow are two female rappers in an otherwise male-dominated genre.
STANDOUT TRACK Check out “Stephen King,” where N.I.N.A. raps over a beat dark
and ominous enough to live up to its name.
WHERE IT’S GOING Around the world. Spanish drill’s share of streams in the U.S.
has more than quadrupled in the past year, according to Spotify.

WHAT IT IS This Japanese style — currently enjoying a revival online — is a take on
Western music of the 1980s that sparks nostalgia while also feeling entirely new.
WHO’S DOING IT City pop’s first big revival, in 2017, came when Mariya Takeuchi’s
1984 disco-pop burner “Plastic Love” went viral. And check out Tatsuro Yamashi-
ta’s acclaimed soft-rock albums, like 1977’s Spacy.
STANDOUT TRACK With a chirping flute sample and lyrics that don’t take them-
selves seriously, Haruomi Hosono’s “Sportsmen” feels like the first day of spring.
WHERE IT’S GOING According to YouTube music-trends manager Kevin Meenan,
city pop has never been quite this big on YouTube. And on Spotify, city-pop con-
sumption in the U.S. has increased more than 600 percent in the past three years.

WHAT IT IS In this Gen Z reinvention of the traditional Mexican folk ballad, six-
string and 12-string guitars are the backdrop of stories of partying and diamonds
and sipping lean, delivered in trap-influenced flows.
WHO’S DOING IT The genre’s biggest star is Natanael Cano, who broke through in
2019 with the album Corridos Tumbados; L.A.-based label Rancho Humilde is a
powerhouse for artists like Cano, Junior H, and Ivonne Galaz, its first female signee.
STANDOUT TRACK Cano’s “Soy el Diablo” was a massive moment for corridos
tumbados after Bad Bunny got in on a remix.
WHERE IT’S GOING Increasingly popular in the U.S., Cano’s album spent 13 weeks
on the RS 200, while Junior H has been on the Artists 500 since last year.
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THE FUTURE IS
THE ARTISTS’ PLAYTHING
Joel and Benji Madden  
Co-founders of Good Charlotte and 
livestreaming startup Veeps

What’s the single biggest revolution you 
expect out of the next 10 years in music? 
Artists’ careers will become even more 
multiplatform, multichannel, multivertical, 
tech-enabled — and artists themselves will be in 
control. Artists are thinking like startup found-
ers, and the industry people that understand, 
embrace, and cultivate that are the ones that 
will be working with the game-changing talent. 
This mindset could be the biggest disruption.

What about in the next 50 years? 
VC is rushing into our industry. It feels like the 
old way was to buy artists cheap and own their 
IP — a “buy low, sell high” mentality — but 
technology has enabled a democratization of 
how artists can distribute and promote their 
art. We can now use TikTok where we used to 
have MTV; Instagram is the quickest way to 
dispel a rumor or announce a release straight 
to the audience. With the advent of blockchain 
platforms, we can see that authenticity and di-
rect-to-consumer are even more important. So 
it may not be insane to think that the old model 
is dying and more artists will hold on to their IP 
— and the industry will operate in more of a VC 
structure. More institutions see value than just 
buying [artists’] rights when they’re starving. 

What advice would you give to a young 
musician today?
The artist’s journey is learning how to be more 
yourself, not less. And trust in your instincts. 
There are no real shortcuts because having a 
career in music is really hard work. You gotta 
get up every day and do something to work 
towards your career, because when the oppor-
tunity is there to seize and you haven’t done the 
work, you’ll miss it. We built Veeps in 2017. . . . If 
we didn’t grind back then, we wouldn’t have 
been in a position to pivot with confidence. 
Work hard, understand the devil is in the de-
tails, don’t be afraid to innovate, and build the 
thing that only you can build. 

AI MUSIC
FN Meka has 9 million TikTok followers. He’s also not alive. 
So-called virtual stars or robot rappers — their tunes sup-
plied by real vocal cords, supercharged with Auto-Tune — are 
offering music execs an intriguing proposition: Celebrity isn’t 
real, so maybe celebrities don’t have to be, either.

C A T A L O G  C R A Z E
Copyright has never been more weirdly inter-
esting. (Or interesting, period.) That’s thanks 
to fresh players like Hipgnosis and Shamrock 
snapping up rights to legacy music catalogs, 
hoping to profit in the long-haul of music 
streaming, and paying artists handsomely for 
the handover.

CREATOR 
ECONOMY

USER-CENTRIC    
STREAMING

A somewhat nebulous term, the creator econ-
omy refers loosely to all the platforms, tools, 
apps, and marketplaces that are letting ordinary 
people build up fan bases — or helping young 
musicians turn themselves into stars and influ-
encers. What’s a legacy music executive to do? 

SAMPLE PACK

Recording 
musicians 
used to lug 
heavy acoustic 
instruments into 
the studio. Not 
so anymore: 
Through easy-
to-use digital 
platforms, DIY 
artists (see page 
56) can buy col-
lections of pro-
fessional beats, 
musical motifs, 
rhythmic loops, 
and/or vocals 
from other 
artists to drop 
into their songs. 
The royalty-free 
“packs” also 
come with their 
rights already 
cleared. How 
big is this mar-
ket for ready-
mades? One of 
the platforms, 
Splice, last year 
paid out $25 
million to cre-
ators alone. 

EMERGING 
MARKETS
It may feel a bit anachronistic to 
refer to any country in the world as 
“emerging” in 2021. But as far as the 
hitmaking industry goes, dozens 
of regions are still uncracked eggs, 
with millions of people yet to sign on 
to music streaming, and entrepre-
neurs especially see Asia-Pacific, 
Latin America, and sub-Saharan Afri-
ca as huge areas of future growth. 

What if an artist’s merch table only 
sold one T-shirt that could never be 
replicated, and had fans duke it out 
over the cost? Non-fungible tokens 
(NFTs) — a kind of heavy-duty digital 
safe, capable of storing everything 
from exclusive art to VIP concert 
perks — have sold for millions of dol-
lars. But experts say their real value 
in music will lie in curbing fraud and 
handing control back to artists.

Sorry, indie fans: Music-streaming services use a pro-rata business 
model, which divvies up royalties to artists based on their share of the 
activity pie — meaning that even if a listener exclusively streams a tiny 
niche band all day, the lion’s share of their $9.99 monthly subscription 
still goes to Drake. But artists and industry activists are campaigning in 
earnest for a switch to user-centric models, which would give per-stream 
money directly from fans to artists. SoundCloud is toying with the idea 
now. Spotify and Apple have hedged, but both admitted they would test it 
if they saw enough interest.

AR, XR, and VR technologies are bulking up 
concerts, raising the stakes on album drops, 
and ushering in more of the hard-to-define type 
of scenery found in Travis Scott’s infamous 
Fortnite world, which fused a real performance 
with gaming and hallucinogenic fantasy 
visuals. Industry players may quibble over the 
interchangeability and exact definitions of the 
multiple “realities” in play right now (and the 
startups, indeed, can’t agree, either), but the 
bottom line is: They’re taking music by storm.

NFT
R E A L I T Y 
( A U G M E N T E D , 
E X T E N D E D ,  
A N D  V I R T U A L )

Glossary to the New Era
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A NITA MULDOON could sense that this might be her last 
chance to make it as a cop. She was riding shotgun in a 
Minneapolis squad car in the fall of 1993 when her train-
ing officer offered a blunt assessment of her standing. 
“You’re not trusted,” he told her. “And you won’t be until 
you’re in a physical fight.”  To rectify this, he said, she’d 

need to “leak” someone, as in make them bleed. Muldoon felt her stom-
ach drop. She had known she would stick out from her peers — a liberal 
woman embarking on a law-enforcement career in her mid-thirties. She 
just hadn’t understood all the reasons why. Since coming to the 3rd Pre-
cinct, she’d often heard the n-word from her colleagues. Now her training 
officer motioned toward a black man walking in their direction on the side-
walk.  “He doesn’t even need to have done anything,” he said. “I’ll back 
you up.”  The training officer angled the car curbside and glanced at her to 
see if she accepted his invitation. In response, Muldoon says she remained 
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The  Enemy Within

defended against an almost uniformly white mob 
of Trump supporters that included avowed white 
supremacists, far-right extremists, neo-Confed-
erates — and off-duty or retired cops and mili-
tary. Members of the mob erected gallows on 
the National Mall, overran security, and set off 
to hang the vice president. 

A plainer statement about who scares or an-
gers American law enforcement couldn’t have 
been issued in a memo. Extremism researchers 
have been warning for years that a dangerous af-
finity has formed between American police, far-
right extremists, and white supremacists. A clas-
sified FBI Counterterrorism Policy Guide from 
April 2015, first obtained by the Intercept, in-
cluded the observation that “domestic terror-
ism investigations focused on militia extremists, 
white-supremacist extremists, and sovereign- 
citizen extremists often have identified active 
links to law-enforcement officers.” 

Sammy Rangel, executive director of Life After 
Hate, a group that seeks to deradicalize extrem-
ists, says that the Trump years provided repeat-
ed confirmation of this relationship at political 
rallies. An officer in New York allegedly flashed 
a “white power” hand sign during the Floyd pro-
tests. Footage from a 2017 Portland, Oregon, pro-
test shows a right-wing militia member assisting 
police in the arrest of an anti-fascist. In a video 
of the “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville, 
police watch as a gang of white men beat black 
counter-protester Deandre Harris with flags and 
metal poles. In Oregon, a police lieutenant in 
Salem was caught on video telling a group of 
armed white men how to avoid arrest, so “we 
don’t look like we’re playing favorites.”

In 2006, an FBI memo warned law enforce-
ment and the military that they were the tar-
gets of an active campaign by white suprem-
acists and extremists trying to infiltrate their 
ranks. The FBI dubbed such infiltrators “ghost 
skins,” for maintaining normal exteriors to blend 
in and hide their true aims. “White suprema-
cists are out there, in police departments, and 
there’s no telling how much damage someone 
like that can do,” says retired Pittsburgh Police 
Chief  Robert McNeilly. “There’s no question 
they’re out there.” 

Across the nation, police appear to have done 
little to heed the FBI’s warning, making author-
itative estimates of how many ghost skins exist 
impossible to determine. California Congress-
woman Norma Torres is spearheading an effort 
to investigate the presence of white supremacists 
in law enforcement. She fought for the heavi-
ly redacted FBI memo on ghost skins to be re-
leased in full and updated, in part because Don-
ald Trump encouraged “extremist groups,” but 
also because so much time has passed since the 
original memo. Ghost-skin infiltrators could “al-
ready be in higher and higher ranks and oversee-
ing training and recruitment,” she says.

An investigation by ROLLING STONE, how-
ever, revealed a more pervasive danger: the fre-
quent failure of police chiefs and unions to ad-
dress racism in the ranks at all, let alone the 
threat of white supremacists covertly penetrat-

ing police departments. The lack of action from 
law enforcement, extremism researchers say, 
has created a frightening dynamic: White su-
premacists have been largely free to infiltrate 
the police force for years, potentially growing 
their number and infecting departments with 
hate. At the same time, many police unions, usu-
ally led by strident white bosses, have been re-
sisting calls for reform and largely aligning with 
now-former President Trump, who’s also attract-
ed the allegiance of far-right, often racist political 
groups. This confluence has only undermined 
the already battered and fragile trust between 
police and the communities they serve. “There 
has always been an us-and-them thinking among 
police,” says Boyd. “The thin blue line and all 
that stuff. But it feels a lot more dangerous now.” 

ONE NIGHT IN THE FALL OF 1993, police officer 
Gwen Gunter arrived in the 3rd Precinct locker 
room to the sound of a woman crying. She dis-
covered Anita Muldoon slumped on the floor in 
tears. “I am not going to pass my field training 
because I was told I was going to have to ‘leak an 
n-word,’ ” she remembers Muldoon saying. 

After Muldoon failed her training, she sent 
her letter to the chief of police detailing the rac-
ism she’d seen at the precinct. He responded, 
she felt, dismissively, defending the training she 
received and telling her to contact the Profes-
sional Standards Division if she witnessed any 
misconduct. She had, in her letter, already no-
tified the chief himself, she reasoned. Shouldn’t 
they be reaching out to her if they really want-
ed to conduct an investigation? Muldoon filed a 
suit against the city in March 1994, alleging dis-
crimination and that she should have been treat-
ed as a whistle-blower. The city agreed to settle 
the suit with a cash payment and a job offer as a 
crime-prevention specialist.

Muldoon went on to find work as a cop in 
neighboring St. Paul, however, where she rose 
to become a homicide detective and sergeant be-
fore retiring in 2011. She says there were big dif-
ferences between the two departments. “There 
was an openness about racism in Minneapolis,” 
she says, that she didn’t see in St. Paul, which for 
years had a progressive black police chief. 

Minneapolis is emblematic of all that can go 
wrong in a police department that never comes 
to grips with issues of race. And the murder of 
George Floyd was the tragedy that drew nation-
al attention to a long, ongoing drama. In April, 
the Department of Justice announced it would 
investigate the city of Minneapolis and its police 
department — often a precursor to federal over-
sight and reforms. 

The history of racism in the Minneapolis PD 
is well-documented. Just months before Mul-
doon arrived at the 3rd Precinct, every black of-
ficer in the department received a letter, via in-
ternal departmental mail, threatening their lives. 
It was signed “KKK.” In 2007, five black Minne-
apolis police officers filed a civil suit against the 
city and the police department, alleging a hostile 
work environment that included rampant racial 
discrimination in overtime assignments, promo-

quiet, her body rigid with panic. The officer 
drove on, the silence between them so tense 
that she figured her career was over.

Soon after, Muldoon was informed she had 
failed field training. She sent a letter of resig-
nation to then-Police Chief John Laux, writing 
that she had been shuttled between more than 
a half-dozen training officers in the 3rd Precinct, 
who asked about her sexuality, the color of her 
fiancé, and casually lobbed racist statements 
into the conversation. Just weeks before she had 
been asked to “leak” someone, she tells ROLL-
ING STONE, a different training officer had leapt 
from their squad car, grabbed hold of a young 
black male crossing the street and beat him. He 
justified his assault by telling Muldoon that he’d 
arrested the young man in the past.

She ran through her experiences of racism 
inside the department in her letter, and closed 
with a warning: “Having experienced the system 
from the inside, I fear for the future of this city.” 

After the entire nation was rocked by the kill-
ing of George Floyd, the black Minneapolis man 
murdered by a white cop in the same precinct 
where Muldoon had trained, her words look 
prophetic. She is speaking publicly for the first 
time, 27 years later, because Floyd’s needless 
death surfaced the racism she’d seen firsthand. 
“It is past time for white people and police to 
speak up about the racism they’ve witnessed,” 
she says today.

RACIST STRANDS IN policing run deep in Amer-
ican history. “From the beginning there’s been 
negative relations between police and commu-
nities of color,” says Lorenzo Boyd, a police con-
sultant and trainer, and vice president of diversi-
ty and inclusion at the University of New Haven. 
“From slave patrols through the Civil War, Jim 
Crow  period, the civil rights movement, racial 
profiling, stop-and-frisk, and on through the cur-
rent Black Lives Matter protests.” 

Two very different uprisings in the past year 
tell the story. Data from Bellingcat, an open-
source intelligence website, lists more than 
1,000 instances of police brutality at BLM pro-
tests since Floyd’s death. By comparison, this 
January, law enforcement left the Capitol under-

STEVE VOLK is a reporter for Resolve Philly. 
Resolve is dedicated to improving how media 
serves mis- and under represented communities, 
and provided him time to complete this story. 
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tions, training opportunities, and discipline (the 
city settled the suit for $740,000). 

Fueling further charges of racism, between 
2000 and Floyd’s death last year, 63 percent of 
the people killed by Minneapolis police were 
black, even though black people account for 
only 19 percent of the city’s population. 

The Minneapolis PD was also typical in choos-
ing a rough-hewn, white labor leader. Bob Kroll, 
the recently retired Minneapolis police-union 
boss, has often been at the center of the city’s 
race-based controversies. A history of allegations 
against him and his gruff defense of police made 
him a lightning rod in the national conversation 
that rose up around the Floyd protests. A thick-
ly built man with the swagger and rough bear-
ing of a hockey enforcer, Kroll became president 

of the Police Officers Federation of Minneapo-
lis in 2015, having worked as a young officer in 
the 3rd Precinct at the same time that Muldoon 
trained there. 

Muldoon says she never had direct interac-
tions with Kroll, but remembers he had a “big” 
presence. “When he was in the room, you knew 
it,” she says, and from the interactions she saw, 
he was clearly accepted by the precinct that 
flushed her out. 

In a dynamic seen around the country, largely 
due to privacy agreements negotiated between 
police unions and politicians, a precise view 
of any officer’s record is difficult to obtain. In 
 Kroll’s case, a personnel file released through 
the Minneapolis PD shows multiple commen-
dations for merit and bravery, including an inci-

dent in which he dragged an unconscious driv-
er away from a burning vehicle. His file shows 
he also received 22 Internal Affairs complaints, 
three of which resulted in some sort of disci-
pline. The Minneapolis nonprofit Communities 
United Against Police Brutality, which posts rec-
ords of police complaints online, lists 38 miscon-
duct accusations against Kroll. 

Early in his career, he was accused of using 
racial slurs while beating a mixed-race teen, ini-
tially resulting in a suspension that was later 
rolled back by the police chief after a federal 
jury cleared him of wrongdoing. In 1996, he led 
a botched drug raid in which a suspected drug 
dealer allegedly fired on police, who then fired 
back. Ballistics tests, however, revealed the sus-
pect never fired his gun. The injured man, Andre 
Madison, filed a suit alleging police wrongfully 
shot him, beat him, and used racial slurs. The 
city settled, but admitted no wrongdoing. 

Kroll was a sergeant at another drug raid, in 
2002, this time in the home of a Native Ameri-
can family, in which officers on the team alleged-
ly yanked a young pregnant woman out of the 
shower by her neck and threw her face down on 
the floor upon her eight-months-swollen stom-
ach. A lawsuit that the city settled accused a cop 
(not Kroll) of planting drugs at the scene.

In another incident that sparked a lawsuit, 
Kroll was on a team that executed a warrant 
for a suspected armed robber, and officers al-
legedly terrorized the suspect’s black grandpar-
ents, knocking the 72-year-old grandfather to the 
ground. One officer allegedly pointed a gun at the 
grandmother. A judge dismissed the charges, say-
ing no reasonable jury would decide police had 
used excessive force, but the court was “deeply 
troubled” by the officers’ use of profanity.

Kroll declined to be interviewed for this arti-
cle and referred us to a trio of Minneapolis Po-
lice Federation board members, but he even-
tually replied through multiple emails, denying 
every allegation raised. “I’ve been cleared of ev-
erything I was ever wrongfully accused of,” he 
writes.  “I’m at the end of a decorated 32-year ca-
reer,” he adds. “I’ve received 12 medals and 30 
letters of appreciation. Much of which was for 
serving people of color. . . . I don’t know why this 
archived stuff is of interest now.” 

Kroll’s story, however, is a guide star toward 
understanding race in policing. His public state-
ments have sometimes proven destructive to 
police-community relations. “My mouth gets 
me in trouble,” he admitted in 2016. More seri-
ously, the 2007 suit that black Minneapolis po-
lice officers filed against the department alleged 
that Kroll, who was not a defendant in the suit, 
wore a motorcycle jacket adorned with a “white 
power” patch, an allegation Kroll adamantly de-
nies. It was investigated by the department and 
he was cleared, he says. Further, an allegation 
publicly emerged in local media in 2009 that 
members of the police motorcycle club Kroll be-
longed to, City Heat, wore white-supremacist 
symbols, which appeared in photos on the club’s 
website, though no Minneapolis officers were 
identified wearing any of the symbols. 

There has always been an us-and-them 
thinking among police,” says one expert. 
“The thin blue line and all that stuff.  
But it feels a lot more dangerous now.”
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lice force, but anecdotal evidence provides a 
snapshot into what is certainly a real, if limited, 
 phenomenon. 

Frankie Meeink was a South Philly street 
tough running his own Nazi-skinhead gang in 
the early Nineties when he first encountered the 
ghost-skin strategy. He was introduced to it, he 
says, through a campaign for David Duke, the 
former KKK Grand Wizard and then-Republican 
state representative in Louisiana.

Duke traded in his Klan robes for a suit in the 
mid-1980s and was delivering thinly veiled rheto-
ric about the concerns of “European Americans.” 
After a failed presidential bid, he was running for 
governor of Louisiana in 1991. “His people were 
looking for campaign volunteers,” says Meeink. 
“And they were very clear about not wanting 
anyone with that skinhead look.”

A man claiming to be a Duke associate visited 
a group that included Meeink in a private Phila-
delphia home for a campaign recruiting effort. 
Dress like a mainstream man, to take their world-
view into boardrooms and beyond, he advised 
this younger generation of foot soldiers. Mee-
ink was a teenager at the time, his daily life filled 
with violence and hate and the sense of being an 
outcast, an archetype later immortalized by the 
Edward Norton character in American History 
X. The recruiter “told us to be doctors, lawyers, 
cops, soldiers, whatever we wanted, just like ev-
erybody else, because that would be good for the 
movement,” says Meeink. 

The goal was explicit — to join normal society 
and normalize white-supremacist beliefs. Meeink 
says a few members of his crew became cops, but 
the message didn’t take for him. He gave up on 
what members call “the movement” a few years 
later, and his story was captured in Autobiogra-
phy of a Recovering Skinhead. The idea of going 
undercover in society, however, planted a seed 
that grew like a weed in the broader movement. 

“White supremacists tend to believe that most 
white people feel the same way they do,” says 
Peter Simi, a Chapman University sociology pro-
fessor who’s been interviewing extremists for 
more than 20 years. “So why not pursue the 
same lives and careers as everyone else?”

The great tides of history, in the white- 
supremacist view, will lead to an inevitable race 
war, Simi explains. At the moment when white 
people will feel most vulnerable to fear and 
anger, they’ll look up and see white suprem-
acists standing beside them. If the movement 
is successful, many of them will hold positions 
of skill and respect — including as soldiers and 
cops. And there is evidence that some of them 
may have done just that. 

In the 1990s, a gang of Los Angeles officers in 
the Sheriff’s Department, dubbed the Lynwood 
Vikings, decorated themselves in matching tat-
toos and perpetrated waves of violence against 
blacks and Latinos. The city paid out millions in 
settlements. A federal judge labeled the group a 
“neo-Nazi, white-supremacist gang.” 

Kroll, via email, says, “The fact is, in Minne-
apolis, this is a cop motorcycle club made up of 
various races of members that has raised hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars over the years to 
benefit police or their families in need. Several 
times they have been for officers of color. . . . We 
are by no means a racist organization.”

The allegation against City Heat begged for 
an investigation that would either publicly ex-
onerate or clean up the motorcycle club. In re-
sponse to questions from ROLLING STONE about 
whether there ever was an investigation, Min-
neapolis PD sent a link to a copy of Kroll’s per-
sonnel record, which had numerous redacted 
pages — the department does not release com-
plaint records that don’t result in discipline — 
and revealed nothing about his membership in 
City Heat or the allegation that he wore a “white 
power” patch. Kroll himself subsequently sent 
a two-page document from Internal Affairs con-
firming that an investigation into City Heat had 
indeed taken place.

The case was closed with the finding listed 
as “no basis for complaint.” The document says 
that “after viewing the website, it doesn’t appear 
any violations of MPD policy and procedure have 
occurred.”

The investigation appears to have taken place 
quietly. In interviews with several officers who 
were in the department at the time, none were 
aware of an investigation, nor did the MPD con-
duct any evident follow-up with the public and 
media to share its findings. The apparent lack 
of action or communication with the public re-
flects what Southern Poverty Law Center ex-
tremism researcher Cassie Miller calls a dynam-
ic that “you’ll see again and again,” in which 
some sign of racism is alleged and the depart-
ment doesn’t respond with the seriousness and 
transparency one would expect in order to gain 
the public’s trust. 

LAW-ENFORCEMENT experts, like former Police 
Chief Delrish Moss, who took over the Fergu-
son, Missouri, police department after a DOJ in-
vestigation revealed ongoing civil rights abuses, 
say the staff hours involved are too demanding 
to monitor every police officer’s social media 
activities and tattoos for signs of racism or rad-
icalism. But if police are to take the FBI warn-
ing of white-supremacist infiltration seriously, 
they must take signs of racism seriously. “As a 
chief,” says Moss, “if I’ve got a guy out there who 
is going to keep me from being able to sleep at 
night, that guy’s got to go.”

Law-enforcement officers, being invested with 
the power to incarcerate and kill people, hold a 
uniquely important responsibility in society and 
therefore must be held to a very high standard. 
Yet, in the wake of the FBI warning about white 
supremacists infiltrating police departments, 
the federal government’s efforts to monitor the 
threat have been “strikingly insufficient,”  accord-
ing to a report by the Brennan Center for Justice 
at NYU School of Law.

There are no authoritative estimates on how 
many ghost skins may have entered the po-

DIVISIVE LEADER  
Recently retired 
Minneapolis 
police-union boss 
Bob Kroll became 
a lightning rod 
during the national 
conversation about 
race that rose up 
around the George 
Floyd protests. 

Police are a reflection of society,” says an 
expert. “We don’t have a police-officer tree 
we can pick from, who are immune to that. 
So the larger problem is racism in society.” 

“ 
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In 2001, two police officers in Texas tried to 
recruit a third into the KKK, earning their dis-
missal. In 2014, a Louisiana law-enforcement of-
ficer got fired after a Facebook post revealed a 
photo of him giving a Nazi salute next to a man 
in KKK robes. A Philadelphia cop played drums 
in a racist skinhead band through the mid- to 
late-Nineties before joining the police force, serv-
ing until his retirement a few years ago. (He did 
not respond to requests to be interviewed.) 

Robert McNeilly, the former Pittsburgh police 
chief, remembers dealing with two cops who 
had white-supremacist beliefs or ties. One offi-
cer wore a Confederate-flag tattoo and confessed 
to a commander, “I get angry when I’m working 
around black people.” Another distributed KKK 
literature at a local mall during his off hours be-
fore being discovered wearing a swastika around 
his house by fellow police. Both officers were 
eventually fired, though the KKK cop was dis-
missed over other charges. 

Bart Alsbrook, a police chief near the Texas- 
Oklahoma border, resigned after he was outed 
in 2017 for his ties to Blood & Honour, a vio-
lent Nazi- skinhead group in Europe and Amer-
ica. Alsbrook denied any involvement with the 
group, a denial he repeated to ROLLING STONE, 
saying he left the movement almost 20 years ago. 
According to the Southern Poverty Law Center, 
he had helped run Blood & Honour’s video com-
pany, NS88, a companion to the group’s music 
company, which sells hate music, including sem-
inal Nazi band Skrewdriver, whose lead singer 
co-founded Blood & Honour. 

Alsbrook also appeared on camera, boasting 
in a 2003 documentary about B&H’s most dan-
gerous affiliate, Combat 18. “We have a saying 
that C18 is basically the militant wing of Blood 
& Honour,” Alsbrook said. “The C, of course, 
stands for Combat. The number 18 is the first let-
ter of the alphabet, one being A and the eighth 
letter being H: AH, which stands for Adolf Hitler. 
So when you draw it out, it is Combat Adolf Hit-
ler, which represents a fighting force, combat in 
the name of National Socialism and Adolf Hitler.”

A reporter discovered Alsbrook’s name on 
the certificate of ownership for ISD Records and 
NS88, two companies selling Nazi-themed music 
and videos. Shortly afterward, Alsbrook took a 
position as an officer in Achille, Oklahoma. He 
resigned from there in spring 2019, coinciden-
tally or not, shortly after a black man started as 
the new chief. He still has a license to carry a gun 
and a badge in Oklahoma. 

That cops with neo-Nazi affiliations in their 
past could retain their certifications would come  
as no surprise to Jeff Schoep, who served for 
more than 20 years as commander of the Nation-
al Socialist Movement (NSM), an American Nazi 
party, before leaving in 2019, having grown disil-
lusioned with the movement, he says, over time. 

White supremacists often feel antipathy to-
ward police, for upholding the current social 
order. But Schoep says he knew some NSM mem-
bers ghosted and became cops, and active- duty 
or retired officers would sometimes join the NSM 
— a loose membership that could involve sending 

a check and never being heard from again. Many 
simply sought membership information. “We’d 
get a lot of people who’d call or make contact,” 
Schoep says, “and I think for a lot of them that 
was enough, to just make some brief connection 
without risking their job.”

With this in mind, Schoep used to instruct 
his members to treat police at public events in 
a “cordial, very respectful” manner to build on 
any natural sympathies they shared. The goal 
was to make it easy, when the race war comes, 
for police to fight on their side.

“We knew a lot of them sympathized with us,” 
says Schoep, “because they’d tell us so.” Mee-
ink echoes this, saying cops would often tell him 
they “sympathized” with his cause. “They’d say 
things like, ‘I understand where you’re com-
ing from. I listen to Rush Limbaugh.’ ” These 
exchanges happened a lot, says Meeink, to the 
point that when he encountered police he ex-
pected some signal of general agreement.

The relationship between white supremacists 
and law enforcement, says Miller, the SPLC re-
searcher, is “based on a decades-long strategy 
on the part of white supremacists to appear sup-
portive of police, and partly based on shared 
political beliefs.” Police officers tend to be con-
servatives, politically, and through their unions 
tend to fight for broad visions of their power. 
White-supremacist groups are politically far-
right and favor an authoritarian police force, 
says Miller, unless the police stand in their way.  
There is a deep natural fit for some cops before 
virulent racial ideology ever comes into play. 

“You end up with this situation,” Miller says, 
“in which some police looking at far-right ex-
tremists and leftist protesters see the right as 
closer to themselves, and closer to the Ameri-
can mainstream.”

FORMER MINNEAPOLIS Police Lt. Lee Edwards at-
tended a retirement party for a fellow cop at the 
1029 Bar in northeast Minneapolis in the mid-
2000s, when, he says, he saw Bob Kroll sporting 
a red-and-white patch on his leather jacket, read-
ing WHITE POWER. 

Edwards, who retired in 2016, was one of the 
five plaintiffs in the 2007 discrimination suit filed 
against the department, which included the alle-
gation of Kroll wearing the patch. Edwards con-
fronted Kroll about it right away, he tells ROLL-
ING STONE, pointing to the front of his jacket 
and asking, “What does this mean?”

“This just means I’m proud of my people,” 
Kroll allegedly responded. “Are you proud of 
your people?” 

“I know what that means to me,” Edwards, 
a black officer, replied. “It means you’re a su-
premist.” Kroll didn’t respond, according to Ed-
wards, who says he left the bar, lest staying sig-
naled acceptance. 

“The false claim was investigated and found 
baseless,” Kroll writes via email. “I was angry to 
be subjected to a false claim and having no re-
course for it.” He adds, “Without exception in 
lawsuits, plaintiffs’ claims are fabricated for sen-
sationalism in the opening allegations.” 

In 2007, in another alleged incident that 
ended up in the discrimination suit against the 
department, it was claimed that Kroll equated 
then-freshman Minnesota Congressman Keith 
Ellison, a practicing Muslim, with terrorists. In a 
city-mandated ethics-training course, Kroll sup-
posedly said, “We’re at war with Islamic terror-
ists,” and then alluded to Ellison. 

Gwen Gunter confronted him on the spot 
about what he was implying, and the two of 
them got into an argument, a story that made 
news at the time. Kroll was subsequently investi-
gated and cleared for his remarks.

“These unfounded allegations of me from 
nearly 15 years ago have resurfaced enough re-
cently,” Kroll responded via email. “I have grown 
tired of it.”   

“There were multiple times,” says Gunter, 
“when Bob would be facing some internal inves-
tigation, where we just thought, ‘He can’t get out 
of this one.’ ” Then he would. 

City Heat, the law-enforcement motorcy-
cle club Kroll belongs to, received public scru-
tiny after the 2009 media coverage, and was 
included in the 2011 Anti-Defamation League 
report “Bigots on Bikes.” Biker gangs and white- 
supremacist groups share similar tastes in ico-
nography, the ADL paper reads, making it diffi-
cult to pin down real ideological belief with any 
certainty. But no such ambiguity exists, the ADL 
concluded, around the symbols worn by some 
City Heat members. 

The report describes photos from old City 
Heat events: “One member sports a patch that 
asks ‘ARE YOU HERE FOR THE HANGING?’ — a ref-
erence to lynching,” the report reads. “The lynch-
ing theme is corroborated by a small chain noose 
the individual wears next to the patch. Another 
member displays the most common Ku Klux Klan 
symbol, the so-called Blood Drop Cross. Several 
members wear ‘PROUD TO BE WHITE’ patches.” 
In a photo taken of a club gathering, supplied to 
ROLLING STONE by the ADL, a woman wears a 
biker patch that appears to depict a black face in 
a circle crossed out by a diagonal line. 

Kroll, via email, identifies the people in the 
photos as members of the Chicago chapter of 
City Heat or not as members at all, and suggests 
one has “moved to Florida.” A local news ac-
count in 2009 also noted that no members of 
the Minneapolis chapter were shown wearing 
the symbols. “I didn’t even know what the ADL 
was until you told me,” Kroll writes, and says he 
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mination. In another incident, two white offi-
cers took an off-duty motorcycle trip to Green 
Bay, Wisconsin, got into a fight with black men 
they called “monkeys,” and railed against the 
local cops when they arrived, calling them “n----r 
friendly.” They were fired, and Kroll tells ROLL-
ING STONE the “Federation board did not grieve 
their termination.” But former Minneapolis Po-
lice Chief Janee Harteau tells ROLLING STONE 
that at one point Kroll spoke on the officers’ be-
half, arguing that firing them was “too extreme.” 
If he did say this, it wouldn’t be an unusual ar-
gument for a police union to make. In the Black 
Hawk Down case, the union argued that other of-
ficers had not been fired when using racial slurs, 
as a justification — in essence fighting for a kind 
of racist status quo. 

“I only talked to Harteau when I had to,” 
Kroll writes via email. “She clearly has some 
deep-seated issues with me as she continues to 
tweet and talk with media outlets about me . . . . I 
think it’s time she moves on.” Kroll also notes 
that the Federation’s discipline decisions are 
made by an entire 10-member board and were 
not his to make. “If officers do things that sub-
ject them to scrutiny, they should be investigat-
ed and held accountable,” he writes. 

Up close, Kroll’s sense of frustration, of griev-
ance, for being accused of racism in the media 
in the past seems genuine, suggesting he either 
willfully or unwittingly fails to grasp how his 
words and actions hurt. 

Kroll grew up in a working-class neighbor-
hood on the east side of St. Paul in the 1970s, and 
two people whose time overlapped with his at 
Harding High School describe the neighborhood 
at the time as “deeply racist,” with a very white 
population and few minorities. 

“Bob fit right in” the community, says one of 
the old classmates, who requested anonymity 
because they still live in the neighborhood and 
didn’t want to damage any relationships. “But 
he was a sporto, on the football team, and wasn’t 
part of any skinhead stuff.”

One of the old classmates says they’ve crossed 
paths with Kroll, socially, over the years, and 
they would not be surprised if Kroll did not con-
sider himself racist. Casual racism was just in the 
water they drank as children, unrecognized and 
unremarkable.

Allegations and appearances of racism seem 
to have been thought unremarkable by the Min-
neapolis PD in general. The black officers’ civil 
suit was settled, with no mandated changes in 
city policies or practices, and whatever inves-
tigation took place of City Heat was conducted 
out of sight. Then-Chief Tim Dolan did not re-
spond to requests for an interview. Harteau, who 
took command the year after the ADL report, or-
dered no investigation or review of City Heat, 
and wasn’t aware of any investigation. 

“There was no public response,” says former 
Pioneer Press reporter Rubén Rosario, who wrote 
about the white-supremacist patches. “I thought 
there would be some action after I wrote about 
it, but . . . the administration really dropped the 
ball in communicating with the public.” 

Then-Mayor R.T. Rybak, a Democrat and for-
mer reporter, says that when the allegation of 
Kroll wearing a “white power” patch appeared 
in the civil suit, along with the accusations about 
City Heat, he conferred with staff to determine if 
there was “anything we could do.” They deter-
mined to take no action, for reasons Rybak can’t 
recall. He was also unaware of an investigation of 
City Heat. “Obviously,” Rybak says, “we should 
have done more.”        

INTERVIEWS WITH former Department of Justice 
attorneys and three former police chiefs all illu-
minate the same basic finding: In healthy police 
departments, where signs of racism are taken 
 seriously, cops bring their behavior into line. 
But in departments where racism is ignored or 
accepted, it festers and grows. “Racism inside 
[dysfunctional] police departments is just toler-
ated,” says former DOJ attorney Jonathan Smith. 

Two recent, separate investigations by Reveal 
News and the Plain View Project uncovered thou-
sands of instances in which active and retired po-
lice joined racist, anti-Islamic, or extremist mili-
tia groups or posted violent and racist messages 
and memes. The Plain View Project, an investi-
gation of eight police departments overseen by 
criminal- defense attorney Emily Baker-White, 
discovered racist or violent social media posts 
by 3,500 different current and former police of-
ficers. Only a little more than 100 cops appear to 
have received any discipline as a result. 

The effect is toxic, poisoning relations be-
tween the community and police. “When there 
is no immediate action taken by police depart-
ments in the wake of a scandal, it sends a terri-
ble message to law enforcement that racial bias 
is acceptable,” says Vida Johnson, a Georgetown 
law professor who wrote a comprehensive study 
on this subject. “It sends the identical message 
to the community — that the police find racial 
animus to be an acceptable part of policing. Po-
lice departments should care because it erodes 
the public’s trust in the institution of policing.”

Lynda Garcia, another former DOJ attorney, 
says the answer is a “zero-tolerance policy” 
against racism. “Use the n-word,” she says, “an 
officer should be fired for that.” But too often, as 
Muldoon’s experience exemplifies, allegations 
of racism are brushed aside. Obama-era DOJ in-
vestigations turned up consistent practices in 
which open displays of racism went not only un-
punished but were actively covered up. In Balti-

was “not aware of anything inappropriate” in 
the patches some club members were sporting. 

Kroll has been dismissive of the alleged 
white-supremacist symbols, explaining in 2009 
that the ARE YOU HERE FOR THE HANGING? patch 
was a reference to a country song, and that the 
Confederate flag was “quite popular” in the 
South. “I think you would have a hard time prov-
ing racism,” he said. “There is no KKK cross that 
you refer to,” he tells ROLLING STONE, calling it 
“a symbol of [the officer’s] heritage.” 

“It was completely investigated and closed, 
clearing City Heat and myself,” Kroll writes via 
email. “Trust me, if they had the facts to sustain, 
they would have. They didn’t.”

Kroll is not without defenders. “I have been 
on 10 or 15 rides with Bob and members of City 
Heat during off hours,” Rich Walker, a Minneapo-
lis Federation board member, says. “I have never 
seen anything like that. And I’m a black man, 
and believe me, I’d have a problem with that.”

“Bob is a very good friend of mine,” says a 
black former Minneapolis officer, Steve Parshall, 
who says City Heat held a fundraiser to help sup-
port his wife after she was injured in an accident. 
“I think the criticism Bob receives is unfair. I 
don’t think he does anything other than stick up 
for the average street cop.” 

Kroll also received praise for his work in do-
mestic violence from Chanel Thomas, an advo-
cate for abuse survivors, who told local media, 
“He did all he could to help the domestic- 
violence movement. They say that you’re in do-
mestic violence because you hate bullies: That’s 
Bob. He hated that somebody can prey on anoth-
er person and get away with it.”

Kroll remains emblematic of the issues with 
race in policing, however, because his comments 
and actions have helped to deepen racial divi-
sions in the same way that so many cops and po-
lice departments have: by failing to recognize 
how even the slightest appearance of racism on 
the part of a law-enforcement officer can deci-
mate the faith of the community they serve. 

Imagine, just for a moment, how much good 
he might have done his own public image, and 
police-community relations, if he had just ex-
pressed concern over the alleged white-suprem-
acist patches worn by members of City Heat and 
how they would appear to the public, particular-
ly to communities of color.

In the wake of George Floyd’s murder, in a 
leaked email from Kroll that was sent to union 
members, he lamented that the media was not 
reporting the “violent criminal history of George 
Floyd” and referred to BLM protests as part of a 
“terrorist movement,” echoing a comment he 
made publicly in 2016, when he called Black 
Lives Matter a “terrorist organization.”  

Many of the controversies around Kroll in-
volve his role in the union. A Minneapolis cop 
who told a Somali teen he was proud U.S. troops 
killed “you folk” during Black Hawk Down, a 
reference to a 1993 military engagement, asked 
Kroll to represent him during internal proceed-
ings. The union filed a grievance, opposing the 
cop being fired, but an arbitrator upheld his ter-
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more, for example, investigators discovered 60 
occasions in which departments “misclassified” 
use of the n-word to stifle serious investigation. 

“That was very common,” says Christy Lopez, 
a former deputy chief in the Civil Rights Division 
at the DOJ. “Police departments would take the 
use of a racial slur, and rather than classify it as 
a potential case of ‘racial discrimination’ ” — a 
more serious charge, departmentally — “they’d 
tag it as ‘conduct unbecoming,’ which is more 
like a misdemeanor.”

DOJ reports show police routinely sent inter-
nal emails with explicitly racist views, with no 
repercussions, and this “see no evil” approach 
extended to allegations of white supremacism. 
Lopez, who helped oversee federal civil rights in-
vestigations in Chicago, New Orleans, and on the 
West Coast, saw this firsthand. 

During one of her investigations, citizens pre-
sented her team with photos they had taken of 
police officers’ personal vehicles, bearing police 
bumper stickers alongside white-supremacist de-
cals. She and her team passed the materials on to 
local police commanders, who performed a kind 
of slow sidestep. “They tried to assure us that 
they were taking care of it, while also saying that 
it wasn’t what we thought,” she says. These were 
the officers’ off-duty  personal cars, the brass 
said, and they have First Amendment rights.

Lopez dismisses this argument. Racism, 
let alone membership in a white-supremacist 
group, is too destructive to a cop’s work — racial 
bias is grounds for dismissal at trial — to use the 
First Amendment as a shield. A Brennan Cen-
ter for Justice report on racism in policing also 

notes that Supreme Court precedent allows the 
government to limit employment opportunities 
for sensitive public-sector jobs, including law 
enforcement, where membership in an outside 
group would “interfere with their duties.”

“They didn’t want to deal with it,” Lopez says 
of the police commanders, “and that’s what’s re-
ally telling, really troubling, is they’d rather live 
with a white supremacist in their ranks than take 
the PR hit, which, I think, tells you something 
about their values, but also tells you something 
about how prevalent it is.” 

LAW-ENFORCEMENT researchers say that while 
many Americans are becoming increasingly alert 
to the different forms racism takes, police them-
selves often disregard it entirely. “When the pub-
lic is informed of a cop expressing racist views,” 
says Johnson, “it is usually from the media or the 
public and not the police department. Rather 
than show the public that they are accountable 
to us, the police cover for their own.”

Police unions have come to be the face of this 
intransigence, often pushing back fiercely against 
anyone who questions police actions. In New 
York, the police union more or less declared 
war on Mayor Bill de Blasio for wanting to rein 
in stop-and-frisk policies and for speaking out 
against the police killing of Eric Garner. Philadel-
phia police union president John McNesby de-
scribed BLM protesters as a “pack of rabid an-
imals” and dismissed an incident in which an 
officer was discovered sporting an alleged Nazi 
tattoo as “not a big deal.” Chicago police union 
president John Catanzara, a vocal Trump sup-

porter previously investigated for anti-Muslim 
social media posts, defended the Capitol rioters 
(he later apologized for it). The National Frater-
nal Order of Police endorsed Trump in both his 
presidential races, and Kroll even spoke at a 2019 
Trump rally, lamenting that Obama had “op-
pressed” police and thanking Trump for putting 
“the handcuffs on the criminals instead of us.”

“These are not loose cannons,” says Brooklyn 
College sociology professor Alex Vitale, author 
of The End of Policing, “but a common type, who 
keep winning union elections.” 

Of course, the police are not a monolith, and 
even critics like former DOJ attorney Garcia note 
that most police go about their jobs profession-
ally. New York Law School professor Kirk Burk-
halter, a former NYPD detective, says that when 
critics speak about racist police, they miss an im-
portant point: “Police are a reflection of society. 
We do not have a police-officer tree that we can 
pick police from, who are immune to that. So, 
the larger problem is racism throughout society.”

The danger he sees is what extremist research-
ers see — and what ghost skins hoped for: a “blur-
ring of the lines,” so that seemingly ordinary 
conservatives begin looking past the hateful ide-
ologies of white supremacy or neo-Nazism, which 
before might have proven too toxic, to stand 
next to members of extremist groups. “And that’s 
what we saw at the Capitol,” says Burkhalter.

Today, Muldoon looks at all this with a sense 
of sadness. She first learned about the George 
Floyd murder from her son, who texted her and 
asked, “Have you seen this?” When she watched 
the video, she had a visceral sense of being trans-
ported back to her own experience in the Minne-
apolis department. 

“It was just horrible, and the look on his face,” 
she says of Derek Chauvin, the cop convicted of 
murder for strangling Floyd under his knee, see-
ing in it contempt, arrogance, and defiance, as if 
thinking, “I can do whatever I want.” 

When asked how many police officers she 
thinks are actual white supremacists, Muldoon 
says she is “totally unaware” of anyone in the 
Minneapolis PD who held dual membership in 
the police department and an external, white- 
supremacist group. She also isn’t sure how much 
the answer matters, pointing out what should be 
obvious: “If a police officer works in a depart-
ment that covers up for racism,” she asks, “or ig-
nores racism when it occurs, aren’t they already 
part of a white-supremacist organization?”  

Accusations of racism, and white supremacy, 
conjure visions of extremists — hateful men in 
white hoods or wearing swastikas, bent on mur-
der. But merely covering up for racism, tolerat-
ing it, disregarding it — those are also racist acts. 
Such a summation sweeps up any union boss, 
rank-and-file officer, police chief, or politician 
who brushes over racism. 

The result is that well over a decade after the 
FBI first issued its warning, we do not know how 
many white supremacists have infiltrated law en-
forcement. What we do know is that American 
police departments remain an attractive option 
for white supremacists seeking work.

White supremacists are out there, in police 
departments. There’s no telling how much 
damage they could do,” says a retired police 
chief. “There’s no question they’re out there.”

“ 

THE MOVEMENT  
Former skinhead 

Frankie Meeink 
says cops would 

often tell him 
they sympathize, 

saying things 
like, “I listen to 

Rush Limbaugh.”
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S LEATER-KINNEY are
back to their old tricks,
which means trying out

some new tricks. The Pacific
Northwest punks grabbed
the world’s imagination with
the 1996 riot-grrrl bombshell
Call the Doctor, but ever since,
they’ve refused to repeat
themselves. Everything about
their new album is outside
their zone, starting with the
title: Path of Wellness. It’s
the first album they’ve made
as a duo — the band is down
to Carrie Brownstein and
Corin Tucker after a painful
and public split with longtime
drummer Janet Weiss.
 On Path of Wellness,
Sleater-Kinney sound as
though they figured there
was no way to get back to
normal, so they might as well
get as weird as possible.

SLEATER-
KINNEY ROAR
BACK TO LIFE

Sleater-Kinney
Path of Wellness
Mom + Pop

4

After a swerve
into synth-pop,
the beloved punk
rockers sound
born again
By ROB SHEFFIELD

Music
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S L E AT E R - K I N N E Y

M ICHELLE ZAUNER
is an expert at
facing grief with

elation. The circumstances
of her life surrounding the
release of her first two albums
as Japanese Breakfast are
well-documented: Her debut,
Psychopomp, was recorded
in the wake of her mother’s

death from pancreatic cancer
in 2014, and her explorations
of trauma and melancholy
extended onto its science-
fiction-inspired follow-up, Soft
Sounds From Another Planet.

Yet Zauner has always side-
stepped any desire to linger
within pain, instead catapult-
ing toward the possibility of

ier aspects of dependency,
devotion, and longing. Lead
single “Be Sweet,” written
with Jack Tatum of Wild
Nothing, evolves the Studio
54 influence of her mem-
orable 2017 song “Machin-
ist,” about love between
woman and computer, into
Eighties-synth bliss; Zauner
turns its pleading hook into
a rallying cry: “Be sweet to
me, baby/I wanna believe in
you/I wanna beliiieeeeeve!”
She echoes the sentiment
on “Slide Tackle,” a breezy
future-funk track that catches
her grappling with PTSD.
Opener “Paprika” is euphoria
in a bottle, and as good of a
distillation as you’ll ever get
of why certain musicians risk
life and limb to perform on-
stage. “How’s it feel to stand
at the height of your powers/
To captivate every heart?”
she asks, before answering
her own question in a burst
of trumpets: “It’s a rush.”

Zauner continues with the
sci-fi narratives she first
presented on Soft Sounds and
weaves them together with
more mundane experiences,
and it’s not always easy — or
particularly useful — to
decipher which is which on
each song. “Savage Good
Boy” embodies a billionaire
with plans to move his family
to an underwater compound,
where his wife can continue
on with her domestic tasks
and birth them children; “Sit”
translates oral sex into binary
code, and envisions the
act of seduction as “a chase
sequence on loop.” But while
these metaphors carry plenty
of creativity and dry humor,
Zauner’s writing shines
when she proves she doesn’t
need them as a crutch. Take
“In Hell,” which meticulously
chronicles the last days of a
loved one’s life in a hospital,
set to the kind of jangly indie
rock that Zauner grew up with
in the Pacific Northwest. It’s
in these moments, when her
proclamations of feeling are
realized in the music itself,
that Jubilee is at its best.

imaginary futures — and
it’s made her one of the
most compelling indie-pop
artists around.

Jubilee is Japanese Break-
fast’s most ecstatic-sounding
album to date, although
one glance at the lyrics will
tell you that Zauner isn’t
done excavating the thorn-

THE JOY OF JAPANESE BREAKFAST
Michelle Zauner battles trauma with pop elation
on an excellent new album By CLAIRE SHAFFER

Japanese
Breakfast
Jubilee
Dead Oceans

4
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Myke Towers’ Salsa-Trap Revelation
PUERTO RICAN artist Myke Towers has been releasing music at a rapid clip for five
years, gradually building his profile through a series of hit collaborations like “Estamos

Arriba” with Bad Bunny, and the “Caramelo” remix with Ozuna and Karol G. His latest,
Lyke Mike, finds him near the top of the Trending 25 on the RS charts; it’s 65 minutes of

dogged, hard-nosed trap, highlighted by “Pin Pin,” a welcome moment of levity built around
a cheery salsa sample. He’s not the first person to deploy a salsa/hip-hop hybrid, but he

makes it his own: fleet-footed but thunderous, like tap-dancing with cinder blocks. ELIAS LEIGHT

BREAKING

No matter how long you’ve been a fan, you’ll
hear plenty to startle you here. As they sing
together in “Worry With You,” “Let’s get lost,
baby, and take a wrong turn.”

But that’s always been a credo for this
band. Back in the Nineties, fans got outraged
when Dig Me Out didn’t sound like Call the
Doctor, just as they got outraged when The
Hot Rock didn’t resemble either. That restless
spirit carried the threesome to their 2005 sign
off, The Woods, where they blew up into
a raging jam band. After a 10-year hiatus, they
returned with the triumphant comeback No
Cities to Love. But their last album, The Center
Won’t Hold, was their most divisive move ever
— a slick synth-pop detour that sounded far
more like their producer, St. Vincent’s Annie
Clark. The makeover wasn’t just polarizing
for fans — it ripped the band apart.

As songwriters, Tucker and Brownstein
are in much stronger shape here. “Path of
Wellness” kicks off the album with gooey
synths, Talking Heads/B-52’s-style percussion,
and the chant “I’m on a path of wellness.”
Brownstein’s excellent “Method” is a moodily
vulnerable plea, where she admits, “I’m sing-
ing about love, and it sounds like hate.”

“Shadow Town” is the first Sleater-Kinney
song where it sounds like they’ve been
listening to loads of Steely Dan, ending with
a groovy Fender Rhodes electric-piano solo.
The Steely influence runs surprisingly deep.
At times, Brownstein’s guitar channels Denny
Dias to the point where you expect her to
break into “Your Gold Teeth II.” “Tomor-
row’s Grave” is a prog-metal grinder. “High
in the Grass” starts off sounding nothing like
Sleater-Kinney — more like Joan Baez replacing
Ric Ocasek in the Cars — until Tucker finally
unleashes her roof-raising wail for the chorus.

But for the most part, Tucker and Brown-
stein get down to brass tacks emotionally —
they spend this album pleading for love
and tenderness. They’re not going for rock
anthems or fist-pumping power chords.
The finale, “Bring Mercy,” is Tucker praying
for human kindness to save the day, with an
Eighties pop sheen in the mode of Pat Benatar.
On Path of Wellness, Sleater-Kinney sound
like they’re regrouping after a period of loss
and isolation, taking stock of what remains.
And in 2021, they’re not the only ones.
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EXILE’S RETURN Phair’s first LP in 11
years can at times recall the lyrical
honesty and production of her 1993
classic, Exile in Guyville, with 30 years
of living to inform her songwriting.

Liz Phair

Soberish
Chrysalis

TRUE TRASH Shirley Manson has her
knives out for “The Men Who Rule
the World,” right-wing preachers, and
other evils on the seventh Garbage LP.
Their industrial pop is just as sharp.

Garbage

No Gods No
Masters

Infectious

HUMAN JUKEBOX Adam Weiner deliv-
ers his own Great American Songbook
— from Prince and Dylan to Cardi B —
in this collection of home performanc-
es culled from quarantine livestreams.

POST-PUNK GLORY The London
avant-rockers’ second LP is gloriously
absurd. Take centerpiece “John L,” five
minutes of intoned spoken word, spiky
violin, and bruising rhythms.

BRIGHT SOUL The English neo-soul
singer’s debut, Lost & Found, graceful-
ly took on love and loss. Her follow-up
deals with similar themes, yet with
even more depth and confidence.

CHANGE AGENT The ex-Vampire Week-
end member shows off the production
chops he gifted to Carly Rae Jepsen,
Haim, and others, creating pleasantly
ornate pop with classical flourishes.

BLAKE LIVELY The Voice coach em-
braces a weekend vibe, charming his
way through laid-back songs about
falling in and out of love, and loving
what you do on your precious days off.

PAIN RELIEVERS The hugely successful
Ohio “rock” duo keep creating smooth
genre-eliding sounds to soften anxious
moods — like a Maroon 5 with some
vulnerability beneath the pop sheen.

GUITAR HEAVEN If this Tuareg singer-
guitarist’s kaleidoscopic bluesy solos
don’t hook you, his call-and-response
singalongs and quick-changing African
rhythms definitely will.

Mdou Moctar

Afrique Victime
Matador

L.A. LIGHT What happens when two
great songwriters huddle in a Topanga
Canyon house to make an album? In
the case of Jay Som and Palehound,
pure indie-rock sunshine.

Bachelor

Doomin’ Sun
Polyvinyl

Low Cut Connie

Tough Cookies
Contender

Black Midi

Cavalcade
Rough Trade

Jorja Smith

Be Right Back
FAMM

Rostam

Changephobia
Matsor

Blake Shelton

Body Language
Warner

Twenty One Pilots

Scaled & Icy
Fueled by Ramen

CONTRIBUTORS: JONATHAN BERNSTEIN, JON DOLAN, JON FREEMAN, KORY GROW, JEFF IHAZA, ANGIE MARTOCCIO

Ten new albums you need to know about no
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of American history than the
one you most commonly find
in textbooks and on museum
walls. It’s an appropriate
touch for a story that weaves
in agonizingly real details
from our horrible past of rac-
ist injustice with Whitehead’s
rewriting of yesterday — so
that, for instance, the titular
“underground” is a literal
network of subterranean
train tunnels that enslaved
people like Cora (Thuso
Mbedu) and Caesar (Aaron
Pierre) use to escape the hor-
rors of a life in bondage.

But the thing you can’t
help noticing as the camera
lingers on each tableau is that
every subject is looking di-
rectly at you, usually unblink-
ing. It is as if Jenkins, and his
characters, are challenging
you to do the same: to gaze
without flinching at scenes
depicting the most heinous

A GAIN AND AGAIN
throughout Barry
Jenkins’ adaptation of

Colson Whitehead’s Pulitzer
Prize-winning novel The
Underground Railroad, the
Oscar-winning Moonlight
director will pause the story
to present tableaus of his
huge cast of black characters.
These shots are stunning
in their composition, as if
Jenkins and cinematographer
James Laxton are painting
an entirely different vision

impulses and deeds of our
nation; and, on occasion,
to be rewarded with the hope
of something better.

Whitehead’s book is epi-
sodic, and for the most part
lends itself well to this 10-part
translation. (Most install-
ments run more than an hour,
though one is a 20-minute in-
terlude about a minor charac-
ter.) We begin on the Georgia
cotton plantation where Cora
and Caesar are forced to
work, then make stops
in cracked-mirror
reflections of
South Carolina
(where slaves are
educated and
largely treated
as members of
polite society)
and North
Carolina (where
nonwhites have
been banned

The Underground
Railroad
NETWORK Amazon

Prime Video
AIR DATE Streaming now
STARRING Thuso Mbedu

Aaron Pierre
Joel Edgerton

William Jackson Harper

4

befriended by Underground
conductor Royal (William
Jackson Harper), this is not
an easy watch. Jenkins and
Laxton capture images of
startling beauty but also
unbelievable pain. There are
monstrous moments that
will sear themselves into
your retina and deep into
your memories: a slave being
whipped and brutalized as
a mix of punishment and
entertainment, or a stretch
of Tennessee so scorched,
hell seems to have risen up
to occupy a part of the Earth.

These re-creations of
black suffering don’t exist for
exploitation, but as chilling
reminders of what we are ca-
pable of at our worst — which
in turn allows Underground
Railroad to provide glimpses
of what we are capable of at
our best, too. (“Ain’t nothin’
in this world black folk can’t
do,” Royal brags to Cora.)
The instances of joy here are
less frequent, but they shine
brilliantly against the terrible
backdrop of this mingling of
fact with fantasy.

As Cora discovers, the
journey does not always
proceed in a straight line,
and the digressive nature of
the series can be frustrating.
Some episodes, like the stop
in North Carolina, are hard
to get through less because
of the evil we’re witnessing
than because they just feel
slow. While Mbedu and
Edgerton both command the
screen, Ridgeway — who tries
to impress Cora with mono-
logues about “the American
imperative” that justify slav-
ery, even as he clearly enjoys
the benefits of the Southern
status quo — ultimately has
more of a character arc than
Cora, which leaves the show
feeling imbalanced. And the
finale is a bit of an anticlimax.

But the emotional highs
and lows of The Under-

ground Railroad are
stronger than

anything you are
likely to find on
TV this year,
just as those
images are more
gorgeous and
nightmarish. It
is imperfect but
incredible. Don’t

look away.

altogether), before taking
emotional and geographic
detours on the route to free-
dom. All the while, the pair
are pursued by slave-hunter
Ridgeway ( Joel Edgerton)
and his young black sidekick,
Homer (Chase W. Dillon).

With rare exceptions, like
a stay at an all-black winery
in Indiana, where Cora is

Jenkins
on set

EVIL SURFACES IN ’UNDERGROUND’
Barry Jenkins’ new limited series about an escaped slave
is a gorgeous exploration of America’s darkest impulses

TV
Mbedu, as the
steely Cora, at
a station along

her journey

Classic | Excellent | Good | Fair | Poor78 |  Rolling Stone
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What to stream, what to skip this month

WATCH LIST

Betty’s
all-girl skate

crew runs
the stoop.

Marvel
Heroes:
They Were
Just Like Us

NOSTALGIA

Ackie
(left) and
Waithe

Aduba in
session

briefly, while the story revolves
around a crisis in the relationship
between Denise and her partner,
Alicia (Naomi Ackie). Creatively,
this is Ansari and Waithe in Scenes
From a Marriage mode, with lei-
surely vistas of Denise and Alicia’s
ramshackle country house and
scenes of mundanity that play out
at a length designed to immerse
the viewer in their domestic bliss
and all the ways it’s going awry.
At times, the pacing feels self-in-
dulgent, while at others — partic-
ularly the fourth episode, an Ackie
spotlight where Alicia undergoes
fertility treatments — the waiting
around begins to feel like the
entire extremely emotional point
of the thing. It’s a gamble that
doesn’t fully pay off, but it’s great
to know that after several years
apart, Ansari and Waithe were will-
ing to try something so different
and yet so true to the larger spirit
of what the show was before.

LOVE JONES
Master of None
NETWORK Netflix
AIR DATE All episodes available now

#

The first two seasons of Master of
None were defined by unpredict-
ability. Episodes were often about
the love life of actor Dev (Aziz

Ansari, who co-created the show),
but they could just as easily be
about his best friend Denise (Lena
Waithe) coming out to her family,
immigrants coming to America, or
even a black-and-white homage to
neorealistic Italian cinema. But this
batch, subtitled “Seasons of Love,”
is a big departure from what came
before, more American Horror
Story than Twilight Zone in ap-
proach. Though Ansari directs all
five episodes and co-wrote them
with Waithe, Dev appears only

THE DOC IS IN
In Treatment
NETWORK HBO
AIR DATE Two new episodes

every Sunday and Monday,
starting at 9 p.m.

4

“I know how to hold my patients’
pain,” therapist Brooke Lawrence
(Uzo Aduba) tells best friend Rita
(Liza Colón-Zayas). “And who
holds your pain?” Rita asks. In this
sequel to the acclaimed Gabriel
Byrne drama, each episode is
a therapy session, with the first
three per week featuring Brooke
with a patient — bipolar home-
health aide Eladio (Anthony
Ramos), smug white-collar crimi-
nal Colin (John Benjamin Hickey),
and vulnerable teen Laila (Quin-
tessa Swindell) — before she seeks
Rita’s support in the fourth. The
format demands much of Emmy
winner Aduba, since she has to re-
veal what Brooke is feeling about

both herself and her patients while
quietly responding to their pain.
Aduba proves more than up to the
challenge, delivering a complicat-
ed, compelling performance that
lives up to Byrne’s near-impossible
standard. This isn’t always an easy
show — but it’s a great one. A.S.

THE WHEEL DEAL
Betty
NETWORK HBO
AIR DATE June 11th at 11 p.m.

4

The second-season premiere of
this inviting dramedy about a
group of female skateboarders
opens with one of them looking
to make some quick cash, and
closes with the quintet just hang-
ing out. Though the new episodes
follow the girls as they try to find
money, love, or spiritual fulfillment,
the show is primarily about the
pleasure of their company. The
season takes place in a pandem-
ic-hobbled New York, which clears
out the streets for the girls to
skate, but makes it harder for them
to get what they’re looking for —
especially since so much of that
exists in spaces controlled by men.
Though the stories offer a mix of
gentle comedy and vulnerable
drama, director Crystal Moselle,
a former documentarian, lends
the tales an air of nonfiction. “I’m
over feeling like I have to prove
myself to everybody,” declares Ca-
mille (Rachelle Vinberg). She and
her friends have nothing to prove
after two very charming seasons.

Rolling Stone | 79

Remembering the comics
giant’s early stabs at bringing
its characters to television

WHEN LOKI PREMIERES on
Disney+ on June 9th, it will be
the second live-action show
involving a character from the
Thor comics, and the latest entry
in what’s actually the second
attempt to build an expanded
Marvel universe on television.
The first effort at both came in
a 1988 made-for-TV movie called
The Incredible Hulk Returns. A
revival of the long-running Bill
Bixby/Lou Ferrigno Incredible
Hulk series that had concluded
six years earlier, the film doubled

as an attempt to set up a new
series around Thor. Played by
Eric Allan Kramer, he was more
hard-drinking Viking warrior
than thunder god, appearing
whenever nerdy Dr. Donald
Blake (Steve Levitt) needed help.
The planned Thor spinoff never
materialized, maybe because the
movie was so cheap and corny,
yet the Hulk producers tried
again a year later. In Trial of the
Incredible Hulk, David Banner’s
blind attorney, Matt Murdock
(Rex Smith), turned out to be the
crime-fighting man without fear
Daredevil, battling evil in a flimsy
black body stocking not dissim-
ilar to what Charlie Cox wore
years later in the first season of
Netflix’s Daredevil. Again, the
spinoff didn’t happen, and the
final Bixby Hulk film eschewed
superhero team-ups altogether.
Nineties attempts to make TV
series out of Marvel characters
like Nick Fury (played by . . . David
Hasselhoff?) and the mutant
team Generation X didn’t get
past the pilot stage. Probably for
the best, given how clumsy and
off-model these projects were,
but they were all Marvel fans had
to dream on for a long time. How
far we’ve come. A.S.

Ferrigno (left) and
Kramer in peak
Eighties mode



And that’s the gap. Watch-
ing Zola, with its occasional
voice-over asides narrated by
Zola (featuring lines ripped
directly from the thread),
is like being trapped there
with them as she’s reliving
the story and also watching
it in hindsight via a constant
stream of twittery clinks
and pop-up images. (See the
feed of various johns’ dicks
scrolling by like an endless
phallic montage.) It’s like
experiencing two accounts
of the story at once: the
things as they happened,
and the things as Zola says
they happened.

Zola succeeds most of all
in convincing us of that layer
of awareness between the
woman thinking “What the
fuck?” and the woman who,
having survived it, is trying
to make sense of the whole
experience. All of the above is
why some people won’t know
what to do with it. But the
rest of us, enraptured and
amazed, willing to overlook
occasional shagginess in favor
of the oddly discerning feat of
it will see the movie for what
it is. Zola is a doomscroll
down into the depths of other
people’s madness. And I’m
only too happy to plummet
right along with it. A
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Zola
STARRING Taylour Paige

Riley Keough
Colman Domingo

Nicholas Braun
DIRECTED BY Janicza Bravo

#
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as a movie, however, without
the previous notoriety of the
thread, and you’d be laughed
out of the room. Which is
partially why Zola is such a
disconcerting, curious, abra-
sive, intelligent, surprising,
and likely polarizing joy.

It’s something of a miracle
that the end result emerged
fully formed and fresh, as
it is certain to bother some
with all its stylistic tics and
meta-awareness. The movie
never lets you forget that
you’re watching a story that
played out, at first, as a loose-
lipped, social media Odyssey
(one that ROLLING STONE
journalist David Kushner
reported on in a 2015 article
that provided source mate-
rial for the film). It’s a star-
crossed meet-cute between
two women: a pitch-perfect
Taylour Paige as the titular
hostage-storyteller and a fan-
tastically trashy Riley Keough
as her frenemy (here re-
named Stefani). They’re both
strippers, and an offhanded

comment morphs into a
sudden weekend-long road
trip to Florida in the name
of making bigger bucks. Only
Zola doesn’t know that an un-
announced extra “passenger”
named Derrek (Succession’s
Nicholas Braun), a gangly and
painfully uncomfortable-is-
his-own-skin white guy with a
Vine video addiction, is Stef-
ani’s boyfriend. Or that the
man driving them, X (Colman
Domingo), isn’t Stefani’s
“roommate,” but her boss.

Stefani turns tricks. The
plan was to rope Zola into

taking on some private clients
herself. Things don’t quite
pan out that way — for one
thing, Zola’s not that kind of
girl. She’s not judging, mind
you; if anything, her keen
sense of her cohort’s value,
as well as her own, makes her
better at selling Stefani than
X ever could be. Zola is an
expert at glamming up her
friend’s Backpage selfies
and jacking the price way,
way, way up. But, look, she
doesn’t want to be involved.

A FILM INSPIRED BY
a viral tweet thread
could have gone any

number of ways — indeed,
Aziah “Zola” Wells King’s
2015 Twitter tale out of which
director Janicza Bravo and
playwright-screenwriter
Jeremy O. Harris’ Zola was
born, does go any number
of ways. A stripper misadven-
ture, a Backpage okey-dokey,
a chance encounter from
hell, some savory racial
tension, an extra helping of
terrifying unpredictability —
all of it tied together with a
cutting sense of humor (“So
we vibing over our hoe-ism or
whatever?”). Pitch this story

Bravo (right),
on set with Paige
and Keough

A TWEETCAR NAMED DESIRE
An epic, viral Twitter thread about two strippers’
misadventures details a social media odyssey from hell

FACE OFF
Keough (left) and

Paige size each
other up.
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I N  A  ST RU G G L I N G
Ohio factory town,
Ruth (The End of the
F***ing World’s Jessica
Barden) and her broth-
er scramble to make
ends meet while their
mom (Pamela Adlon)
is incarcerated. They
eventually fall in with

a local scrap-metal dealer (Austin Amelio),
who adds them to his crew of night-raid cop-
per thieves. Ruth soon has to make a choice:
Should she go to college or embrace the
criminal life? Writer-director Nicole Riegel’s
Rust Belt passion play is the sort of American
indie movie that strives for equal parts uplift
and Midwestern miserablism (lots of gray
skies and dirty floors); you wouldn’t call it
subtle, unless you consider a pile of American
flags lying in the corner of an abandoned class-
room “subtle.” The reason to see it is Barden,
who immediately proves to be a performer
who can communicate a rich inner life without
saying a word. There are actually two stories
of a young woman trying to beat the odds and
rise above tough circumstances here — and it’s
the one involving the actor versus the script
that sticks with you. DAVID FEAR

A  G LO O M Y  YO U N G
man, Alexis (Félix
Lefebvre), tells us he’s
obsessed with death.
Someone’s got to be
buried, and the movie
makes no secret of who
that is: David (Benja-
min Voisin), friend and
first love. If not for its
grim departures from

the feverish, sun-specked lust of gay youth,
François Ozon’s adaptation of the YA novel
Dance on My Grave might be easily mistaken
for a Call Me by Your Name hand-me-down: the
flirtations, the dance scenes, the sculpturally
perfect bodies of its central pair. It’s all plea-
surably, numbingly familiar but for the lovely
sparks of interest generated by its cast (includ-
ing Valeria Bruni Tedeschi as David’s mom).

HEAVY METAL

C O M PA R I S O N S  TO
Rosemary’s Baby will
be made, but that’s
not the biggest hurdle
facing this attempt at
preggo-horror, starring
Ilana Glazer (who also
co-wrote it) and Justin
Theroux. They’re a
couple who’ve had

trouble conceiving; a celebrity fertility expert
(Pierce Brosnan) helps them change that.
As with Roman Polanski’s gyno-horror night-
mare, there’s another agenda at work.

No, this new movie’s biggest battle is against
itself: the indecisive tone, the unsuccessful stab
at satire, the obviousness and relative toothless-

ness of its ideas. Director John Lee, a veteran
of Wonder Showzen and Adult Swim, is clearly
familiar with atmospheric trademarks of the
genre; and, with Glazer, he tries to make a little
humorous something out of its abundance
of nothing. It all builds up to a sequence of
violent images and actions meant to be iconic.
You don’t cake Glazer’s face with that much
blood if you don’t intend to make all those
hours in hair and makeup count for something.
Unfortunately for us all, they don’t. K.A.C.

BABY DRIVER
False Positive
STARRING

Ilana Glazer
Justin Theroux
Pierce Brosnan

DIRECTED BY
John Lee

!

FRENCH CONNECTION
Summer of 85
STARRING

Félix Lefebvre
Benjamin Voisin 

Valeria Bruni
Tedeschi

DIRECTED BY
François Ozon

3

And the grim stuff does make a difference.
Ozon’s credible handling of the film’s twinned
stories invisibly pulls us through Summer
of 85’s romantic departures and quiet crises.
Between the too-many nods to New Order
and the beauty of France, you really do start
to wonder where it’s all going — even if, long
before the end, you already sort of know. K.A.C.

Barden gets
scrappy.
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Lefebvre
go for
a ride.
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ATHENA PHEROMONE

Works for most, but not all. NOT SOLD IN STORES.
Free US Shipping  Cosmetics; not aphrodisiacs. 

Vial of 1/6 oz. added to 2-4 oz. of your  
fragrance lasts 4 to 6 mos., or use straight 
Contains human synthesized pheromones.  

Please send me__vials of 10:13 for women@$98.50 
            and/or___ vials  of 10X for men @$99.50 
  for a *total _______   by: ❑ money order,  ❑ check 
❑ Visa,M/C,Disc._______-________-________-_______ 
Exp._____ CVV:____ Sign:__________________  
to:  Name______________________________ 
Address_______________________________ 
City/State_________________zip__________ 
Tel:______________ email___________________ 

(*PA add 6% tax, Canada add US $13 per vial)     RS 

athenainst i tute.com

These cosmetics increase your attractive-
ness.  Created by the co-discoverer of human 
pheromones. Dr. Cutler has authored 8 books 
on wellness and 50 scientific papers. 

BIOLOGIST’S PHEROMONE 
FORMULAS INCREASE 

 AFFECTION FROM OTHERS

for women for mentm

unscented fragrance additives

♥ Liza (MN) “My honey doesn't know. It keeps 
him going. It makes him think he just met 
me tonight. It's great stuff.-- it is so bizarre; 
I don’t know why the whole world isn’t using 
10:13. It’s my little secret; no one knows.”  

♥Jon (NC) 10 orders. “10X definitely worked 
with my wife. We had kind of lost the spark, the 
10X brought her back to me. Also I noticed 
that  women would come up and talk to me at 
the gym.  I am not bad looking, but this never 
happened to me before.”

Call: 610-827-2200
or send to Athena Institute,  

Dept RS, 1211 Brafield Rd.   
Chester Springs, PA 19425

SAVE $100: 6-Pak special 

Dr. Winnifred CutlerDr. Winnifred Cutler
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After heading Def
Jam, Warner, and
300, Cohen leads
music at YouTube.

You’ve led the music
business from so many
different sides. What’s
the achievement you’re
most proud of?
Being the road manager of
Run-DMC and learning the
essence of our business.
Ultimately, the artist and the
fan have to close the deal,
and I realized that what Run-
DMC did — and the Beastie

I would have been a
conflict-resolution person
in a diplomatic corps.
Or I would have been some
serial entrepreneur.

Who are the entre-
preneurs you’re most
impressed by?
I’m always amazed by Jay-Z
and his development of his
businesses. And Kanye West.
In order to be hugely creative
on a consistent basis, you
have to really focus on that.
But it’s very rarefied air that
you could actually branch
out and develop other busi-
nesses and still stay incredi-
bly focused and creative.

You’ve done hundreds
of interviews, many prob-
ably including the same
questions. So what are the
questions you wish people
would have asked that
haven’t been asked?
One question I don’t get
asked is “What is winning?”
I am a music person who . . .
has survived at least three
cold periods, so I’ve gotten
that stripe, and I feel like I’m
a terrific husband, a good
father. But winning doesn’t
stop there. I also want to
be feeling good to myself —
having hobbies and interests
and being a round person.
There are a lot of people who
are great in a certain area,
and they’ve sacrificed and
dedicated everything. I think
winning is finding the way
to manage a career, a home,
a loving relationship, and
also being good to myself.

If you come to my home,
you wouldn’t know that I’m
in the music business. I don’t
have gold records all over
the place and everything like
that. I want to be round. Suc-
cessfully round. AMY X. WANG

ing, should recommit to artist
development. If an artist got
discovered on TikTok during
the pandemic, they certainly
can start working and trying
to communicate that song
live, so they can go and per-
form it in a way they feel
proud of, when the pandem-
ic is in the rearview mirror.

What would you say to
an 18-year-old who wants
to go into music today?
I would say an emphatic yes.
The music industry takes
a lot of courage, but it is full
of opportunities.

But isn’t it also a more dif-
ficult business nowadays,
with data-fueled gold rush-
es and the sheer amount of
new music being released?
I think that is only opportu-
nity, because someone needs
to figure that out. What a
beautiful industry, you know?
None of your decisions would
determine whether someone
lives or dies; you only bring
joy to the world. Turn off
music and we’re going
to have a terrible world.

What are the most over-
rated and underrated
trends in music right now?
Overrated is data A&R —
using data as the beginning,
middle, and end to signing
an artist. Underrated is the
real A&R — helping develop
a musical point of view to
help an artist articulate their
conscience and desire in
a way that allows them
to feed their family.
The classic A&R of
punches, guts, musi-
cality, chorus, verses,
that kind of stuff.

If you hadn’t gone
into music, what
would your backup
careers have been?

Boys to an extent — was close
the deal onstage. As we talk
about the future of music
and how the digital platforms
provide much more music
to many more people, I think
live [performance] is going
to be incredibly important.

A lot of people can
fake a lot of shit digitally.
But the truth will always be
told where there is no agent,
no manager, no DSP, no radio
station between the artist
and the fan. Mano a mano.
I learned this in the three
and a half years of being Run-
DMC’s road manager. We sep-
arated ourselves from all the
other rap artists emerging
by burning down every single
stage we came across.

So what do you think
of the artists who were
signed from TikTok during
the pandemic and have
never performed live?
If you graduate medical
school, they don’t give you
a bag of scalpels and say
“go operate.” You go into
residency. I think the music
industry, now that it’s grow-

The veteran music mogul on the pitfalls
of viral hits and what defines success

Lyor Cohen
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